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made by Stephen Fretson
of Lineolnville, 76 years old; Capt. R. S
Davis, 83; Allen H. Miller, Amo W.
Knight, George W. Miller, David McCobb
and others.
The first volume of the Drinkwater
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DRINKWATER OF

The seventh annual reunion of the descendants of Micajah and Elizabeth Bradford Drinkwater was held at the farm of
Ansel Wadsworth in Belfast, Thursday,
August 25th. The morning was foggy,
which deterred many living at a distance
from coming. About 80 persons were present, from Belfast, Searsport,Belmont, Sears-

Party.

H Curtis.. A Govern.leu .l.nlgv Parker’s Severest
i.’ii Wisdom A Great Sail'..The Republican Campaign
'Min. ru Fruits and Vegetables.
Merchant Marine .The Aineri-
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News..
rattle Market.-Belfast Price
Births.. Marriages.. Deaths.

Correspondence..Ship

Northport, Liucolnville, Camden,
Rockport, Rockland, Thomaston, Portland
RALLY.
and Vinalhaven, Maine, Boston, BrookV. W. Davis of Waterville line and Medford, Mass., and from Quebec,
P. Q.
by the Belfast Band.
4 At 10 o’clock a. m. the fog had cleared
-oils assembled in the Belaud a brisk southwest wind made
Saturday evening, Aug. away
out of doors decidedly comfortable. The
a campaign speech by lion.
foreuoon was devoted to greetings and soof Waterville, and music
and at 12 o’clock the company sat
Hand. The audience includ- ciability,
down to well laden and prettily arranged
inent Democrats from other
tables spread on the lawn between the
goodly percentage oi ladies,
house and the orchard. Capt. and Mrs.
on
the
were
stage:
gentlemen
Wadsworth aud daughters furnished an
ms of the Democratic State
excellent clam chowder, nicely cooked green
v Mayor
Boody of Brooklyn,
corn, freshly gathered from the farm, and
; D. and W. S. Pendleton of
most appetizing coffee, tea, milk and cream.
Farrow, Esq., of Belmont;
These supplemented by well-tilled lunch
Thompson, lion. R. F. Dunthe contents of which were laid on
Ansel Wadsworth, S. A. baskets,

B

mont,

I>iOCRATIC

the general

Greer of the County ComBrown, Esq., C. B. Hall, R.
:;i| G. G. Abbott, Democratic
Representative, of Belfast.
Pote of the Democratic City
■'corted the speaker, Hon. Cy.if Waterville, Democratic
>r Governor, to the platform,
Hand playing, “Hail to the
:nan

:

table, made

a

renast. that,

was

satisfying iu every respect.
The business meeting of the Drinkwater
Family Association was held on the lawn at
2 o’clock, and was opened with music by a
quartette composed of Elmer St. Clair, Rockland, tenor; Hunter B, Grant, Vinalhaven,
baritone; Miss Louise Pottle, Rockport, soprano; Miss Mabel Pottle, Rockport, alto
and pianist.

audience applauding as they
he aisle.
Thompson called the meetami called upon Hon. R. F.
Hde. Mr. Dunum said that he

President Wadsworth gave a short address of welcome, In which he made refereuee to the deeds of the Drinkwaters in
modern, colonial and old English history.
After reading the records of the previous
making some remarks on re- meeting the secretary, John S. Feruald of
u as the peuple had come to
Belfast, read the list of members of the
v > and not himself and the
family who have died during the year as
was
to
at which the meeting
follows: Charles M. Tower, Belmont; AlAfter some brief bert L. Drinkwater,
not do so.
Lincolnville; Merrill
lie general situation as it ap- II.
Drinkwater, Vinalhaven; Charles A.
his standpoint be introduced
Piper, Charles B. Piper, Belfast; Rufus
“A gentleman who will be
Pendleton, Boston; Harriet H. McGilvery,
nor "1 Maine two years lienee,
John W. McGilvery, Searsport; George A.
ear.”
Bailey, New York, N. Y'.; Thomas Orville
-uited- that for bis prelude he Drinkwater,
Boston; Sumner Davis, MontRepublican source, and lie real, J\ Q.; Leroy Drinkwater, Rockland;
speech bj lion. M. F. Simp- John s. McGilvery, Hampden; Frederick
usurer, in which that gentle- A. Elwell, Rockland; Carl Drinkwater,
■d to have said that there is Lincolnville; Frank Andrews, Brookline,
his campaign, and said that Mass. It was voted to devote a page of the
p.iign is over the Democrats records to their memory.
The treasurer, Alban F. Elwell of Northsimpson and his fellow Rethere is something doing in port, was not present and his report was not
this year. He brought greet- given, but it was informally reported that
i)emoerats of Knox, C’umber- all bills have been
paid and there is a small
Miebec counties, in which he balance in the
treasury.
i the assurance that all are
George W. Miller of Belfast, Charles T.
There are peculiar Knight of
-access.
Xorthport and Mrs. Atlanta
The Repub- Rhoades of Portland were
;s year in Maine.
appointed a comsame
tlie
not controlled by
mittee on nominations. They subsequently
..ho were its leaders 35 years reported and the officers were re-elected,
ien who believe in increasing
with one exception, as follows :
Proeiflont
Antal Wa.kiunrth
ares and in naming men for
to 12 years in advance. He
Vice presidents, Matthew Drinkwater,
he lb men who compose the Allen Drinkwater, Charles Drinkwater,
'•ate committee, naming the Mrs. Fannie Sylvester, Arno W. Knight,
•.ad b> them and giving their Emery 0. Pendleton, Thomas 0. D. Urwhich aggregate $36,700. He quhart, Mrs. Cordelia Drinkwater, Mrs.
re two issues in Maine this
Lizzie Knight, Chas. T. Knight.
and moral. As to the first he
Secretary, John S. Fernald.
as to the State finances, with
Treasurer, Capt. Alban F. El well.
wing that the administration
Executive committee, Matthew Drink:• .11 is not entitled to credit for
water, Charles T. Knight, Mrs. Alice Trusa nee
of $637,000 in the State sed, Mrs. Mary J. Drinkwater, Wm. H.
-close of ino3; and said that Alexander, Otis Drinkwater, Allen Drinkb not the Republican party water, Mrs. Helen
Hurd, Miss Annie Drinko credit
for the revision of water.
h the State had benefited
Mr. Knight, as vice president, suceeeds
•rring to the “man of straw” Capt. John \Y. McGilvery, deceased.
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Republican campaign suppleArno W. Knight of Lincolnville read the
would prove to be a Trojan following verses dedicated to the Drinklb armed men. lie said that water family, and written by himself:
-entatives iu Congress should
W'e meet, dear friends, once more,
the claim against the U. S.
A sturdy, loyal band,
To greet the dear old friends of yore
; which a firm of YVashingAnd grasp the friendly hand.
■* as
paid 20 per cent.; but this
Here old friendships are renewed,
by no other State delegation*
And otheis still are formed;
a larger percentage has been
As hearts with love are still imbued,
states. In referring to the
And with old memories warmed.
Hilaries, legislative expenses,
Our grand old ancestral tree
i the

}
j

valuation had been inthese added expenses. He
reference to the offices of
and State Binder and said
1 'omocrats were given control
would be abolished and the
to the lowest bidder. Iu referi.’bi expended by the fish and
'-loners he omitted to state
amount $35,000 was received
and fines; and there were like
his statements concerning
other departments,

Has branched out far and wide
Until its branches, strong and free,
\Ve gaze upon with pride.

t

issues he said, in part: “Mr.
that old and rotten plank,
•f the prohibitory law. I do
ny platform that calls for a
that law. The regulation of
milic should be taken from the
•I
put in tlie statutes, where
"ii

belongs.”
bad his subject well in hand
b-d his points forcibly.
He had
lition of liis audience and rel.t
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"■hire and after the address.
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shoe

shops of New England
sufficient additional fall con•'ll B
practical assurance of activity
’’
October. Eastern jobbers com" hat of
the irregularity of busi>toeks are continually broken,
'I

1;"k

supplementary orders to

Ketailers have
"
'tots as
extensively
'lpd

to

make

man-

not
as

anticipated
usual, which

wholesalers

also

children. He lived at home With his parents on the farm and taught school in the
early part of his life, and when the gold
mining industry was at its height went to
California, remaining there three years.
On his return home he bought a farm at the
head of Hobbs Pond, and married Nancy
Family history, compiled and published by M., only daughter of Judge and Mrs. Josiah
the secretary, was sold during the day.
He taught school
Miller of Liucolnville.
It was voted to hold the next re-union on
and singing school for many years and was
the farm of Matthew Drinkwater in Northone of the famous old Hope choir.
He had
port, the farm originally settled by Micajah served his town as chairman of the board
Drinkwater, and where four very enjoyable of selectmen, superintendent of schools,
reunions have previously beer; held.
town clerk, etc., and was fleeted county
The company broke up late in the aftercommissioner by the Greenback party. He
noon, all pronouncing the reunion one of was a member of the Universalist
church,
the most enjoyable ever held.
and a man generally respected. lie leaves
a widow, four sons, Josiah II. and J. CrosMERRIAM FAMILY REUNION.
by of Camden, Miller li. and Everett N. of
Hope* three daughters, Mrs. James Bobbins
The interest attaching to the annual reof Searsmont, Mrs. Arthur Harwood of
unions of the descendants of Matthew T.
Camden, and Grace of Hope, two sisters,
Merriam was again proved by the large atMrs. G. M. Payson of Hope, and Mrs. N. C.
tendance at the home of Elisha Merriam in
Alford of Fort Collins, Colo., who have the
rvf .,11
fl.Io dor
Morrill, Aug. 24th. The new stable recently added to Mr. Merriam’s buildings did
much to make the conditions for such a
Charles li. Jameson died at the home of
gathering well-nigh complete. The weather his
aunt, Mrs. Sarah A. Ingalls, in Northwas perfect, and a full moon in the evening
port, Aug. 8th, after a lingering illness. He
was a guarantee of safety to those coming
was a son of the late Charles and Aurelia
from a distance and wishing to return
(Terrill) Jameson and was born in Lynn,
home late.
Mass. lie was left when an infant, by his
The sole survivors of the thirteen childying mother, to the care of his aunt, who
dren of Matthew T. Merriman—Mrs. Jane had
given him a mother’s care, of which he
Rice of Thomaston, Mrs. Sarah E. Jackson
stood greatly in need, being of feeble conof Rockland, and Mrs. M. A. Sayward of
stitution and unable to do any except the
Thorndike—were present. The first is 80
lighter kinds of work, lie was for a time
years old, the last 70, and Mrs. Jackson is
employed by the late Dr. A. C. Ellingwood
77. Their physical appearance gave promof Belfast, and was later, when able to
ise of many happy returus.
work, in the Grand Central Hotel in Lynn.
Mr. Merriam’s family had taken great
Mrs. Ingalls was most devoted to him in his
pains to have a successful meeting, and his last illness, as she was in his
many sickefforts were rewarded by the largest gathnesses through life.
that
these
reunions
have
called
forth.
ering
The main floor of the stable, w hieh served
Mrs. Angelia Adams of Islesboro receivfor a dining room, was so completely shut
ed a telegram announcing the illness of her
off from the rest of it as to make it seem a
sou Walter in New York, and a few hours
part of the house, so far as neatness was later another telegram came
stating that he
concerned. The decorations, consisting of
was dead.
He was a very promising young
evergreen boughs, wild flowers, ferns and
man, about 22 years of age, and at the time
sweet peas, supplemented by two Amerihe was taken sick was at work learning the
can flags, helped to remind those present
carpenter’s trade. Mr. Adams leaves a
that although the day was given mainly to
large number of friends, who will sympathe concerns of a small portion of the hu- thize with his
mother, brother and sisters
man race connected by ties of blood, yet
in their bereavement.
they were related closely to nature on one
hand, and considered themselves a part of
Mr. Thomas Blodgett died suddenly at
that greater brotherhood, the national govhis home in Brooksville last Sunday afterernment, on the other.
noon of heart trouble.
He was about 80
Eighty and more people partook of the
years of age, and leaves a wife and one
picnic dinner with appetites sharpened but
daughter.
sadly inadequate to the bountiful supply
provided, leaving behind so much for Mr.
Mrs. Rebecca R. Philbrook died in LewMerriam’s disposal as seriously to embar- iston, Aug. 25ih, aged 90
years and 10
rass him.
mouths. For the past four years she had
Gathered about the door after dinner in made her home in Lewiston with her
daughter, Mrs. Sarah C. Patten. Mrs. Philthe shade of the house and the trees Presi- brook was a rare old
lady and came of pure
dent Eli C. Merriam called the assembly to English stock. She was a direct descenduf
ant
Peregrine White, said to be the first
order, and after some introductory remarks,
white child bom in America. She could
including the reading of a letter from Timeli- trace her ancestry back in an unbroken
er Brown of Stuart, Iowa, prayer was offeriine for several hundred years. She was
ed by Charles Brown and acceptable re- tiie daughter of Jason and Anna (Miller)
marks made by Elisha Merriam, Mrs. M. A. Cummings and was born in the town of
Freedom in October, 1613. When five years
Sayward, Mrs. Sarah E. Jackson, Mrs. M. of age her family went to Bangor to live
S. MeCool, Mr. and Mrs. I). O. Bowen, and here Mrs. Philbrook resided until four
Charles Brown, Charles Merriam, Freeman years ago, when she went to Lewiston.
She attended the common schools in BanSheldon and Miss Alice Sayward.
gor, but her education did not stop here.
From information presented by Mr. Eli One of her brothers attended Colby college,
Merriam it appears that Matthew T. Mer- then an unusual thing, and during his entire course the sister kept along with his
riam's ancestry has been traced back to studies. This
gave her an education which
was
remarkable lor a woman in those days.
England, the line being as follows:
For
some time she taught school in Bangor
1
William of Hadlow, Kent County, Eng.
where she met with great success. Miss
2 Joseph of Concord, Mass., who died in
Cummings was married to Francis J. Phil1041.
brook, a market gardener in Bangor. In '49
3
William of Lynn, Mass,
Mr. Philbrook went to California with
4 John of Wallingford, Ct.
many others in pursuit of gold and here his
5 Nathaniel of Wallingford, Ct.
Four sons and two
6 Rev. Matthew of Wallingford and Kit- death occurred in 1853.
daughters were born to them and with the
tery, Me.
of
one
all
of
the children are
son,
exception
7 Matthew T. of Morrill.
now living. The sons are John II. of Chico,
In the absence of a regular photographer
Francis
J.
of
Calif.,
Belfast, Alphonso of
Mr. Herman Merriam acted as such, taking Eau Claire, Wis., and Eugene, who died
in addition to the group as a whole, a pic- from disease contracted in the war. The
latter three sous were in the war of ’oi
ture of the three sisters mentioned above.
The daughter, Anna, a twin sister of AlThe contingent brought from Thorndike by phonso, now resides in San Francisco, Cal.
J. H. Sayward, consisting of thirteen of the There are 11 grandchildren: Mrs. Lula
Barnes, Charline, Claud and Gene Philbrook
Sayward branch of the family (a reunion in of Eau Claire,
Wisconsin; Merwin, Anus,
itself) as they were about to start for home, Camilla and Winnifred Patten of Lewiston ;
was photographed, seated in their
convey- Mildred Stearns of San Francisco: Rev. K.
S. Philbrook and Miss Beulah Philbrook of
ance, a three-horse rack, upholstered witli
Belfast, Me. There is also one great-grandand
with
hay
canopied
son.
sheeting.
Many entertaining stories were told
That this was considered the best reunion by Mrs. Philbrook of her early life in BanAt
that time the place was almost a
gor.
of this family is no discredit to other rewilderness and Indians were plenty. She
unions, but is an index of growing interest. was an interesting narrator and her stories
A list of those present follows:
Mr. and of old stage coach days were worth hearing.
Mrs. E. D. Andrews, Mr. and Mrs. C. E. For a woman 90 years old she was a great
reader and was always entertaining herself
Brown, Elisha Brown, Stanley Brown, Le- with a book. The
popular novels of the day
roy Brown, Wilbert Brown, Mr. and Mrs. as well as current events were a delight to
Marian Brown, Katherine C. Brown, Mr. her. Hardly a person could boast of having
and Mrs. John Blake, Mr. and Mrs. Daniel read the Bible as many times as she and in
the past four years she has gone over it six
Bowen, Ernest Bowen, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur times. She was able to do much of her readA. Buck, Anna R. Buck, Mr. and Mrs. ing without glasses, Mrs. Philbrook was a
Jacob D. Davis, Mrs. Geo. Burgess, Mrs. member of the Baptist church in Bangor, of
which her mother was a charter member.
Annie Burgess, Mrs. Abbie Files, Mrs. It was not until
Sunday last that Mrs. PhilLinda Gray, Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Harris, brook began to fail and up to that time she
was about the house as usual.
On that day
Emery E. Hail, Mrs. Sarah E. Jackson, Mr. she
showed her great love for reading by a
and Mrs. L. C. Jackson, II. B. Ladd, Mr.
taking a library book to the dinner table.
and Mrs. Eli C. Merriam, Victor I. Merri- For the past four days she sank rapidly and
am, Kenneth G. Merriam, Mr. and Mrs. the end eauie not unexpectedly.—Bangor
Commercial.
Elisha Merriam, Justin Merriam, Herman
Merriam, Mr. and Mrs. Richard Merriam,
Capt. David H. Ingraham, a retired mariFrances Merriam, Helen A. Merriam, Mr.
ner, well known along the New England
and Mrs. Charles F. Merriam, Harold Mer- coast,died Aug.30th at his home in Rockland,
riam, Edith Merriam, Ethel Merriam, Ida aged 80 years. Capt. Ingraham came of a
famous family of sea captains, which includMerriam, Mrs. M. S. MeCool, Mr. and Mrs. ed Capt. Otis Ingraham,
commodore of the
C. W. Mears, Mrs. Jane M. Rice, W. II. Eastern Steamship company’s fleet, Capt.
Orris
of
the
steamer
Ingraham
Pentagoet,
A.
Rice, Mary
Rice, Mrs. M. A. Sayward,
which was lost and Capt. Mark L. Ingraham
Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Sayward, Marion A. of North
Whitefield, Me.,the only survivor
Sayward, Malcolm J. Sayward, Alice G. of the four brothers. Capt. David Ingraham
Sayward, Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Sayward, served live years iu the Rockland city government as councilman and alderman, being
William II. Sayward, Lucy A. Sayward,
elected chairman of the latter board.
Elmer W. Sayward, Ralph Sayward, Mr.
and Mrs. Freeman Sheldon, Mr. and Mrs.
Many readers of this paper will regret to
Edward Sheldon, Gladys Sheldon, Mr. and
learn of the death of Dr. Claude R. WelMrs. T. Wadlin, Mr. and Mrs. Charles II. lington, son of Chas. II. Wellington of
Unity.
Woods, Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Wood, Lou- Dr. Wellington was a native of Mansfield,
where
he
of
died
blood
Mass.,
suddenly
ville Wood, Mrs. Hatch, Miss Hatch, Mrs.
poisoning Saturday of last week. Dr. WelR. Elder.
was
a
of
the Maine Medilington
graduate
cal School and was about 24 years of age.
For a time he was located in Bangor, going
LETTER TO W. A. SWIFT,
from there to the Massachusetts town. BeBELFAST, ME.
sides his father he leaves a wife and an
Dear Sir: Would you rather have your adopted daughter.—Turf, Farm and Home,
24th.
customers speak of your shoes as weariug Aug.
well, as uot running down at the heel, as
Belfast Weather Report.
turning water, and taking a shine; or wag
their heads and say nothing?
We’d rather have ours, at long intervals,
Following is a summary of the weather
say: “We want 'some more paint, and we record of the Belfast station of the U. S.
want Devoe.” We know it isn’t in human Weather Bureau for the week ending Aunature to paint very often ; we don’t expect gust 30, 1904:
them to come very often; don’t want ’em to.
5
rAll we want is to paint what they have to
Wind, Sky, etc.
^
paint, whenever they paint it; the longer
the time, the surer they are to come back. S
»
s
There’s business enough in the world;
73
46
W. Clear. Rain early a. m.f .04
there are houses enough to paint; let ’em 22
of an inch.
take their time.
23
71
43
W. Clear.
If we were a shoemaker, we’d make shoes 24
77
41
W. Clear.
to last a lifetime, and shoe the whole town. 25
79
44
8. W. Clear. Fog early a. m.
Yours truly,
26
74
51
N. W. Clear.
27
78
W. Clear.
45
F. W. Devoe & Co.
81
46
8. W. Clear.
New York. 28
29
78
39
8. W Clear.
P. S. Mason <ft Hall sell onr paint.
30
73
41
8. W. Clear.
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The thanks of the Association were ten-

dered to President Wadsworth and family
for entertainment; to Capt. R. S. Davis ol
Camden for notices to the members; to
James P. Hobbs, who died at his home in
Equity Grange for offer of the use of the Hope, Ang. 15th, was born in that town
hall; to the Eastern Steamship Co. for re- Feb. 21, 1838, the son of Josiah and Sarah
duced rates and to Fred L. Toothaker for
(Brown) Hobbs and one of a family of nine

Rally
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For we behold a goodly race
Of men, stalwart and true,
Of women, fair of form and face,
And children fair to view.
Where once a lone and sturdy oak
Crowned a rugged, barren slope,
Behold, a graceful forest stands,
As Nature’s strength and hope.
And so with our ancestral line;
W'e see women fair and true,
And me :i who dared with grace divine
To keep God’s word in view.
And by this divine command

They multiplied on earth,
Until a graceful group they stand,
Of strength and honest worth.
Here are men of strong ami sturdy hand,
Who win by honest toil,
Who scorn that base ignoble band
Who use deception’s foil.
And women, whose homely virtues shine
Like gems of fairest ray;
Fond mothers with a love divine,
Who rule our homes to-day.
The sons whose manliness we deem
Fon 1 parents view with pride,
Anri daughters fair as a poet’s dream
Are standing side by side.
And the mothers of this goodly race
This heritage have given,
And their aspirations we may trace
And know how well they’ve striven.
For in humanity’s great cause,
No truth has been denied;
No false ideals, but Nature’s laws
Have proved a better guide.
And so by God’s divine command
They multiplied on earth
And peopled with a goodly race
The fair laud of

our

birth.

And they reclaim from errors rife
U uto a higher sphere
With the greatest aims of human life,
And that’s our mission here.
No faithless hearts, no duties shirked,
The victors’ crowns are won;
But those who thus have nobly worked,
Shall hear the grand, “Well Done.”

were

BOrvo...
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Bickford’s Concert.

Miss

W. Al. Lincoln anil family of Waterville
are spending the week at Northport
Camp-

ing,

and who also hoped for a substantial
benefit to our deserving young towns-

groud.

woman,- Miss

Katherine Bickford, were
disappointed in neither respect. The audience which filled the house was one that
testified to the high esteem in which Miss
Bickford is held in this, her native city, and
the interest felt in her welfare and in her
future. The stage was very tastefully decorated for the occasion with golden rod and
golden glow, and with the dainty toilets of
the many ladies in the audience and the
young lady ushers who performed their duties so gracefully, the general effect was artistic and refined. The program, which was
published last week, was all that could be
desired—varied in its selections to meet all
tastes and at the same time showing the
singers at their best. Miss Bickford has
never before been heard here to such advantage and the power and range of her voice
was a surprise to
many of her hearers. This
was particularly evident in the
prayer from
“Der Freischutz
and in striking contrast
was her sympathetic
rendering of the plaintive Scotch songs. Mr. Self also gave full
expression to his fine voice in the selection
from Tannhauser and in sentimental and
humorous sougs, while the duets by Miss
Bickford and Mr. Self were charmingly
rendered.
Every number was received
with applause, but only two encores were
given, one by Miss Bickford and one by
Mr. Self.
The accompanist, Mr. Robert

Wm. H. Bray of Waterville spent Sunday
with his parents, Air. and Airs. Chas. II.

Bray.
Air. aud Airs. George E. Brackett returned Monday from a week’s visit in Portland.
Airs. E. F. Hanson and Aliss Aiabel Hanson of Chicago are visiting relatives in this

city.
George D. AIcCrillis returned home Mon
day fr jm a visit of a few days in Boston
and vicinity.
Air. Robert Gayler of New York was a
guest of Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Swan while in
Belfast last week.
Howard W. French of New York arrived
recently to speud his vacation with relatives in Belfast and vicinity.
Air. and Mrs. Geo. W. Burkett, Mrs. E. A.
Wadsworth and little daughter have returned to Somerville, Alass., to spend the
wint er.
Miss

long enough

to

glance around, they

Witherspoon,

General

G. -Abbott.
Airs. W. A. Gentner of Hartford, Conn.,
and Mrs. Wm. F„ Brown and daughter Ruth
of helsea, Mass., are visiting relatives and
frit nds in town.
Mr. and Airs. A. H. A. Groeschner have
ret li ned to Watertown, Alass., alter spending the season at their cottage on the South

Shore, Northport.

F. A. Dickey, Esq., of Northport was “75
years young” Aug. 27th. He came to Kelfast Alonday, and his frieuds here were
pleased to see him looking so well.
Air. and Airs. Frank Hartlett ol Lisbon
Falls returned home last Friday from a
visit to his parents, Air. and Airs. Geo. W.
Bartlett.
Airs. Jordan W. Coombs and daughter
Doris left Thursday to visit Airs. C.'s
daughter, Airs. Jerome Brown, in DorchesMass.
i ter,
!
Capts. S. D. and W. S. Pendleton came
j over from Islesboro last Saturday afternoon
!
I in a small gasoline boat to attend the Democratic rally.
Aliss

Alice G. Fessenden

returned by
a visit with
friends in South China and at the Soldier’s

i

Home, Togus.
Airs. John Wyman of Collinsville, Alass.,
and Airs. Callie King and daughter Sadie Of
Arlington are guests of Mr. and Mrs. P. S.

Staples.
Airs. Winnie Hannon of Liberty, Mrs.
Lillian Bailey of Freedom, and Air and
Airs. Frank Boynton of Taui.ton, Mass.,
were guests of Air. and Airs. Gro. W. Frisbee the past week.

saw

Ernest Richards, son of Mr. and Mrs. II.
R. Richards of Camden, has been promoted
from mate to captain of the scb. Emma S.
Lord. He has worked his way from before
the mast to tlie position of captain.

YACHTS AND BOATS.
The yacht Undine, Capt. Ned Davies, is
cruising with a party of ten in Penobscot

The Journal had

pleasant call last week
from B. F. Robinson of Medford, Mass.
Air. R. was a former resident of this city
and learned bis trade of carriage maker in
the shop of Treadwell A- Mansfield. June
15, 1801, at the age of twenty, lie enlisted as
a private in Company K, 4th Alaine, and

bay.
Capt. Staples of Stockton Springs was at
this port last Thursday in his sloop getting
an outfit for a fishing trip down the
bay.
The schooner yacht Speranza, Capt. W
I) Scott, arrived at this port
Sunday afternoon, cruising, and sailed Monday morning.

a

later was transferred to the invalid corps.
He finds many change s in Belfast and few
of his old comrades aie left.

One of the Drexel launches was hauled ;
lion. Columbus Hayford and wife of
at Macomber’s last Thursday to have
Isle w ere guests recently of Mrs
Presque
a canopy top put on.
The front will be en- !
Win. R. Roix, and of C. P. Ferguson of
closed with large windows.
Searsport, Edward Nickerson of Terrace
The yacht Lamont, Capt. Willis W. Scott,
Farm, Swan Lake, and others Mr. and
came into the harbor
and
sailed
Tuesday
again Wednesday. The Lamont was built Mrs. Rayford attended the National Enat Deer Isle by Capt. J. W.
Greene, who campment of the Grand Army in Boston,
sold her to A. Shuman of Boston.—Deei
the (Hd Home Week celebration in Salem,
Isle Messenger.
Me., and are making a tour of Maine on
The Lamont was built from a
Burgess their way home. He is one uf the most
model and the best of material was used in
progressive farmers of Aroostook county,
her construction. She was a
frequent vis- having 500 acres under cultivation. He
itor at this port when owned
by Capt. expresses himself as highly pleased with
Greene.
the condition of the crops throughout the

j

Newspaper

State.

Notes.

Rev. A. T. Kingold, who has held a pastorate with the Washington street Baptist
church in this city for the past two years,
closed his labors with the above society on
Sunday last, preaeliing his farewell sermon
to a large congregation at the evening service.
During Mr. Ringold’s stay in our
city he has made many warm friends, both
in and out of the church, who deeply regret
liis departure. He has been a faithful laborer for the churchaud city’s welfare, and
has had the privilege granted him uf seeing
mueh of his toil rewarded,—received the
blessed assurance that his labors have not
been in vain. He leaves the church in this
city to assume pastorate with a Baptist
church in Brockton, Mass., where liis duties begin ou .September first.—Eastport
Sentinel.

The American Shipbuilder, New York, is
years old and is a staunch and able
craft.
Capt. G. Foster Iloweil, who has
been identified with the paper from tire
start, is in command.
14

The Livermore Falls Advertiser recent-

ly changed hands and the new editor is
Grant Rogers, who pledges his most sincere endeavor to give the readers of
the
Advertiser a clean, newsy and up-to-date
local paper. He is amply able to redeem
his pledge, and will no doubt do so.
No -Maim- paper has shown greater improvement in the past few mouths than the
Calais Advertiser, a newspaper with which
the writer has been familiar since he first

Thomas E. Shea, supported by a strong
company, began a four uights' engagement
in Rockland last evening, appearing in
“The Bells.” This, Thursday, evening the
play will be “Cardinal Kichlieu”; Friday
eveuing, “Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde”; Saturday evening, “The Pledge of Honor.”
Mr. Shea appears this year under the
management of Nixon and Zimmerman, the
Philadelphia theatrical magnates, and except four weeks, which are booked in medium
sized cities, he will play only the
largest, beginning Sept. 25th at the Globe in
Boston. Mr. and Mrs. Shea have spent the
summer at their cottage on the North
Shore, Northport, and many friends there
and in Belfast w ill regret their early de-

began

to read, more than
fifty years ago.
In a political contest dating back of that
time the father of the present writer was
the editorial writer of The Advertiser.

SECRET SOCIETIES.
The members of Portland

Commandery,

Knights Templar, commanded by Eminent
Sir Woodman S. Eaton and accompanied by
Sir Knights from other Maine Commauderies and ladies, making a party of GO, left
Portland Aug. 28th in a special train for the

triennial conclave at San Francisco. The
consisted of the sleeping cars
train
Georgietta, Massachusetts and Cervantes,
the dining car Santa Fe and a baggage car.
Atlantic Wins Ocean Race.

I

The ocean yacht race for the Rrenton’s
Reef cup, which started from Newport Aug.
21st, was finished the 24th, and the threemasted schooner Atlantic, auxiliary, owned
by Wilson -Marshall of liridgeport, Conn.,
The course was from
was the winner.
Brentou’s Reef lightship to Sandy Hook
lightship and return, a distance of 264
miles, which was covered by the Atlantic
in 40 hours, 39 minutes and 21 seconds, exceptionally good time. The Resolute, the
second schooner to arrive, finished in 49
hours, 58 minutes and 53 seconds. The
.Ejiiityinluu

iuc

tuuu

duu

last,

was

su

iui

behind that she did not return to Newport.

Representative

Nominations.

Republicans of the class towns of
Brooklin, Castine, Orland, Long Island
and Brooksville have nominated William
George Sargent of Castine for representative to the legislature to succeed George'H.
Tapley of Brooklin. The Democrats of
this class have nominated John F. Whiting
of Castine.
The

E.
last

|

Dr. ami Mrs. \V. L. West

are

now

in

Mitchell, South Dakota. Dr. West, as U. S.
luspector Department of Agriculture, has
charge of six counties iu the southern part
of the State, which necessitates his being
on the road a good part of the time. In a
The Journal Dr. West says:
“This is a great country and at present is
enjoying a typical boom. Every house iu
town is occupied and new ones are being
built by the score. This town, Mitchell,
has doubled iu population in the last four
years and is now making strenuous efforts
to have the State Capitol located here, with
good prospects of success. Things are done
on wholesale lines here.
I had some official
business with a gentleman in blue shirt and
slouch hat yesterday who casually informed
me that he had just purchased eleven hundred cattle and should turn them on the
range with the six thousand he already had
there. The corn palace festival occurs here
in September and it is now being prepared.
It is to be dedicated with a general holiday,
the music for which is to be furnished by
Sousa’s band.”
note to

L. Smith of Chelsea, Mass., arrived
for a short visit in Belfast.

Friday

Henry Haugh and Miss Webber returned

Lynn

to

last week from

a

visit in Belfast.

Mrs. Mary E. Haugh went to South Paris
last Friday to visit Mrs. J. P. Richardson.
Mrs. William Cate of Everett, Mass., visited Mr. and Mrs. S. D. Brown the past
week.
Mrs. Arabe.laCunniiighamof Providence,
R. I., is visiting relatives in Belfast and
Belmont.
Mrs. Ann Glidden of Franklin, Mass., returned home Saturday from a visit to Mrs.
Isa Morse.
Mrs. H. j. Stevens and daughter leathering of Bangor recently visited Mrs. A. M.
Underwood.
Misses Alice L. Locke and Susie A. Farr
of Portland are guests of Mr. and Mrs. Clifford J. Pattee.
Mrs. Nettie Wheeler and daughter Nettie
of Cambridge, Mass., are visiting friends in
Belfast and vicinity.
Dr. E. VV. Bickford of Lewiston and Miss
Lu Smith of Pittsfield visited Mrs. A. M.
Underwood last week.
.Mrs. George F. Lefavor of Portland and
Mrs. Ilattie M. Wingate of Saco are visiting Andrew J. Stevens.

Benjamin Chaples and wife of Union returned home last Friday from a visit to Mr.
and Mrs. R. P. Hills, Jr.
Miss Myrtle (Herrick of Rockland is
spending her vacation, with relatives in

Nurthport.

Mr. N. C. Matthews left
Tuesday to join
his wife, who has been visiting in Massachusetts the past week.
Miss Hannah Anderson of Portland is
at Togus.
She will not
come to Belfast this season.

visiting her brother

;

Miss Cora, daughter of W. C.
Crawford,
of Allston, Mass., is visiting her
cousin,
Miss Marie Hayes, in Warren, Me.
Misses Rose and Augusta George returned yesterday to their home in Hallowed
from a visit with their sister, Mrs. E. 0.
Pendleton.
Everett Carr of Minneapolis, Minn., and
Mrs. Young and daughter Minnie of Wiscasset

in Belfast last week, the guests
.'small R. Gardner.

were

ol Miss

John Merchant of Vinalhaveu visited
his sister, Mrs. Mary A. Coombs, last week
and went to the Soldiers' Home in Togus

Friday.

Friday evening’s train from

youug men clinging to the wreck.
Mark Smith, one of the boys, could not
swim a stroke; the other, Blaine Perkins,
was a good
swimmer, but preferred to stay
by the boat and his companion. Both boys
were nearly exhausted. The girls soon had
them safe.

out

Mrs. Leo G. Herrick is visiting her forhome in Somerville, Mass.

mer

Belfast and

The annual convention of the Alaine Deaf
Alission was held in Portland last Saturday
and Sunday.
Among those present was
Francis M. Staples of this city.

PLUCKY GIRLS.

two

Aliriam F.

Secretary of Associated Charities of Worcester, Mass., is a guest of Mr. and Mrs. G.

Gay lor, wras an accompanist, and that is
perhaps all that need be said of his skillful
manipulation of the keys, as sometimes we
have bad the singers accompany the piano
and only heard at intervals above the instrument.
Miss Bickford was presented
with two large and handsome bouquets, one
of Jaqueminot roses, while in the other
sweet peas predominated.
The program
closed with the duet, “Good Night” by
Miss Bickford and Mr. Self, and the audience in departing were enthusiastic in their
comments on the evening’s entertainment.

They Rescue two Young Men from Drowning.
North Castine.
Me., Aug. 26, 1904.
1 he pluck and brawn of two
girls saved
the lives of two young men whose sailboat
had capsized four miles from land yesterday. It was a thrilling rescue against
heavy odds. For three days a heavy southwest gale has been bio whig, causing a
wicked cross chop sea to run in Penobscot
bay. Yesterday morning Miss Goldie E.
Dunbar of North Castine and Miss Cora
Packard of Brockton, Mass., both expert
with the oars, decided to go over rowing in
North Castine harbor. Because of the gale
and heavy winds they hung close to the
shore and were enjoying the sport immensely. Suddenly looking seaward they saw a
small boat careen and capsize, four miles
away. They were too far from any house
to call for help, and the girls realized that
if the occupants of the boat were to be
saved it would have to be done quickly and
by them.
They put their boat about, and with wind
and tide strong against them, pulled for
toe capsized boat. After a
desperate struggle, they succeeded in reaching it. As soon
as they were near
enough and could stop

Dr. R. R. Tibbetts is spending the week
in Aroostook county.

PERSONAL.

Thosd wrho expected a musical treat at
the Belfast Opera House last
Friday even-

He served during the

war

in the

Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Chase and children
who have been visiting Mrs. Chase’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. L. L. Robbins, left on
the boat Monday afternoon on their return
to

Newtonville, Mass.

Mr. Charles li. Maxfiei l has bought the
restaurant business formerly conducted by
Carl Wheeler on Common street and intends to run a strictly up to date cube Mr.
Elmer If. Page will'act as head waiter.
—Waterviile Mail.
W'. Q. Spinney of Prospect, his daughter,
Miss Lillian of Belfast, and granddaughter.
Miss Nellie Hall of Camden, have been in
town for a few da\s visiting his daughter,
Mi-. Geo. V. Adams, and his brother, J. G.

SpinneyBootlibay Register.

Mine. Lillian Blauvelt and her husband,
\\ }■ Pendleton, who spent the summer at
the Nelson cottage in Liberty, have gone to
New York and will sail from there today

Europe. Mine. Blauvelt, who is a great
favorite in Great Britain, has engagements
for 45 concerts during the fall, the first of
which will be given in Wales.
lor

Invitation cards have been received by
friends announcing the marriage on .September 7th, at the Northport Hotel, of
Marion Louise lveiley and Harvey .Judson
Shaw both of New York. Mr. .Shaw is the
son of Mrs. A G. Shaw, High street, Rock
land, and is a lawyer. Miss Kelley is a
native of Frankfort, Maine, and before
going to New York last year was stenographer in the Littlefield offices in Rockland. ‘'lie is a niece of Mr. av! Mrs. L. F.
French of the Northport Hotel,
W. H. Walker returned last Thursday
from a two weeks’ trip to Camden, Rockland and .St. George and which included a
cruise among the islands. High Island, the
scene of extensive granite operations, was
visited, and was found to be a very busy
place. Blasts were frequent, and all the
modern appliances for cutting and handling
Mr. Walker did a little
stone were in use.
fishing and had his till of lobsters and the
best of clams, which were dug at Long
Cove. He landed on Spectacle island just
after an easterly and saw the surf rolling

THE NEWS OF

BELFAST

The regular Saturday evening assemblies
will be beguu in Odd Fellows llall nex!
Saturday with music by Keye's orchestra.

m

J

1

The Board of Registration will be in sesJ
sion in the city rooms, September B, 7, 8, m
and 9, from 7 a. m. to 1 p. m.; from 8 to s m
and 7 to 9 p. m., except the last day, when m
the sessions will close at 5 o'clock, tor the!
purpose of adding names to and making!
the final revision of the voting lists for the!
election of September l-Jth.
The Belfast Quintette has been rehears!
new music and will begin the
work by playing for a dance in StoektoJ
Springs to-morrow, Friday, evening. Thu*
organization has given excellent satisfac*
tion and will no doubt be in demand fol
dances and parties this season.

season’s!

ing

o(|j

There have been so many fake shows
the road of late that it is a pleasure to fine
one worthy id' warm commendation. “Wa
Down East" was presented at the Belial
Opera House last Monday evening by a
excellent company and the scenery and a
cessories were in keeping. They had tl
best house seen here at a professional a
tertaiument for a longtime; and deservi
it.
Election Returns. We shall send c
in a few days to our friends in each town
the county blanks to be filled out at t
close of the polls on election day. It is i
portant that we should have these retut
as early as possible.
Please follow t
printed instructions on the blanks, and
turn the enclosed postal card that we in
know you will give the matter attentii
Two blanks will be sent to each town, a
both should be returned.

1

t

l

21st Maine Reunion.
The Twenty-first Maine Regimental
sociation will meet in reunion at Memo]
Hall, Oakland, Maine, at 10-30 o’clock A.
Thursday, Sept. 8, 1904.
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EDITORIAL

NOTES.

by

a

We notice that a Democratic paper announces that Mr. L. C. Bateman of Auburn
is to take the stump for the Democratic
haps the deepest and most lasting mark party during the coming campaign. While
which they left on California’s civiliza- i we deeply regret his proposed action, we
cannot be responsible for his political pertiou.
versity. Mr. Bateman is employed on the
This new activity at San Luis Rey Lewiston Journal, not on account of his
and wicked politics, but in spite
has come as an entire surprise to the perverse
of them, lie has never been a Republican,
and
this
fact
was well known when he enAmen-'
Patriotic
quiet neighborhood.
1 tered the service of the Lewiston Journal,
cans have been engaged for some years
in the modern newspaper world men are
past in an effort to preserve some of employed for certain lines of work regardthe old missions trom further decay j less of their political affiliations.
The gentleman in question has no conand even to restore them to a certain I nection whatever with the management or
extent. Rut those most familiar with he shaping of Lewiston Journal politics,
but is employed in another field for which
this work did not dream that the in-: his talents
peculiarly fit him Deeply as
dustrious followers of St. Francis would we regret what we consider to be this unwise action on his part, we should no more
ever return to make practical use of
think of discharging him for political misthe old landmarks. Even now it is not conduct, than we would any other of our
known but that the movement is to ex-1 numerous employes. Men of all political
faiths can be found on every prominent
tend to other historic spots.
j newspaper in the country. In this respect
However that may be, the gentle the Lewiston Journal differs in no way
from all other papers.
The newspaper
brotherhood has come back to San! manager who would attempt to discrimiLuis Rey. The old church has been re-' nate against his help on account of their
political views, ought and would find himpaired and services are again held be-! self an object of contempt.
Much as we regret to see Mr. Bateman on
neath its venerable roof. The cloisters I
a Democratic platform, he cannot be held
are being rebuilt and the irrigation I
accountable for his idiosyncrasies. He has
aqueducts reconstructed. The fields j long been noted for his erratic character in
will be tilled again and yield the same politics, but up to this time we have never
known of his reforming the world of any
loyal support to the community.
part of it, or changing the destinies of poThe leader in the movement is Father litical parties. He is all right in his place,
but with the Democrats he will be
(•‘Keefe, who came unheralded from' out of place and we shall hope that,sadly
like
Mexico and quietly set out upon the the lost lamb, he may soon be restored to
the ninety ami nine. The Democrats canrestoration
of
the
old
landmark, i not raise theory that he in any way repreHis
fellow-laborers are
all
mem- sents the secret wishes of the Lewiston
Journal, for should the Democrats attempt
bers of the Franciscan order and to
do this, no man would resent it more
perform their heavy manual work in quickly than Mr. Bateman. In fact, they
would be more than likely to lose his serthe brown cassocks that were familiar
vices altogether, for he lias too fine a sense
to generations now passed and
of honor to permit even such a suggestion
ten. Father O'Keefe does not expect of injustice to go unrebuked. While we
fear that politically his soul is lost, we shall
to revive the former economic life of still hope to retain his body and that he
the settlement in all its amplitude. may continue to write for us charming
sketches of historic scenes and country life.
Much lias happened since his predeces-; —Lewiston Journal.
s«s toiled and-taught and ruled in!
TEE PRESCOTT REUNION.
these
southern
Modern

solii *

Republican

>

character

in

tli

;

play.
all.

the

Republican party'
chief source of Strength lies in the fac
1
that its principles appeal lo the ruggei
common sense of the American people
After

T he Democrats of the West are mor
interested in

again securing

control o

•
■

tiie party, in UK's, than they are in wha ;
will happen to I’arker and Belmont ii
1904.
The

Republican party
policy of protecting

stands

to the

pledgee L

Americai

industries.

The Democratic party op
poses this policy without offering any
thing in place oi it.

reading oi the figure
growing export trade wil I
cure any pessimism on the part o C
11 lose wlio question the permanency o t
prosperity undei Republican policies.
Even a casual

>

of America's

the

Presidency

to hi

seems

that lie is too radical for the conserva
five Democrats and too couservativi
for the
there
them
The

between then
breach which divide: ;

radicals, and

is still

a

Brooklyn Eagle

has been takei

to task for writing too longed itorials
and pleads in extenuation that as it i:
afternoon paper it “has not time t(
make its editorials as short as they
ought to be." It then calls attention tc
an

what it says is the longest editorial ol
modern times, which appeared in the
New A'oik World of August 23d, and

occupied over
a

eleven columns.

It was

review of President Roosevelt's al-

leged

wrong doings, but it is safe to say
that few people will read it.
TIa„

the

TM

lAre.no

Presidential

IP

f'

nominee of the

--

Popu-

lists, in his speech at Cooper Union,
New York, accepting the nomination
said.^among other things: “It seems tc
me to be the most amazing piece oi
for the Democratic party tc
go before the American people and pro
claim that for eight years they nave

effrontery

been wrong and the Republicans have
been right, and at the same time demand that the crowd which has been
wrong shall be put in the
those who have been right.
the

gold standard

he

right,

as

places

oi
Ii

both the

old parties now say it is, the people oi
tlie country will give the credit and the

support to the men who were brave
enough to pioneer its way, tight its battle and win its triumph.”
An Editor’s

Automobile.

In the parade at Rockland the Herald
was represented by Hr. E. S. Stearns automobile In the business float section. The
machine was decorated in floral white and
yellow; golden glow and golden-rod completely covering the body; and wheels. In
the machine were Mr. E. S. Stearns, Mr. VV.
R. Washburn, Miss Ethel Vose, Miss Mertie Seavey and Miss Alice Winchenbach.all
of the Herald force. The ladies were dressed in white and made a very pretty appear-

lovely
| people have

j

with

modern

im-1

The first reunion of the descendants of
provements, and there is now no need Stephen and Rachel (Rundlett) Prescott
of the paternal scheme which did so i was held at the home of G. XV. Prescott in
Of the (59
much for the simple population of the ; South Montville Aug. 17th.
those from away were:
F. F.
country a century or more ago. Father j present
O’Keefe’s plan is to convert the old ; Phillips, Somerville, Mass.; Mrs. Emma
Leigh and two children, Brighton, Mass.;
mission into a self-sustaining FrancisMrs. Lura Ripley Goodell, Howard, R. I.;
can college.
Thus the spiritual and Mr. and Mrs.
Daniel Goodrich, Peabody,
educational work will live again, but Mass., and Mr. and Mrs. 0. P. Fuller
and
the social and economic features will daughter of Camden. It was
rainy in the
not he restored, beyond what is neces- morning and the company did not begin to
sary to meet the necessities of the gather until eleven o'clock. The first in
order was a picnic dinner in which all took
monks themselves.
The mission fathers were the pioneers an active part. After dinner the task of
of European civilization among the tracing relationship was indulged in until
the voice of F. F. Phillips was heard callCoast hills of California. They suping for order. This obtained, and the comand
instruction to
plied leadership
pany having collected in a family circle,
those who were engaged in founding uhe
following officers were elected: Presihomes and wresting a living from the ient, G. W. Prescott; Vice President, J. XV.
The
gaunt appearing desert.
Prescott; Secretary, 0. W. Ripley; Treaswhich they began must still be continu- irer, C. S. Adams. It was voted to hold
;he next reunion on the Saturday before
ed, and upon a vastly larger scale, but
31d Home week, 1905. The following proit has passed to other hands—to the
gram was rendered: Address of welcome
government of America and to an army t>y Rev. E. A. Dinslow;
response by F. F.
of settlers who come from all parts of
Phillips; readings by C. S. Adams, Eva
the world. The government is supply- Ripley, G. F. Randall and 0. W.
Ripley.
ing both the capital and the expert Fruit was served on a pewter platter that
is
over
100
years old, and the old tall clock
knowledge needed in this conquest of
the desert. It is laying the foundation )f the late Gen. Oren Prescott stood in the
front hall ticking off the seconds as lively
of prosperity, pointing the way, and inis ever.
Mrs. Abbie Nickerson and daughviting the people to enter into their ter of
Lynn, Mass., and Arvilla Skinner of
heritage. TV Idle its resources are far Port Clyde arrived too late to attend the
greater than those of the devoted mis- reunion. After extending a vote of thanks
sionaries who planted the seed of Cali- ;o Mr. and Mrs. John W. Prescott for their
fornia, its spirit is much the same. It aospitality all departed for their several
is helping the people to help them- lomes, feeling that the day had been well
spent.
Stco'y.

j

work1

In one respect the mission fathers
better situated than Uncle Sam.

The

were

could locate their settlements in
the choicest spots without encountering the “sooner,” the speculator or the
land-grabber who had anticipated them
by filing on the property under preposterous land' laws. The cream of the
country was open to the real settler
and home-builder in those days. There
will be many a new “mission” founded
in California—in the whole great West
—missions dedicated to industry, thrift
and the satisfaction of that craving for
homes upon the soil which is a healthy
American characteristic. But the future of “missions” depends in a large
measure upon the intelligence of Congress as a guardian and trustee of its
children who are to build up and occupy these productive lands. Under ex-

They

CASTOR
IA
For
and
Infants

Children.

Hie Kind You Have Always Bought

The Stomach is the Man.
A weak stomach weakens the
man, be
it cannot transform the food he eats
into nourishment.
Health and strengtt
cannot be restored to any sick man or weak
woman without first restoring health auc
strength to the stomach. A weak stomact
cannot digest enough food to feed the tissues and revive the tired and run dowt
limbs and organs of the body. Kodol Dys
pepsiat'ure digests what you eat, cleanses
and strengthens the glands and membranes
of the stomach, and cures indigestion,
dys
pepsia and all stomach troubles. Sold bj
R. H. Moody.
cause

Diphtheria, sore throat, croup. Instani
relief, permanent cure. Dr. Thomas’ Ec
1
ectric Oil.

At any drug store.

isting laws, speculators are taking up
in single entries from four to eight
times as much land as is reasonably
necessary for the support of a family.

Whip-poor-will.

rhe sun has set behind yon silver cloud
That forms a shining curtain o’er the

west;

rhe feathered songster, homeward wings
his way
To join his mate within the hidden nest.
Allsilent falls the night on hiU and plain,
No sound is there, the silence deep to

break;

Save when the frog, his guttural note sends
forth
From out the reedy margin of the lake.
Tis then the listener, as he stancfs alone,
Can hear from out the grove upon the hill
A note whose sadness reaches to his heart,
The plaintive night song of the whip-

poor-will.

Full oft’ I’ve stood beside the dusty road,
Just where it dips to cross the rustic

bridge;

And heard him

abroad.

send his evening

song

From out the woodland, on the neighbor-

ing ridge.

A

WOMAN’S

MISERY.

Ufe

!i Burden Because Her Blood was out
of Order. Mrs. Smith Recovers the Joy of
Riving: When the State of her Blood is Corrected—Is Ruddy and Hearty Today.

the verdict of the doctors
Mrs. Clara O. Smith had but a few weeks
of life left to her. For four years she had
been growing paler and thinner, and it was
known that her case had been pronounced
beyond the reach of medical skill. Then a
transformation occurred and the woman
who had spent most of her time in bed and
finally had become so weak that she could
not cross the floor, dismissed lie!' nurse, resumed her housework, and gradually took
on flesh until she reached a weight of 188
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AYegetable Preparalionfor As
'similating the Food andRegulating the Stomachs andBowels of
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cleanses the teeth, sweetens
purifies tiie breath.

mouths.
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Colgate Old English Glycerine
Soaps 10c. per cake.

of

Great Comfort in Trusses.
Cool Water Pads.
New

v
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New Medicine
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BEST QUALITY.
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Clarified Sugar

;t|

Dupont’s Badger Tooth Brusbt,
For sensitive

Bears the
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ness and Rest.Contains neither

Opium,Morphine
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Digestion.CheerfuP |

Mineral.
I Not Narcotic.
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FORMOLID CREAM

Always Bought

—

Aperfo'd Remedy forConstipa-

Ron, Sour Stomach.Diarrhoea

j

;

POOR & SON

i Worms .Convulsions .Feverish-

| ness and Loss or Sleep.
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affair Renewed

the hair grow long and heavy, and keeps it soft and glossy. *
|I Makes
Stops falling hair and cures dandruff. And it always restores

8 color to gray hair. Sold
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HEAL
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for fifty years.
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All new, fresh gooils.
Why not look them over-

HEADSTONES.

Dwight

CURBING,

P. Pal met

MASOMV

^All Kinds

me

astonisnment

nt

ner

Work.:€-

w

call,-as

we

have

a

large

stock of finished work.

TE UI'I I

a vents.

The Maine Federation of Women’s clubs
will meet this year at Bar Harbor during
the third week of September.
The annual convention of the Maine
Woman’s Christian
Temperance Union
will convene in Augusta on Sept. 13,14, aud

15, Tuesday, Wednesday ana Thursday.
The meetings will be held in the Congrega-

tional church.
The national encampment of the Order of
United American Mechanics will be held in
Portland, Sept. 13,14, and 15. Delegates to
the encampment from all over the United
States will be the guests of George Washington council of Portland, assisted by S.
D. Warren council of Cumberland Xlills.
It is expected that there will be fully 1,000
delegates and members in attendance.

It’s made itself famous by one great stride;
Rocky Mountain Tea has made its name
world wide. •
R. □. Moody.

BELFAST,

t/

Carriages

{£Belfast, flame-

GROVE

SEniNARV'

AND

and

Harnesse;
1 have a tine line of Carriage.'
and Harnesses from the.
maim: state rui

_

Also Carriages of all kinds fiv

BAILEY INSTITUTE,
VASSALBORO,

MAINE

■

acquaintances

covery extended. To a reporter'who visited
her home to learn the circumstances, Mrs.
Smith gave the following details:
“My trouble began nearly four years ago
with hemorrhages of the bowels. Week in
and week out these were repeated and there
seemed no way of stopping them, i became white as snow.
My heart beat so
that I could not go up stairs, and later not
even the length of the floor.
My head kept
throbbing all the time just below my ears,
and my limbs swelled and would hardly
carry my body. Finally I became so weak
that I had to lie down all the time
“My physicians regarded my ease as incurable. I was told that there was no possible chance for me and even that I could
not last for more than a few weeks.
It was
then, in October of last year, that my sonin-law saw an advertisement of Dr." Williams’ Pink Pills and got some for me.
They brought me the first relief 1 had experienced in all my sickness. I could see a
change for the better within the first week
after I began to use them. The pain in my
head stopped almost at once and has never
returned since. My strength began to come
back, my lips and cheeks grew red again,
my flesh was restored; in fact, I am now
entirely well and able to do (116 work of a
family of three. The change is all due to
Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills and I know that
I cannot be too grateful.”
Mrs. Smith, who lives at 56 Bowers street,
Nashua, X. H., owed all her troubles to deficient and impoverished blood.
Ninetenths of the physical misery suffered by
women springs from this source alone. As
long as the blood remains scanty or impure
the tissues of the body are starved and
every organ fails to do its work properly.
Death must result if relief is not found.
Multitudes of such cases, some of them declared hopeless, have been promptly and
thoroughly cured by Dr. Williams’ Pink
Pills, and women who were pale, nervous,
despondent and daily fading out of life
have been changed into the most active and
robust of their sex.
For all anauuic states, that is in all cases
of weakness caused by lack of blood, and
for all diseases springing from perverted
condition of the blood Dr. Williams’ Pink
Pills are the greatest known remedy. They
make new blood and give new life to the
feeblest. They are sold by all druggists
throughout the world.
coming

time to

OAK

boundless and, as the facts became
known, the interest in the story of her re-

was

Cemetery

of

THE BEST OF WORK AT THE LOWEST TRICES.

*yXo\v is tiie
Bridge Street

pounds.

And cause my feet to slowly turn away,
And leave behind the plaintive whip6. Wilber Lane.

I The Kind You Have

AND....

Westward the orb of glory takes its way,
Wisconsin is the State, you hear everybody

poor-will.

i

•Presented

His note, would bring a sadness and a pain
My heart and soul with sorrow deep to

fill;

WE GET THEM AS
/,
AS THEY COME (,(

mond.)
The magnetic North. 1904.
II 55-2
The open question. 1899.
R 55-1
Riis, Jacob A.
Theodore Roosevelt, the citizen. B-R 07-1
Roberts, Charles G. D.
The watchers of the trails: a
book of animal life. 1904. 590. R 5-2
Seudder, Vida Dutten.
Introduction to the writings of
John Raskin. 1901.824.8 R-31
Stephens, Charles A.
Tile ark of 1803.
322.30
•Sweat, Margaret J. M.
Hither and yon by land and sea.
1901. T 04.Sw
Switzerland, its mountains, valleys, lakes and rivers. Illustrated. 1903
T 494. X
Tracy, Louis.
The Pillar of Light. A novel...
T 67-2
White, Stewart Edward.
The silent places.
W 58-4
Whitehouse, Florence Brooks.
The Effendi. A romance of the
Soudan.
W 0-2
Willeox, Mary Alice.
Pocket guide to the common
land birds of New England.
1901. 598. W 6
Woman errant: being some chapters from the wonder book of
liarbara, the Commuter’s wife.
1904.
X 4-3

j

valleys.

come

ICASTORIA
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per-!

forgot-1

irreconcilably.
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1 ForlnfantsjmdChildren^
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'The trouble with the Democratic can
didate toi

j

j

Bryan says that Hamlet is hi i
favorite play. Judge Parker probabl;
fears that the grave digger is th
favorite

late Populist candidate for Governor, will
take the stump for Davis and the glorious
of resubmissiou.—Keunebec Journal.

cause

irriga-1

Col.

Colonel’s

j

the

The Lewiston Journal has not been receiving a great many bouquets from the
ed their schools and established com- Republicans of Maine the past few weeks
and now it is stated that one who has conmunities which took firm root upon the 1
tributed much to its columns during the
soil.
Each community was made self- oast few years is to take the stump foi
sufficient and self-sustaining. The use- Davis and resubmission.—Bath Independent.
ful arts and trades were taught and
A Democratic paper announces that Mr.
carried on.
Within the shadow of the
L. C. Bateman of Auburn is to take the
church, artisans and skilled workmen' stump for the Democratic party during the
Mr. Bateman is emlabored at their various tasks. Water coming campaign.
ployed on the Lewiston Journal as special
was brought in irrigation ditches from 1
his
and
work
on the stump will
writer,
the nearest stream dewing from the: naturally be credited, in a measure, to the
influence of his paper. It was only a few
snow-capped Sierras, and field, orchard I years ago that he wras ranting in the inand garden, reclaimed from the desert, : terests of a third party.-llailowell Register.
yielded of their abundance. The Franciscans were the teachers of the
tiou of the southwest, and this is

Democratic solid south will b

Tin-

offset H is year
\\ est.

selected

j

small..Belfast

A.

\Vi!!i:i:i

Belfast

ATTORNEY,

—.Montvilk

Burton F. Kcs;cr..

Fathers

most fertile spots in beautifully sheltered valleys for their settlements,

Carleion..Wiuterpori
FOR ..T ; I>GE of PROBATE.
K'

chain of these mission settle-

The Mission

Morse.Liberty
FOR SHERIFF.

Amos V.

inursuay, oapien ioer i,

C 8
verse, 1250-1900.
Eddy, Arthur Jerome.
Recollections and impressions of
James A. McNeill Whistler.
759.2 W 5
Illustrated. 1904
French, Allen.
The barrier. A novel. 1904_
F 80-2
Graves. C. L.
The diversions of a music-lover.
1904
780.4 G
Hind, C. Lewis.
Adventures among pictures. Illustrated. 1904
750. II 5
I
Hough, Emerson.
The way to the West, and the
lives of three early Americans,
lioone, Crockett, Carson. 1903. 978. II 8
Kingsley, Florence Morse.
The singular Miss Smith.
K til
Mot ley, Margaret Warner.
Little Mitchell: the story of a
mountain squirrel. Illustrated.
334.13
Page, Thomas Nelson.
Bred in the bone.
p 14-8
Robins, Elizabeth, (C. E. Bai-

of the United States. It has failed oi
refused thus far to do so. If it recog
nizes public sentiment, it must no long-

extending from San Diego, near
border, to Sonoma, north
of San Francisco. They were located er evade this issue ot importance to
about one day’s journey apart, to con- the West and to the United States.
venience
travelers, but this feature
BATEMAN ON THE STUMP.
was only incidental to the great spiritThis Time for Davis and llesubmission
ual, educational and economic work
What the Papers Say.
which they did for California, before
An announcement of interest to those
the time of the American occupation. interested in it is that L. C. Bateman, the

BURLEIGH

Waldo County

journal,

BELFAST FREE LIBRARY.

the Mexican

FOR REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS,
C.

a

Rey.

ments

COBB

OF ROCKLAND.

EDWIN

iu iitcai

They are getting title to this land without living upon it for a day or an hour,
since the laws do not require them tc
New Books. August, 1904.
Restoration of Picturesque Spanish Ruins do so. While the richest agricultural
in California.
lands are being rapidly acquired foi Barnes, Janies.
,
The son of Light Horse Harry.
Los Angeles, Calif., Aug. 20, 1904. speculation and monopoly under one
The career of Gen. Robert E.
The palmy days of the Eighteenth Cen- law, the splendid forests which clothe
Lee from his West Point days
con
the
western
mountains
are
being
tury are being revived in Southern Calthrough the Mexican War.
ifornia. Brown-robed Franciscan monks solidated into great holdings, under an
B 25
1904.
have re-appeared at the ancient mis- Other law, to be held against the needs Carpenter, George Rice and others.
The teaching of English in the
sion of San Luis Rey, fifty miles north of coming generations. These things
elementary and the secondary
of San Diego, a citadel of strength and are uothing less than a crime againsl
school. 1904. (American teachBut the children of the United States.
a haven of rest in the early days.
ers’ series).
420.7 C
And the lesson taught by the brown
for two generations this mission has
Clodd, Edward.
been almost entirely deserted, until in robed Franciscan monks of San Luis
The childhood of religious. A
recent years it has become a mere pic- Key was one of helpfulness and self
simple account of the birth
turesque ruin, its gray walls and arches dependence, but not greed and rapaand growth of myths and legthe
their
United
Will
successor,
and
its
halls
and
city.
crumbling,
ends. 1875
290. C 6
capacious
lofty towers abandoned and silent, a States, teach the same lesson to hei Corson, Hiram.
Introduction to the study of Robdecaying monument of the former children or will she carelessly allow
the interloper to wrongfully profit ai
ert Browning’s poetry. 1903-.. 821. B-31
glory of Spain’s church and state.
Beginning about the middle of the their expense? Congress has been ask- Couoh, A. T. Quiller editor.
The Oxford book of(f English
Eighteenth century the Franciscans ed to take some action on the land laws
1903
808.1

The Republican Journal. Mission of San Luis
Published

n

FIVE POINTS WORTH CONSIDERING

:

HA I LH 1

t,

OF PORTLAND.
1 will discount five dollars
riage after June 1st
Call and see them ami be co;

A school where development of character is equalwith development of mind.
Sufficiently
distant from cities as to render pupils safe from evil inilueuce, and yet near enough to enjoy their advantage.
2.
_A college preparatory course which tits thoroughly
for New England colleges; a carefully arranged
general
course a commercial course of breadth and
thorough-

\

H. C. WARDEN

1.

ly important

c A H HI

—

Repository

Rear

R EL FA

Windsor

ST, M\«M

Boston Universit

ness.

A situation unexcelled for beauty of surroundings
landscape, in a region of remarkable healthfulness.
4. A healthy interest in athletics and out-door life.
5. Expenses low; $150.00 per year covers board, tuition, books and stationery, light and heat.

Offers

3.
and

catalogues, and

more

particular infoimation, address

College of Liberal Arts
Address the

School of

School of

and

Real Estate,

of Medicine.

Graduate

i::

Department

Philosophical and Lit*
For Graduates only.
Address Dean H. P. Bo\?m

Inspection.

12 Somerset St.

Security Bonds for Cashiers. Contractors, Administrators and Trustees.
Correspondence solicited. Real estate bought and sold.

BUY

Law

Address D^an ,1. P. Sethi
295 Commonwealth Ave.

REPRESENTING OVER FORTY-FIVE MILLION ASSETS.
Fire, Life, Accident, Plate Glass, Tornado Insurance, Steam Boiler
Insurance and

Dean, 72 Mt. \

Adaress Dean Melville M. !
Isaac Rieti Hall, Ashburton r

School

FRED ATWOOD, wimaiineort Insurance

Dean, 12 S»»ni<-i-

Theology

Address tLe

GEORGE L. JONES, Principal.

V.

Adv.iutn.

Lvery Kind.

Year opens TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER THIRTEENTH.
E or

Metropolitan

\Y. E. HUNTINGTON, Pat-

YOUR WINTER’S
~^VUF ThE^~

Belfast Fuel 8c

Hay

Co

Wilkesbarre and Scranton, Lattimer Ugh.
Egg, Stove

and

Chestnut, delivered and put in
(on level) per ton,
S7.25
Egg, Stove and Chestnut, (at wharf) per ton,
6.85
Lehigh, 25 cents per ton extra.
A discount of 25 cents

prices

per'ton will be made from ttie above
DATS from delivery of coal.

for CASH within TEN

GEORGIA CREEK CUMBERLAND COAL
POCAHONTAS STEAM COAL
WOOD OF ALL KINDS
All Coal guaranteed satisfactory in weight, qualitv and delivery.
BJT SPECIAL ATTENTION given to deliverv outside city limits.

Telephone connection,

41-4.

9w33

IS OFTEN VERY

OE5IRA0LX

We Guarantee it

I

tending to it. Wealthy people hav* s
the mate gourds elaborately carved
and their silver bombillas ornamente( [
with figures of plants and birds. Gen

Ilf VERBA MAT!
|NI I and
Tea Is Cultivated and Pre

..

g-ratuai

Beverage Truly “Fit for thi

\

,-imniienee

erally

of The Journal.

l’AHAdFAY, AugllSt 1
uu-away country ought tc
■■The Land of “Verbs
its native tea knowr

uise

prominent
ubiquitous here that
i.' vant. pulque in Mexico,
Brazil, or “tangle-foot” it
its most

is

ritore

!

gourd

and one tube answen

yard long.

mug towns. There is nc
rid where Chinese tea is
as
its inhabitants in
v

I

one

for the whole company, however large
passed from mouth to mouth, like ttn
“loving-cup” in certain German circles
but resident foreigners have set ui
private bombillas, so to speak, whict
they carry about in their pockets. Oui
party fell in with the latter conserva
tive custom before we had been a week
in Paraguay, and each of us goes armed
for every emergency with a tube half a
'I'l.n

VnrhalAn

.-vmnta

dnliln

republic alone are said to covei
an area of something over three million
tion as mate by the South
acres, and in their present state to prod especially in Paraguay,
an annual crop of not less than
duce
It is a
one of the plant.
which commonly grows 280,000 cu ts. Although it grows wild
in great thickets, like hazel or cranberet high along the banks
holders of the w ilder- ries, it is greatly improved by cultivaentire forests of it, tion, in quality as well as in quantity
The early Jesuits, those
in extent, are some- of leaves.
a
Paraguay. In Brazil shrewd fellows who pried as deeply inoccasionally found in to the secrets of nature as into the sesmall

i■

crets of state and the souls of men,
were well acquainted
with methods

In the

the mountains.

.age it is called caa; the
:: it-y st. Ililaire named
I. title is
lirst

!

pronounced

around their mission settlements were

as

vast

mali-tah, both words

ah
e

(long since lost or forgotten! for securAll
ing its constant reproduction.

and its most

jiiariensis;

syllable.

.i.

plantations of ilex pareguariensis,
supplied their own requirements

which

and those of their converts.

a

The secret

of the

forty-eight hours, and if it rains upoi i PAST GRAND MASTERS, I. 0. 0. F.
j
the leaves, they have to be
repacks
and dried over again. Then the fire 1! Edward White Conant of Old Town
ii 1!
grand master of
removed, the floor swept clean, and thi was the thirty-eighth
the Grand lodge. He was born in Win!!
dry material being worked through th< ( terport, Waldo county, Maine, June
frame falls upon the hard clay and ii 24, 1837, the son of Isaac and Jane
pounded to powder with wooden in (Weston) Conant. He was educated in
schools of Winterport.
struments. This powder is the famous | the common
of age he left
j When seventeen years
for
Paraguay tea, ready
use.
It is school entering the store of Kaler &
transported to market in hide bales Co., as clerk, remaining two, years,
called terciros, some of which contair i The senior member of the firm was Mr.
Otis Kaler, afterwards grand master
as much as 200 English
pounds.
of the Grand lodge. Mr. Conant then
Fannie B. Ward.
entered the store of Treat & Co., same
town. In 185S he left Winterport for
Milford, a town near Bangor, where he
AGRICULTURE IN OUR SCHOOLS.
went into the lumber and stock busiBertha F. Hillman, superintendent ness, remaining there about ten years.
In 1809 he moved to Old Town, which
of schools for the town of Troy, writes
has been his place of residence ever
to the Maine Farmer as follows:
since. Here tie engaged in the grocery
The editor of the Farmer in the issue ! business which he conducted until 1880.
of August 4th, advanced an idea in the ! He then formed the co-partnership of
right direction when he said: “Why not | Conant, White & Co., in the manufacestablish at Presque Isle a department j ture of lumber, which firm continued
for agricultural education, that the I until 1891, when it was changed to
teachers may be correctly trained to a Conant & Carr, and now bears that
knowledge of this great science and be name. Mr. Conant may be regarded as
prepared to take up Nature studies | one of the solid business men of Old
in earnest aud in an intelligent man- j Town, and is closely identified with all
From 1891 to
ner?” Why not go a step farther, and I the town’s interests.
say, let us have an agricultural teacher 1897 he was chairman of the board of
in all of our Normal Schools?
registration, when he resigned to acOur school laws require that teachers cept the office of assessor? for three
in our common and free high schools years, and was re-elected in 1901.
While a resident of Milford Mr.
shall teach the elements of the natural
science as applied to agriculture, but no Conant married Carrie E., the only
way has been provided to fit teachers I daughter of William Bailey. She died
In reliirinn lie is
for this line of work, therefore they i Dpppmlipr ->i 1 .<7.1
a Universalist.
are handicapped in the beginning when
they attempt to teach even the ele- | Mr. Conant became an Odd Fellow
ments of this great science. The ma- December 2, 1870, by joining Tarratine
jority have no knowledge of the sub- lodge, No. 27, of Old Town, and lias
ject themselves, so are unable to in- ever since been a faithful worker in

propagation of mate disappear, struct the children who are
looking to that body. In 1872 he was elected
ed with the expulsion of the Jesuit
noble grand. In 1886, the next year
them for guidance.
and though, rewards have been
As our common schools are at the after lie was grand master, he was
grave: from the President fathers;
offered from time to time to any who foundation of educational system so i elected secretary of his lodge and rethe beggar sunning his
acricultnre is at the foundation nf nil I mains in the same position to the
of it, from the infant in
uidsire tottering on the
1

shall re-discover it, it remains a “lost
During the reign of the tyrants,

rags, sores and defornrathedral steps; from the

i

rocks, I Fellows

knowledge of the soil,
plants, animals and birds should have
a place in the education of every boy
and girl whei her they live in the city
or the country.
To educate children
along these lines is to create in them a
A

Francia and I.opez, father and son, the
of the herb was monopoexportation
,ir
hours are divided belized by the government and every citi
am! mandolin, hammoekzen was compelled to pay tribute each
J .d riirtation, to tlie bareyear by handing over a specilied love
who till the fields and

f
f

of

g hter

|

aristocracy,

tlie

He is one of those Odd
his interest
who
believes
should not cease in the Subordinate
lodge because he has held high oftice in
the Grand bodies. Mr. Conant became
a member of the Grand lodge at the
annual session held in August, 1876,
and was
appointed district deputy
grand master, serving faithfully for
two years.
In 1883 he was elected

present time.

business.

art.”

of nature and a desire to learn
and more of her ways as the years
ists of burden.
go by. They will thus become so atAfter the wars and the tragic tached to her that the
despots.
glitter of the deputy grand master, never having
iAt tiling in the morning
death of the last Dictator, when the city will have no attraction for them served as grand warden. At the an,-t thing on retiring for the
nual session held in Bangor, August 12,
impoverished government was abso- and a home on a farm will be the goal
als and between meals; at
of their ambition. If the children are 1884, he was elected grand master.
it was induced in its
lutely
penniless,
liis term as grand master lie
day and night, and between hour of need to lease the tea forests to educated to love agriculture we shall During
find not only the solution of an agricul- instituted new lodges at Sprague’s
Whenever you call upon
South Norridgewock, Turner,
an Argentine firm, which paid to the tural college but the solution of the Mills,
in
whether on a mission of
and Washburn, and one
a royalty of one dollar per ton, problem of abandoned farms and tum- Springfield
treasury
Rebekah
A
whether
lodge at Brunswick.
I bled down farm buildings also.
friendship, and
a considerable revenue, yet an enorThe children of today are the men memorial day, for commemorating the
ver met him before or are
mous sacrifice for a little cash in hand and women of the future.
On the men memory of deceased brethren and for
gun, mate is immediately
of what might be made a much more and women of today rests the responsi- the decoration of their graves was esI
.lie the Arab’s salt and the
Another
the character and tablished during his term.
productive source of income. In the bility of moulding
of his year was the
of the desert, it is thus
educating the children who are to be important feature
markets of Buenos Ayres mate brings our
of
the beautiiied, or
future citizens. Then let us see to promulgation
a! mark ol politeness and
from *4.50 to *5.00 the arroba, or twenty- it that we teach them no wrong ideas dramatic form, of conferring the de:
kindly feeling. The true
At
file
annual
session of the
This is the ex- of right and wrong. Let us see to it grees.
five-pound package.
would no more refuse a
that the foundation of their education Grand lodge in 1885 Norway lodge,
with
the
additional cost of
port price
is along lines that lead in the right No. 16, of Norway, the first Subordinn, de at any time or on any
of carriage.
It retails, like other direction. Let us see to it that
ate lodge in Maine to confer the work
our
,ui an Irishman would his
to the conscience of school children learn the elements of dramatically, was invited to exemplify
staples,
according
a
Ger.ban his cigarette,
the same before the Grand body. From
the seller and the credulity of the pur- the common school branches before this
the work spread until today neariss of beer, or a
Brazilian
go to college. Let us see to it
chaser.
At Asuncion, for local use they
that our boys and girls learn as thor- ly every lodge in Maine confers the
lack coffee. When going
the average price is *2.50 the arroba.
degree agreeably in this form. In 1885
oughly the principles which underlie Mr.
outside his own country |
Conant was elected grand repre| Xothing in Paraguay is more interest agriculture as they do the principles
sentative to the Sovereign Grand lodge
y takes along a generous
which
underlie
the
common school
than
the
of
this herb
ing
preparation
dried leaves, because un- |
branches. Let us see to it that our for a term of two years, serviug his
for market and the Yerbales where it
rural schools and homes are made so jurisdiction faithfully.
witli life without it and it
December 7, 1882, when Fellowship
is prepared.
The working of the indus- attractive and
interesting that our
in
tained
the markets of
lodge, No. 07, was instituted, of Calais,
try consists of four distinct operations boys and girls will never have a desire Mr.
Conant was present, and assisted
North America,
for any life except a life in the country.
—gathering the shrub, drying the young If we
in the work. An accident happened to
do these
we shall have
it to any alcoholic bevelleaves, packing and conveying them to done our share tothings on the cause of him on that occasion. He was acting
help
rage Paraguayan imbibes ! the head
as
conductor, and slipping upon the
depot, and transporting to the agriculture.
to twenty cups or rather,
in agriculture means pro- lloor fell, breaking his leg.
various markets. The gathering in the
Progress
t per diem; and it is one of |
February 21, 1871, he became a memin every direction. If we promote
woods is done by men called mineros, gress
the cause of agriculture we shall pro- ber of Old Town encampment, No. 12.
ely rare instances wherein ; the
pay for each being 15 centavos mote the cause of civilization and be- He passed all the chairs in that body,
habit ol excessive driirkI about seven cents) the arroba. for come stronger and happier ourselves and in 18S3 was elected treasurer, an
the mental and physical
ollice he now holds after an honorable
leaves that have had the first singeing. for the help we have given to others,
t
of tiie people.
Instead
likewise be better prepared to enter the service of twenty-one years. He was a
Xext the leaves must be dried over a
home in the “great beyond” where we charter member of Myrtle Kebekah
harias and pulquereas of
No. 14. and was elected its first
slow lire, in which process they lose shall hear the welcome
plaudit, “well lodge,
'a of Spanish America, the
noble grand. At the present time and
half their weight. The workmen who done thou good and faithful servant.”
for a number of years Mr. Conant has
beer-gardens, saloons and
superintend the drying are paid fifbeen president of the Past Grand Repi more prosperous lands,
vs.
Maine.
Washington
resentatives’ association, an organizateen centavos for each twenty-live
of Paraguay—women as
tion made up ot those Odd Fellows
pounds of dried leaves. It costs five
Maine is not ttie worst place to live
as
men—are
who have represented their jurisdiction
continually centavos more to reduce the herb to
in either from au agricultural or cli- in the Sovereign Grand lodge, and
: g
mate through a tube, in
powder by beating, and perhaps forty- matic point of view. Head what a which meets annually at the same
p.aces as well as in private,
Mr.
i live centavos for transportation in bulWashington State man writes to his place with the Grand aslodge.
doorways and parlors and lock
a working
Conant may be classed
the necessary brother in this county of the conditions
carts,
including
member and one who has the confidence
e plazas and markets and
I sacks, Making a liberal allowance for out there. Ilis letter is dated July 31, of his
colleagues in the Grand and
a by the wayside, at the
Subordinate bodies.
the expense of conveyance from depot in which he says:
a

amount of it for

Mate is

i

the benefit of

more

the
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COAL!

THINGS WE
LIKE BEST

NOW IS THE TIME TO BUY YOUR WINTER’S COaL.

■hy Is it They so Seldom
Agree With Us?

First

What's the reason the things we ah*
best so seldom seem to agree with oaf
Maybe It's because ws overeat of them.
Then follows e lit of indigi 'tlon.
Only lasts a day or two perhaps Bat
tV» e most uncomfortable day a. two.
we don’t mean to abuse oar «*-m*rlit
bat we all do It more or lose. Wo em
(hinge we went end eaat resist
the longing for them. When 1th too
Into wo regret our rashness.
Bat
there’s e way to escape the oonso>
(seaees of sneh Indiscretions. A does
of e good digesteot Uko Kodol Dyspepsia Ours will relieve yon at once.
Indigestion la always dao to the
•smscause. Your stomach Is too weak
to digest what you sat. It nssdtrust.
You can’t rest It by going without
food. That would mean starvatloa.
Bat Kodol Dyspepsia Cure will rest it.
It does the stomach's work. In the
■sea time the tired organ is gaining
fresh strength. Before long It will be
u strong as ever.
Yoa don’t have te
list. Kodol Dyspepsia Cure will db
test any kind of wholsomo food.
“I had stomach troabie tear ran,'' say*
Bee. B-Oolbath Alpena, Kish., “which was
■ todthatat times I was (arose tc remain
■ me. at last I was Udaosd to try Kodai
Cars from which 1 received to
Dyspepsia
■editor
relief aad a tew bottlcc afeesad a
•ompletc cure.

Kodol

prepared to receive orders for Anthracite
Coal, and have for sale the Scranton, Wilkesbarre and
Lehigh Coals a) the following prices, for the Scranton

the

lAw

:

$7.25

per ton delivered in barrels and
7.10 per ton delivered in dump cart.

put in.

6.85 per ton taken at the wharf.
Lehigh Coal 25 cents per ton higher.
From these prices we allow 2c cents per ton discount if
within ten days from date of delivery.
our

We hope to be favored with your
best attention in the preparation and
We also have

!

the

paid

order, which shall have

delivery.
Maryland Companies Georges Creek

Cumberland CoJ for blacksmith
ous Coal for steam purposes.

Ptoparsd only by K-C.DiWm hO&. Ohteaen
IU times

are now

and Wilkesbarre

Cures All Stomach Trouble*
TOO tl. bottle MMtatni

Quality Thoroughly Prepared Coal

We

Coro

Dyspepsia

COAL!

use, and a very nice Bitumin-

efie.

■

!

■

tevnrs unit
|)» f.mooi
R H

_

■

|

■ ■
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MOODY, DRUGGIST

7

Ills of

Childhood
M Liver, stomach and bowel complaints, blood disorders, feverish-

\

%
M ness, nervousness, and the irrita- ^
M ting and debilitating ■mndltiuns
M brought on by worms, are quickly re- ®
m

lievtd

M

and

I Dr.
■
■
9

9

permanently cured by

Tree’s Elixir!

It is a wonderful tonic and builder of H
Makes weak y chil- «
flesh and muscle.
For over 50
dren strong and robust.
ay
years used and praised by m<-tbers m
35 cent?- at all druggists. K
everywhere.

■

■

i

the

1

:.-e

ball-room—wherever

are

gathered together.

nte-cup is
I

sure

j to market and a

margin for accident and

damage, the net
their picking in

to be in the

cost of the leaves from

the forest to place of
sale in the form of tea is less than

hem.
/. it is the cup which cheers

*1.25 per twenty-five-pouud package.
inebriate, being a gentle These
figures, compared with the selltonic, exhilarating
demonstrate the commercial
ing
price,
t for several liours, but is in
value of Y'erba Mate and shows how
.irintul, like the stupefying the
“Company Industrial Paraguaya’
Bolivia from which cocaine is
"it

whose

!

|
I

were

able to pay its shareholders a div-

ve-shaking Chinese tea, or idend of over
sixty per cent, during the
'tfee of Brazil, which a local
very first year of its existence. Hunshould be “black as night,
dreds of mineros are employed in the
teatli, strong as love, and hot
gathering, and even at the small wages
Chemists assert that mate
above named, an industrious laborer
‘th caffeine and theine, toll cafieo-tannic acid; and,
day.
procurable, it is especially
As to the details of the business, the
v ied
by physicians for the
Yerbatero,
having selected his location
spepsia and other ills of the and marshaled his
men, proceeds first
organs.
to erect the necessary buildings, viz., a
imirably adapted to this clilong shed for storing goods, provisions
ivmg a cooling effect in hot
and the yerba to be gathered; a nummd the reverse during the
ber of huts for the workmen, and barhunpness of the rainy season,
bracuas, or frames upon which to dry
eve answers for winter, and is
the leaves. Sheds and huts are conink at a scalding temperature
structed in the rudest
floor-

i

1

j

■

■

uui

*

nun

nviu

mi v

iv

tiuitc

uuuaio

c*
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!

I

n

less and thatched with

substantially built oi
poles and withes firmly lashed together,
with arched roof and floor of clay, the
latter hard and level and extending
ty, mate is always offered tc
several feet beyond the roof on all
little gourd, which is perhaps
sides for convenience in pulverizing
'•e inches
deep and nearly tin the dried material.
When the bushes
'I size of a goose egg,
e
having
are cut they are passed quickly through
at one end. The dried

*

‘"ts

must be more

at (irst

become
natives to the
soon

taste; but
devoted tc
maimer born.

as

anc

the flames of a fire built near the spot
and stripped of their half-dried leaves

d leaves are crowded in
mtil tlie

gourd

is

througl
nearly full

and tender

■

boiling water is poured in it tc
i;il|ming point. Then a bombilh
i'r in, a
long tube of silver, brass
ed, straw, bamboo, (anythin*
will serve the purpose,! whict
i'dv as a spoon for
stirring up tin
age,
and
also
for
drinkin*
■

1

The better
mbilla lias a rounded end punc
" ith tin
holes, which act as s 1
iimr to
keep the powdered herb ou ;
throat. The little gourd holdi 1
1 few
swallows, and after one per
straws.

as
emptied it, it is refilled witl 1
'mt water and handed in turn tc 1
°i the others in the
company
ni it
lias gone the rounds once
i“'di
mate is put into the gourd and i
011 a second circuit around thi
“,r“ and
so on, again stnd again, a sei

■

■

J‘rts

ljeillg constantly employed

in at

which

then car

long thongs
1

•-i. as lemonades are sometime! 1

through

twigs,

are

ried to the frames for a more thorough
toasting. The half-dried leaves art
carried in raydos, a network of hide
thongs, four or five feet square, having

1

1,1

dry

grass; but

the frames, perhaps twenty feet square,

catnip tea,

> disliked
•'

manner,

ugs tears to the eyes of the united. Its bitter, herbal llavor,
iike that of strong
is

to pass over the contents
secured at the diagonal corners. Ar
rived at the barbarcuas, the mate is

carefully placed

over the top and dowr
the sides of the frames, in such a waj
as to permit the heat to reach everj
part of it. A fire is then built under it,
the object of which is to get as muct
heat and as little flame and smoke as
possible, and is taken careful charge ol
by one of the workmen. The foremar
then mounts guard upon a nearby tre<
or an elevated bench built for the
pur
pose, from which he can watch th(
drying leaves and make such changes
in their arrangement upon the framei
as he may consider
necessary. Thi
drying process occupies thirty-six t<

“We iiave had
windiest seasons

experienced anywhere. There has
ORIGIN OF “STATEROOM.”
not been more than four or five days of
hot weather this summer. There was
“Did you ever hear of the origin of
a “freeze” here last month (June) that the name “stateroom,” asked Repredestroyed nearly everything. The win- sentative Aldrich of Alabama.
ter wheat was in the “dough” and the
“There probably is not one person in
farmers had to cut the most of it for 10,000 who ever heard how the name so
hay, and it injured the spring-sowed common was first sprung. This is the
grain so badly that we will not get over way it happened. Down in Louisiana
00 per cent, cut of our usual crop. So, is the thriving city of Shreveport. The
the ranchers are feeling blue.”
man after whom the city was named
Just compare this state of affairs in was old Captain Shreve, who used to
with
those in Piscataquis run some of the finest crafts that ever
Washington
The weather carried the trayeling public up and
county, if you please.
here since the middle or latter part of down the Mississippi river.
Captain
May, at least, has been all that could Shreve was a progressive sort of old
be desired for the growth of vegetation fellow, and he believed in giving the
and for the comfort of humanity. The passengers the best possible appointbay crop has been immense, grain is ments, and his boats were the most
looking finely and is now nearly ready luxurious that were ever piloted on the
to harvest, sweet corn is coming on famous water thoroughfare5
There
finely and Supt. Dill wears a pleasant used to be ordinary bunks on the line,
Shreve
smile; potatoes bid fair to yield well, the crudest kind of berths.
with but little trouble from the beetle made up his mind that something betor rust, while vegetable gardens never ter was demanded, and that the more
looked more prolific. Not only this, luxurious that night travel was made
but what old citizen among us ever the more traffic there would be on his
knew strawberries or raspberries or lines. So he had a number of rooms
blueberries so abundant as they have built on his boats for night travelers.
been this season?
Finally, the apple Then the idea suggested itself to him
crop will be much above the average that instead of numbering the rooms
and Charles Dearth will be able to fur- he would give each of them a name.
nish his farmer patrons with all the This was done forthwith. lie was a
cider that they can haul arvay and re- patriotic soul, and he named the rooms
serve his usual big supply to be manu- after the great Commonwealth through
factured into sparkling vinegar. So, if which the Father of Waters traveled.
any one would ask for a more abun- There, for instance was the Mississippi
dant supply of good things of this world room, the Arkansas room, the Missouri
than we have depicted he must
of
indeyd room, and so on down the lists for
be a very unreasonable jjerson.—Piscat- States.
In booking these names
them
‘State
he
called
aquis Observer.
passengers
rooms,’ hence the now universal exiuuuiuc
ran.
pression.”—Washington Post.
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DRY and FAK'.'-Y

CONTAINS

MtLLEN&RY 0£P&RTM£NT

COMPLETE
Of 20

For Over

Years.

Sixty
and Well-Tbied

An Old
Remedy
Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has beer
used for over sixty years by millions ol
mothers for their children while teething
with perfect success. It soothes the child
softens the gums, allays all pain, cures wine
colic, and is the best remedy for Diarrhoea
Is pleasant to the taste. Sold by druggisti
in every part of the world.
Twenty-fiv<
cents a bottle. Its value is incalculable
Be sure and ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Sooth
ing Syrup, and take no other.

Dyspepsia Cure

Digests what yev eat.

Cities and 450 Towns.
ALL

STATE

A new Township and Railroad Map of Maine
revised to date.
Every OFFICE and HOME needs it for handy
reference.

WHEAT FLAKE G3LERY

PRICE, POSTPAID, $2.00.

F

GRENVILLE M. DONHAM,
Publisher,

Put the Pood dry in a stcwpan. add a little salt,
with boiling hot milk; pot or. the fire. let it
boil for two minutes; stir constantly to prevent
lumping. Serve hot with cream and sugar. No
breakfast food ever eaten can compare with it in
deliciousness and nourishment. A Food made
from the whole grain of the wheat in a hygienic
and cleanly manner. Every one who will continue
its use will find it to influence a natural daily action
of the bowels.

390 Congress St., Opp. City Building.

cover

PORTLAND, MAINE.
Constantl\

in Stock for Sale.
New Hampshire and Vermont Registers (paper) 25c. each. Massachusetts Year Rook, enlarged edition (cloth). $3.00. New England Directory (latest edition), price $7.50.
jin.'W

PalataMa—Nutritious—Easy of Oigsstion
and Ready to Eat
My signature oh
(p\ Q/ZS
/
S7A every package.
G &.e&hk*/
A Cook Book containing 7B excellent receipts
raring the Food mailed free to any address.
For Hi* hy id leads* Grocers.

PUCE CEREAL FOOD CO*

l

have

talked

“ST ROUT'S
sunnER

Chicago

about

much

so

~

for

Mr. IcKENZIE,

SNAPS.”
I

j
We sell SHIRT WAISTS and

my

friends
But

me.

laughs

ready

are

who

she

The

best.

done me so much

ford

to

laugh

laugh at
laughs last
to

medicine has

good I can affriends.

with my

MARY WHITMORE,
129 Main Street, Belfast
18tf

SEVEN

PREMIUMS!

Dining Chairs and 1 niVFN
*
J *
Large Arm Rocker
with $10 assortment of our Soaps,
Extracts, Spices, Tea, Coffee,
Cocoa, Toilet Goods and Standard groceries. Catalogue of
200 OTHER PRE>IIUMS.
HOME SUPPLY CO.,
Dept. 4, Augusta,Me.
Six

THE ELITE,
v

Shore Acres,

Northport,

Me.

BROILED LIVE LOBSTERS
And Fish Dinners served at all hours.

Telephone 31-15.

3m28

Is an illustrated booklet
just out, describing lf»0
in
New
England's •■'oney Wakbig bargains
ing Farms. It will be mailed I HUE.’
A few on easy terms with stock, tools and
growing crops included to settle estate

quickly.

DRESS SKIRTS.

It you want a quick sale write us for our
FREE description blanks.
We require no payment in advance.
We use our own money to advertise your

Brown’s Royal Stomach King that

son, sir.” “What in th-thunder—what
the—what nationality?” screamed the

Kodol

DIREC-

INTERESTS.

guese seaman, Senhor.” “Step over
then, Manniwel. Next?” JohnThomp
“John Thomp“What?’’
son, sir.”

horrified shipmaster.
"English, sir,”
replied the man. For a full hhlf minute the unhappy skipper stood speechless, his countenance turning from purple to orange, and from orange to gray;
and then a gurgling gasp of “English,
by gum!” he tottered, staggered and
fell prone upon the ground.

BUSINESS
TORIES

FULL STATISTICS OF

auc

$250.
No. 8. 2.40 class, trot and pace, $125,
The track will be in first-class condi
•
tion for the occasion.

Proprietors.

The Maine Register

GOODS,

ever

The fair of the Waldo and Penobscot The Passing of the English Sailor Man.
Agricultural Society will be held at
The skipper of the tramp steamer
Monroe, Sept. 13-15, and a good race
was
engaging a new
program has been arranged with §1,000 Bumping Billy
in purses. The entries close Sept. 3 at crew, says the Liverpool Daily Post.
“What’s your name?” he said to the
11 o'clock p. m. The program:
foremost applicant. “Giuseppe GrinoFIRST DAY—TUESDAY, SEPT. 13,
lieri,” replied the man. “Eyetalian?”
No. 1. 2.18 class, trot and pace, $2u0. “Tees, sair.” “Very good, step on one
No. 2. 3.00 class, trot and pace, $100. side. And yours?” he went on to the
“Rusnext A. B.
“Ivan IkanofE.”
SECOND DAY—WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 14.
No. 3. 2.22 class, trot and pace, $175. sian?” “Bolish, sare.” “Right: step
No. 4. 2.28 class, trot and pace, $150, along side o' Yewseppy. Next mau?’
“German?’
“Wilhelm Zwillanguzl.”
THIRD DAY—THURSDAY, SEPT. 15.
“Ja.”
“Very good; over you go
No. 5. Free-for-all, trot and pace. Next?” “Manoel Oliveria. I Portu

«t; BROWN,

1904-5

BKOOKS, MAINIi.

Russell G. Dyek,

of the coldest,
thus far that I have
one

Bookkeepinu and Actual Business Practice1, Shorthand, Typewriting. Penmanship, etc. Graduaided to positions. More applications for oftice help than we roil'd :
ia*u war. REOPENS
m EEK FREE to all who enter on
opening day. Write for catalogue.

ates

SEPTEMBER Bth. ON K

Marcellns J. Dow,

j

i

THE SWAN & SIBLEY COMPANY,

EARY RISERS

little pill. tv eon. U patio*.

property.

Administrator’s Notice of Sale.

More than -Km) sales in Man e alone since
1901 to men from jo States is our guarantee
t« you that our methods are right.

\

j

i

Pursuant to a license from the Hon. Judge of
Probate for the County of Waldo, I shall sell at
M. S. STILES,
on the _9tli
day of September, A.
I). 1904, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, outlie
Brooks, Manager for Waldo County
in
in
of
said
the city
Belfast,
premises, situated
County of Waldo, all the light, title and interest
which Abby D. Milliken. late of Belfast, in said
County of Waldo, deceased, had in and to the
1 i»0 Nassau St., New York City, or
following described real estate, situated in said
Tremont Ten pie, Boston, Mass., or
Belfast, viz: The first parcel being the same
premises deeded to Abby 1). Milliken by William
Kent’s Hill,'Maine.
Tilden by his deed dated December 13,1847. and
recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds, in
Book 60, Page 355.
Second parcel being the *ame premises deeded
to Abby I). Milliken by Thomas H. Milliken, by |
his deed dated January 31,1866, and recorded in j
said Waldo County Registry of Deeds, in Book
135. Page 53.
!
Third parcel being the same premises deeded
Tlu* undersigned offers his residence. No. 8
to Abby D. Milliken by Jacob L. Havener by
Church street. lor sale. Brick house with tower
his deed dated September 23d. 1873, and recorded
and bow windows, large veranda in front, bath
in said County of Waldo Reg. of Deeds in Book
room, hot water heater, large and commodious
163, Page 293.
rooms, 13 in number, 3 library oases of oak and
Fourth parcel being same premises deeded to
black walnut. Kitchen and dining room have
Abby D. Milliken by Mary E. Hatch by her deed I oak floors. Screen doors, double windows, and
dated October 7th, 1874, and recorded in said
range go with the house. Will sell on easy terms.
County of Waldo Reg. of Deeds in Book 169, | Apply to
Page 92, all of which deeds and records are reGKO. W. BI KKKTT,
ferred to for a more paitfcular description of
said parcels of real estate to be sold under this
24
Boom 2, Odd Fellows’ Block.
Dated Unity. August 23d, A. D. 1904.
JAMES LIBBY, Jr., Administrator.

public auction,

E. A. STROUT,

For Sale.

j

TO LET.
Store in Williamson block. Will be put in order
to suit tenant. Apply to
H. T. FIELD,

MANICURING.

class manicure for
a first
twenty-five cents call upon

For

MBS. B. I. WELLS.

..1

Court, to fill the vacancy caused by the |
death of Judge Westbrook.
I
“Mr. Parker is chairman of 'the present Democratic State committee, and
BELFAST, THURSDAY. SEPTEMBER 1, 1904. it is generally understood that his promotion is a reward for successfully
Published Every Thursday Morning by the
managing the Democratic machine this
fall.”
Co.
Journal
Publishing
Republican
The New York Herald commented
on the appointment of Parker as a
CHARLES A. P1LSBURY, j Busj1)ess Manager.
“conspicuous application of the prin-

The

Journal.

Republican

ciple

Subscription Tfrms: In advance,$2.00a year;
$1.00 for six months; 50 cents for three months.
AIWKRT1S1NG Tkrms: For one square, one inch
length in column, "5 cents for one week and
25 cents for each subsequent insertion.

‘to the victors

belong

the

spoils,’

(TIE
FIRST SIGN

”

and added:

Of

Governor Hill deferred the appointment until after the election, and then
gave it to the man who had been foremost among his political workers and
who, while holding the position of surrogate, whose duties are essentially judicial, devoted himself throughout the
campaign to partisan work.”
It appears from these extracts that

Senator Hoar still lives.
A vote for Cobb is a vote for Roose-

velt.
A raisin trust has been formed; of
with the object of raisin the

STATE OF MAINE.
be voted for in the County of Waldo, Sentember 12, 1904.
Penalty for willfully defacing, tearing down, removing or destroying a list of candidates or specimen ballot, five

List of Candidates nominated to

To vote a

REPUBLICAN.

NORTHPORT NEWS.

William T. Cobb of Rockland

TEMPLE HEIGHTS HAPPENINGS.

\y

The Dissell family left Tuesday for their
Philadelphia home.
David li. Hill announces that lie will
A goodly number of people are still soretire from politics at the close of this
journing at the Cove.
year; anil no one, not even in his own
Among the nice people who occupied the
That sizes up
party, believes him.
Plummer cottage were Mr. and Mrs. A. 11.
David B. Ilill.
Davidson of Lewiston.

the season at the Paul cottage.
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Currier of Brewer
are spending a week at Mr. N. 11. Rhoades
and are delighted with the place.

Heed’s

This is real live news, but
doubtful nature. The general impression in Maine is that Cumberland
and York counties comprise the first
district: and that Knox, the home of
Congressman Littlefield, is in the second district.

district.

E. B. El well says that he has lost more
than a hundred dollars wortli of hens and
ehickens this summer from cholera.

a

Two Maine editors whose comments
have printed, and many others, have
criticised in caustic terms Maine's log

William Cleveland of Salem, Mass., is at
the Tucker cottage for a short time, as are
Mrs. Jennie Mitchell and Cora B: Lankey,
both of lloulton.
President White of Colby College, Waterville, preached an excellent sermon at the
church Sunday afternoon. It was a treat
to all who were fortunate enough to have
heard it. His text was from Matthew xii,
20, “A bruised reed shall he not break, and
smoking tiax shall he not quench, till he
send forth judgment unto victory.”

we

Exposition. The
editor of the Caribou Heuublican, Mr.
Pendeli, who recently returned from
st. Louis, was more favorably impressHe claims that the building is
ed.
unique in its style of architecture, that
it is pleasantly located, and most of the
cabin at the St. Louis

I

A bevy of six very nice young ladies,
who had been enjoying a weeks' outing at
the Davis and Guptill cottage on Xicwa
Point, returned home Friday on the staunch
steamer Golden Rod, Capt. Bennett, who is
very obliging to, and very popular with, the
people of the Heights. The names of the
Miss Lizzie Harvie
young people were:
and sister Mary of Boston; Ethel Savery,
Lena Ellis, Alice Guptill and sister of Bel-

time filled with crowds of visitors who
express their admiration of its rusticity
and attractiveness.

The

Presque

Isle

Star-IIevnld says that others from that
section who have visited the Exposition
share Mr. Pendell’s view of the log
cabin: “They say that Maine’s building lias at least the merit of being
genuine and devoid of artificiality and

born Irlto the world
with an inherited tendency to torturing, disfiguring humors of the
Skin and Scalp, becomes an object
of the most tender solicitude, not
only because of its suffering, but
because of the dreadful fear that
the disfiguration is to be lifelong
and mar its future happiness and
prosperity. Hence it becomes the
duty of mothers of such afflicted
children to acquaint themselves
with the best, the purest, and most
effective treatment available, viz.:
the CUTICURA Treatment, consisting of warm baths with CUTICURA Soap, and gentle anointings
with CUTICURA Ointment, the
great Skin Cure. Cures made in
childhood are speedy, permanent,

Every child

Mr. and Mrs. S. L. Carr of Boston returned home Tuesday, Mrs. Carr having spent

A Portland special to the Boston
Ilerald says that the first Maine Congressional district “is composed of Cumberland and Knox counties and used to

fast.

For Representative to Congress

For Senator

Sold throughout the world. Cuticura Soap, 25c., Ointment, 50c., Resolvent, 60c. (in form of Chocolate Coated
25cftper vial of 60). Depots- London, 27 Charterhouse Sq* Paris, 5 Rue de la Paix "Boston, 137 Columbus
Ave.
Potter Drug A Chem. Corp., Sole Props.
How to Cure Disfiguring Humors.”
03“ Send for

THE

a

Sain

a

cough

stitcli in side
losing of flesh
variable appetite
low spirited at times
raising of frothy mucous

night
aching of the body
droppings in the throat

mouth
open
sleeping

tickling

back

of the

formation of crusts in
the nose
dryness of the throat
in the morning
loss of strength
spasms of coughing
cough short and hack-

hum, ao.;

iana

in

Family

Reunions.

Herrick. The eleventh annual reunion
ol the Herriok family will be held in Equity
Orange hall, Belfast, Sept. 9th. If stormy,
first fair day. All are cordially invited.
Mrs. Mabel L. Miller, Sec’y.
Herrick. The Herriok reunion will take

will destroy activity of all
catarrhal germs in the respiratory organs
and in a few weeks the cure will be com-

program in the afternoon.
Wentworth. The 21st annual reunion
of the Wentworth family will be held at the
home of B. F. Fuller in Searsmont, Sept
14th, if pleasant; if not, the first fair day
All friends and relatives of the family are
cordially Invited. Mrs. J. L. Wentworth,

matter

difficulty

in

yellow

breathing

frequent sneezing
huskiness of voice

discharge
Hyomei

from the

plete.

loss in vital force
a feeling of tightness
across
the
upper
part of the chest

nose

This is a strong statement, but R. H.
Moody emphasizes it by agreeing to refund
your money if Hyomei does not cure.

For Senator

For County Attorney

For Judge of I’robate
George E. Johnson of Belfast

For Judge of Probate
James Libby of Unity

For Judge of Probate
George F. Sherman of Burnham

For Register of Probate

For Register of Probate

Charles P. Ilazeltine of Belfast

|

For Register at Probate

Daniel B. Plummer of Montville

I
For Sheriff

For Sheriff

For Sheriff

Amos F. Carletou of Winterport

Willard If. F. Twombly of Monroe

Ashbel T. Webb of Swanville

For County Commissioner
Henry M. Cole of Burnham

Franklin B Cole of

For County Treasurer
Cyrus B. Hall of Belfast

For County Treasurer
Iliram L. McAllister of Burnham

For Representatives to the Legislature

For County Commissioner

For Representatives to the Legislature

Everett E. Morton of Jackson

Giles G. Abbott of Belfast

Charles S. Adams of Searsmont

Winfield S. Pendleton of Islesborc

i

Simeou B. Merrithew of Stockton Springs

Winterport

sec’y.

For Representatives to the Legislature

\_
For Representatives to the 1

j

■

|

Eben F. Littlefield of Brooks

j
Addison B. Sparrow of Freedom

Frank A. Jones of Searsmont

ClarenceJ). Poor of Belfast

11. II. Lamson of Freedom
i

“Shall the salary of the Executive Council and members of the Senate and House of Representatives
be increased to three hundred dollars in place of one hundred and fifty dollars as now
provided by law.

VTC
_„

and the salary of the President of the Senate and Speaker of the House to live hundred dollars in place
of three hundred dollars as now provided by law."

^THEs*

We
PUT ON THE

Belfast National Ba

I

BEST

QUALITY

■:

OF

i

RUBBER HEELS FOR
This week we will offer

a

SPECIAL

ESTABLISHED IN 1836.

OH(iANIZEI) AS NATIONAL BAM

Capital Stock $100,000, Surplus $20,000, Stock Liability

SALE of

35c

DEPOSIT ACCOUNTS

“WHILE YOU WAIT, TOO,1
AT THE REPAIR
DEPARTMENT OF THE

OF

Is

cough worse nights and
mornings

expectorating

to t

Thomas C. Smart of Waldo

W. T. C. Runnells of Searsport

mortnport.

place at Equity Orange hall, Belfast, Fri.
day, Sept. 9th. There will be a picnic din
ner, election of officers, and an interesting

ing

Representative

Mountain.”

while

palate

Skewheg,m

CHURCHES.

The Sunday afternoon meetings of the
People’s Mission, No. 38 High street, are
suspended until fall. Meetings are held
Sunday, Wednesday and Saturday evenings
at 7.15 o’clock.

xv.

For

—

Rufus II. Townsend of St

For County Attorney

or

120 High Street,

<:•

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT.

Rent,

BOSTON.

prepared to receive pupils in the
Piano, Organ and Musical Theory.

SOLICITED.

Every courtesy and advantage consistent with conservative hanking «*xt»-i

Established for the bent-nt and eon Veil le life of those .ee king an income from
TIONF and SAVINGS, and yet desiring them so invested a> always t» be Mibje
INTEREST

Great reduction in prices on all these
tilings. We will close out our

study c ■
25tf

Belfast, M

PAID

AT

3

I'KK

CENT

ClIMPIII

Mllll

t

SE.MI-INM

Money de|aisfted goe< on interest FIRST DAY OF EVERY MON HI. nr, il |.
CATES OF DEPOSIT will be given bearing interest from day of issue.

|

For the

Pillow Tops
50c.

quality for SSc.

25c.

safety of the Depositors in either department of this batik, are pleil .;SURPLUS and the personal liability of *ts STOCKHOLDERS, to tlie extent <>f the
National Currency Act, thus affording a very great degree of security.
SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES for rent at $3.00, $5.00, $0.50 and $8.00 per year.
nest construction, and equaled in few instances in this country.

♦

Lest
wish

Doileys

V

15c

Table Mats,
and

""t

that

forget,
you
to remind >
i
the
little

v

♦

(SCHOOL SHOES

All these goods at
LOWEST PKICES.
We also have a small lot of

are

HAMBURGS
that

we

all

^

E3T"It will pay you to call and look
at these things at

67 Church Street,

j

*
#

right.

;

—

will close out for HALF price.

N.C. Matthews,

j

*

94 Haiti Street.

♦♦>♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ ♦♦♦♦♦

^THE*£-

Caution Notice.

*

must be cared for. On

Table Covers,

SHIP CARPENTERS

at

Wilbur G. Uapgood of

to Congress

John R. Dunton of Belfast

For Sale

nose

Representative

For Governor
1

Auburn

Burton F. Foster of Montville

BUGGY AND SAFE

stoppage of the

Woodbury of

_

For County Attorney

3w82

offensive breath
dryness of the rose
pain across the eyes
pain In back of the head
in front of the head
inddncy to take cold
burning pain in the
throat
hawking to clear the
throat
pain in the chest

For

Adelbert Millett of Searsmont

For County Commissioner
Regular services will be resumed at the William A. Bragg of Lincolnville
Universalist Church next Sunday, Rev. A.
A. Smith, pastor.
Rev. E. S. Philbrook will speak at the
For County Treasurer
Baptist church Sunday, Sept. 4th, and will
Alfred
A. Small of Belfast
the
“The
Gift
repeat, by request,
sermon,
of

Nathan F.

For Senator

Lucius C. Morse of Libertj

DINSMORE STORE

dled as the address signed by Alton B.
Parker on behalf of the Democratic
State committee.”
Soon after the election Governor
Hill appointed Chairman Parker to the
Supreme Court. This performance the
New York Times chronicled as follows,
under the heading “Rewarding the
Workers:”
“Albany, Nov. 11. The work of rewarding the faithful Democrats and
carrying out the deals made in the late
campaign has begun. Today Governor
Hill appointed Surrogate Alton B. Parker of Kingston justice of the Supreme

new

socialist'

Elliott X. Henson of Eden

j

County Hospital Association, do.: land and
buildings in Belfast. George Peirce, FrankNEWS OF THE GRANGES.
fort, to 11. L. Clark, do.; land in Frankfort.
Ansel B. Glidden, Palermo, to Addle E.
Comet Grange, Swanville, is holding very
contestable fact.
Glidden, do.; land and buildings in Palermo,
and
interesting meetings
taking in new (2 deeds). Amelia A.
Cox, Liberty, to
It looks as though we have a Dr. members.
Rhodolph M. Cox, Montville; land in
Victor
held
Grange,
its
anSearsmont,
Montville. Rhodolph M. Cox to Albert J.
JekyllandMr. Hyde in national politics. Judge Parker was presented to nual picnic at Tildeu’s pond, Belmont, iast Skidmore, Liberty; land in Montville.
Mary A. Wing et al., Liberty, to A. J.
the public at the time of his nomina- Saturday.
FOR SALE.
Harvest Moon Grange, Thorndike, had a Skidmore; land in Liberty (2 deeds). Geo.
tion as a man so fearful of soiling the
picnic at Windermere Park, Unity, Wed- D. Loring, Portland, to Hannah M. Coville.
A stanhope buggy and a 500 lb. safe for sale a t
judicial ermine that he could not exThis grange resumed its after- Boston; land in Liucolnville. Martha A. 45 High street. Both are nearly new and in goo<
nesday.
press himself on the issues of the day noon
3w33
Mills, North Haven, to Chas. II. Covill, condition.
meetings Aug. 27th.
—as far removed from the arena of
Four candidates will take the first degree Boston; land in Lincolnville. Samuel M. R.
partisan politics and in blisssful igno- in Union Harvest
to Frank R. Wiggin, do.;
Grange, Centre Mont- Locke, Belfast,
land and buildings in Belfast. Henry W.
rance of the devious ways of politicians
vilie, Saturday evening. Sept. 3d.
Duncan, Lincolnville, to J. Asbury Pitman,
ol the Tammany stripe,
it will, thereWaldo County Pomona Grange met Aug.
Brick house on Congress street, corner of Pear
Marlboro, Mass.; land in Lincolnville.
fore. he somewhat of a surprise to 23d with
Also to let a suite of rooms at t>3 Church stree’
Grange,
Lincolnville, Edgar L. Clark, Lincolnville, to J.
Tranquility
wm. c. marshall.
Asbury
Apply to
many to learn that it was to David B. but our report of the meeting was received
Belfast, August 4,1904.—31tf
Pitman; land in Lincolnville. Frank W.
Hill that Judge Parker owed both his so late »e are unable to print it this week.
Goodwin, Bangor, to Willis Blake Goodintroduction to politics and his position
win, do.; land in Prospect. Geo. W. StodWtiAI lo LAlAKKn t
on the bench.
Mr. Parker was manadard, Belfast, to Chas. E. Rogers, New
York ; land in Northport. John C. Blanchger of Hill’s campaign for governor in Hyomei Only Guaranteed Cure for This
ard, Searsport, to Mary C. Peaslee, do.;
Common aud Disagreeable Disease.
16S5. On the eve of the election lie island in Searsport.
WANTED.
Mary Alice Godfrey,
New Y'ork, to Norman White, Cambridge,
sued over his own name an appeal to
cures
catarrh
Hyomei
by the simple
in
laud
Northport. Adele Downs
Application will be received by letter for stead
Mass.;
voters, in which, speaking of the Re- method of breathing it into the air passages et als., Boston, to Wilbert N. Brier, do.; work.
McKAY & DIX,
and lungs. It kills the germs of catarrhal
laud and buildings in Belfast,
Ansel B.
iw35
Bucksport, Maine.
publicans, he said;
poison, heals and soothes the irritated
Addie
E.
Glidden, do.;
membrane and effectually drives Glidden, Palermo,.to
“Fatuity and fieudishness equally mucous
land
in
Palermo.
Helen
M.
NewNealey,
mark their policy for partisan success.” this disease from the system.
burgh, to Jefferson Nealey, Monroe; land
If you have any of the following
in Monroe. Albert H. Russell, Freedom,
Of this partisan outburst the Xew toms, catarrhal germs are at work sympsometo Percy M. Turner, do.; land in Freedom.
where
in
the
mucous
membrane of the
York Evening Post of Oct. 26, 1SS5,
Allen M. Daggett, Morrill, to Mrs. L. L.
throat, bronchial tubes or tissues of the
said;
Veazie, Bangor; land and buildings in PUPIL OF MADAME BEALE ’iOREY,
lungs.
Northport. G. P. Hurd, Northport, to John
“The address of the Democratic
State committee is a trifle ridiculous.
‘Fatuity and flendishness,’ it says,
‘equally mark their (the Republican)
*
*
*
policy of partisan success.’
We have seldom met with anything in
this department of literature so unbri-

For Governor

For Representative to Congress

|

Edwin C. Burleigh of Augusta

Pills,

to

Maine is prosperous and prospering;
and that by no juggling with figures
can they blind the people to that in-

PROHIBITION.

For Governor

Cyrus W. Davis of Waterville

and economical.

Orrin .1. Dickey’s excursion from Belfast
Yinalhaven last Saturday was in everyChristian Science services are held at J.
It w as an ideal day. F. Fernald’s, No. 57 Cedar street, every Sunway a grand success.
in a way that blends nature with the There were twelve passengers from Belfast, day morning at eleven o’clock, and Wednesforty from the Methodist Campground and day evenings at 7.30, to which ali are corfinest art as regards the exterior fashtwenty-two from Temple Heights, and a dially welcome.
ion and the interior details of style and
better natured or jollier party never went
Auxiliary Mission near the foot of Main
decoration of the cabin.” But while
on a more enjoyable time.
A stop of three
street, Rev. Mrs. Annie Johnson in charge.
then is a difference of opinion as to hours at
Carver’s Harbor gave us an op- Meetings
Tuesday, Friday and Sunday
tl
log cabin theie is general agree- portunity to visit the granite works and ob- evenings at 7.30. The Mission will
be
im nt in regard to the poverty of Maine’s
serve with what ease huge blocks of granopen mornings to receive castoff clothing
exhibit
at
the
a
This
is
fair.
for
ite are moved by machinery and fitted
general
of all kinds for distribution.
Please help
much more serious matter than the ar- the places they are to occupy iis some great in this good work.
chitecture of Hie Maine building.
building. We arrived home at the Heights
Prayer meeting at the Congregational
more than pleased with the good steamer
church this, Thursday, evening at 7.30;
his
officers
and
Castine,
Coombs,
Capt.
iiit't'nit'ci ;uit
cuuuitiaie iur uovtopic, “Who is my Neighbor,” Luke 10:25crew, and with 0. J., who carefully looked 37.
The regular Sunday services will be
ernor, lion. Cyrus W. Davis of Waterafter the passengers, pointing out objects resumed
Sunday, Sept, lltb, w'hen Rev.
ville. addressed a good-sized audience of
interest on the route.
David L. Wilson, the new pastor, will ocin the Belfast Opera House last Saturcupy the pulpit. Mr. Wilson and his famday evening on the issues of the cam$100 Reward $100.
ily are expected to arrive in Belfast next
paign. Mr. Davis is an effective and
The readers of this paper will be pleased Tuesday.
to
is
learn
that
there
at
least
one
dreaded
and
those
who
plausible speaker
Worship at the Methodist Church next
disease that science has been able to cure
wanted to lie told that Maine was the ia
all its stages, and that is Catarrh. Hall’s Sunday morning will begin with a love
victim of a merciless and grasping ring, Catarrh Cure is the only positive cure feast at 9.30, led
by the pastor; sermon and
known to the medical fraternity. Catarrh
or clique, as he chose to term it, must
sacrament of the Lord’s supper at 10.45;
being a constitutional disease, requires a
have been highly pleased with his constitutional treatment. Hall’s Catarrh music by church choir, sacred solo by Miss
internally, acting directly Edith E. Pettengiil of Boston; Sunday
speech. The ligures and statements he Cure is taken
upon tlie blood and mucous surfaces of the
presented were all familiar to news- system, thereby destroying the foundation school at noon; young people's meeting
and gospel praise service combined at 7.30.
paper readers and have been refuted of the disease, and giving the patient
strength by building up the constitution A cordial welcome to all.
over and over again.
Most of them arc and
assisting nature in doing its work.
controverted in the supplement issued The proprietors have so much faith in its
Transfers m Real Estate.
curative powers, that they offer One Hunwith The Journal last week, and which
dred Hollars for any case that it fails to
should be kept at hand for ready refer- cure. Send for list of testimonials.
The following transfers in real estate
Address, F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, were recorded in Waldo County
ence as an antidote to the utterances of
Registry of
O.
Deeds for the weekending Aug. 31, l<x>t:
Democratic campaign orators.
It is ESP" Sold by druggists, 75c.
Chas. W. Frederick, Belfast, to Waldo
Hall’s Family l’ills are the best.
unfortunate no doubt—for them—that
that while in association it carries one
back to the heart of nature, it does so

DEMOCRAT.

For Governor

person.

of

in list under X and fill in

Slate

silence

Aycock of Xorth Carolina is to
in
speak 'Bangor at an early date. Probably the Governor of South Carolina
will be represented, if not present in

‘Tom

name

octreiary of

Use CUTICURA

Gov.

as

printed

uuiu,

Disfiguring Humors

gentleman whose pre-convention
was explained on the ground
price.
that it was indecorons for a judge to
Even the Boston Herald takes ex- say anything about politics actually
ception to the statement that the Dem- served as Hill’s campaign chairman
ocrats may carry Maine this year, and while holding a judicial office, and was
concedes the rock-ribbed Republican- given a higher judicial office as a reward of his partisan service.
ism of the Pine Tree State.

nationally

mark a Cross X in the Square over the Party name. X
To vote a Split Ticket, mark X in the square over Party name. Erase

ns-vim

umw

the

course

be known

straight Ticket,

to

ni rn/\tT

My wife, Vesta Woodbury, has left my bed an
board without any cause, I therefore forbid a
persons barboring or trusting her on my accour
as I shall pay no bills of her contracting aftc
WALTEK F. WOODBURY.
tills date.
East Knox. Aug. 30, 1904.—3W35
KNOX.

Elihu B. Tilton of Winslow, Me., i
spending a few weeks with his grandpa:
ents, Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Vose....Mrs.J. E
Brown returned last week from a visit i

; DRIVING HORSE

Belfast....Mr. and Mrs. G. B. Wood of A
bion spent Sunday with relatives in towi i.
Mrs. Anna Stephenson passed Tuesda
with Ida Yose.-.-C. W. lianton of Mill
who has been spending the summer i a
town, returns home this week.
....

I'

FOR SALE.

at Davis & Staples’ Blacksmith
ot Shales & Follett’s store,

Apply
rear

isqtllw"

BELFAST, MAINE.
Shop

anil''

all new students who enter "I"
Hi»»“
Our students are assisted to positions. Book-keeping, Penmanship, Arithmetic,
Touch Tjpewrltlng, etc. LOW RATE of tuition, write tor catalogue.

Reopens September I3th.

TWO WEEKS FREE to

v''’fK

F>cn. Annie r. Chase arrived August 27th
from Hoboken with coal for the Belfast
Fuel & Hay Co.

Washington Hose Company are arrang
ing to have a grand ball at the Belfai t
Opera House on the evening of Wednesday
Sept. 7th. The Belfast quintet will fui
Meetings.
Republican
nish music for the occasion, and the fine r
will ad- will be in charge of Chief Engineer I. 1
.,. letnn of Winthrop
I
Waldo county as follows: Clough. No pains will be spared to ensur a
a good time.
;:oIay evening, Sept. 8th.
,tiay evening, Sept. 9th.
Sch. A. W. Ellis, which dragged ashor 8
in a gale at Swan’s Island, is said to be in
.'tnintej evening, Sept. 10th.

IpWS

Of BELfAST.

Sch. James Rothwell sailed August 25th
for Philadelphia with paving from Peavey's
quarry.

..

presented

:,e

in I’resque Isle

of Morrill shipped
Son
u'dwood edgings to Viuali.o

historical monument, built
the Chadwick family assa-

been sent to that town,
rated Sept. 6, at the fourth
of the association.
lias

|v

Hiring began at the Camden

Tuesday, closing to-day.
Titer and Bobby Wilkes,

Elm Bud from Pearl
among the entries.
-on is nearly over, although
blueberries are still in the
■[!,. strawberry and raspberry
up to the average in this
.oid

m

drove in from Liberty
a o passengers and a trunk
His pas1 three-quarters.
n
the Boston boat and ar-

,h;ison

fJ’.

!,n

n

time.
.iton

,f
i

land

has bought of Isaiah
on the old baseball

uilding

greenhouses

two

and carnae, respectively, 20x100 and
-I greenhouses will he built
hear future.
are

\

for pinks

|

It is a Bells Early tree and then
is a pear tree about 30 feet away.
Mr
Wellman picked two perfect pears from thi
tree. The theory is that the pollen fron
the pear tree was carried by bees to thi
apple tree.

grafted.

Golden Rod, the party
’.••■ring GO, and after taking

knights from a small boat
■.mpground the steamer pros Cove,
Islesboro, where a
awaited the party at the
m Landlords Knowlton &
lit itinner was served, the
fish chowder, baked salii 'h, roast beef, roast lamb,
>.
beans, macaroni with
rs, tomatoes, coffee jelly,
.id milk.
Later in the day
nm a Rose gave the party a
•n the shore, and Capt. Henry
s an expert on all kinds of
v s the clams were the real
-turn trip was through GilWhen off the Campground
d to and signaled for about
d take the passengers who
a the morning, but no boat
'aid the Campground author-heir landing the passengers.
nght to Belfast and returned
ound by team.

i’i

1
]
j

\

|
;
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\
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BLisniNc*
■rgaiiizanon

Company.
mi

me

The

copies

recorded in the Waldo
uf Deeds Aug. 25th. The
> corporation are defined as
'.suing ol periodicals, daily,
was

y

bh

quarterly; the printing
phlets, pictures or other matising, owning and leasing of
or

al estate deemed necessary,
desirable for conducting the
:hc corporation; the leasing,
retting and owning of printcturing plants and operating
the production of goods; the
v of paper or any material
mired by the business of the
surchasing, holding and seller bonds in or of other eormay lie deemed necessary for
of tlie business.
":g
The
■
‘tal stock is 8500,000, all comThe amount of capital stock
in is 85. Said corporation is
•‘Hast. The directors are H. L.
Lord and M. W. Lord of HelAdams and J. L. Kleckner of
Henry L. Lord is president;
Lord, treasurer; Maurice W.
■

Clair Gurney of Waldo reflesh wound on his left leg
dropping a scythe upon the
ung daughter of James Sholes
broken Wednesday evening,
by living thrown from a carriage,
■ling with three other young
i:he driver turned too short in
throwing the horse and capsizirriage. Ail the occupants were
mt none were hurt except Miss
''lie was taken into Dr. S. W.
"bice and was attended by Drs.
■I Tapley. Her left arm was
the elbow, the fracture
being
i“ and
dillicult to set, as the
Hie muscles has a tendency to
broken edges past each other_
A. Lowe of Gloucester, Mass.,
v berries on her
farm, the Head
Northport avenue, last Friday,
tell on a round pebble or some
and broke her left leg, the
■living the ankle joint... .Satnr'■"loon, Arthur, only sou of Mayor
!,-s, was riding with two young
the carriage when his horse be
-!itened at an automobile on Willed ran down Main street. The
’lls "ere thrown out near Charles
■’ d
the horse kept on, colliding with
front of Pierce & Co.’s confecThe carriage was capsized
,.
1'
broken and the horse kept on to
1 Kollett’8
stable. Arthur was taken
tcious and physicians were sent
I
the young man received a severe
t
"and near the top of his head, but
herwise uninjured. The girls es
s
'dli a few bruises_Walter Drinkdortbport is suffering from a cut
iri" which has laid him
up for some
ir.
He was the master builder of the
,
edit Whiporee, which was built at
hundred Acre Island for Prof,
t,
-dowell of Boston. When the
i.,
..'1'"1 w"s launched she was christened
hottle of champagne, which was
"
ever the bow.
As the bottle was
^
piece of glass struck Mr. Drinki! the
left arm inflicting a severe cut.
’hur Thompson, an
employe of the
^
entral railroad at Old Town, was
,.
•' crushed while
working uear the
.ere

■

■

■

■

..

j

L,v111

Woolen Cm, Aug. 23d.
Last
afteruoou he was brought to his

Unity.

|
|
I
!
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Young Plants

Is in constant use in thousands of homes.
Is safe .and sure. Will positively relieve
and cure.
Stops the pain in Colic, Rheumatism. Neuralgia. Cures Croup, Coughs, La Grippe,
directed.

as

personally conducts the parties_The

Whatever the cause of weakand failure to grow—
Scott’s Emulsion seems to find
it and set the matter right.

R.H. Coombs & Son,

to

GASKETS,

Send for free sample.
Scott & Bowne, Chemists, 409 Pearl St., New York *
mid $1 00 ; all druggists.

ING and
Connected

FUNERAL WOKK.

New Advertisements. Henry Staples,
Main street, has the Guyer hat for the
fall of 1904. He has sold these hats for ten
years and is sole agent for Helfast; also for
the Monarch shirt, collars, cuffs and H. &
P. gloves. Everything in furnishing goods
and fall samples for overcoats, ulsters,
pants and suits.. .A. I). Chase & Son,
Chase’s Corner, are advertising some real
bargains for this week. Look them over.
You will no doubt find something you want.
Make a note of the fact that the Hanks’
Business College and school of shorthand
reopens Sept. 13th. Two weeks free to all
new students who
enter opening week.
Write for catalogue....The Tubular Separator is just what the farmer wants.
Call
and see one or write to H. S. Colman, Searsport, for a catalogue.... Mitchell & Trussed
have just received a carload of Gleuwood
ranges and stoves in all styles.
Call and
—

see

them.

Onen evenine-s... .Shin

pnrnpn.

wanted by McKay & Dix, Bucksport.
Two tenements for rent.
Steady work
Apply to Mrs. J. M. Fletcher, 153 Main
street or L. H. Piper, corner of Main and
One large room or two
Bridge streets
small rooms wanted all the year round, with
board in the house_Fred A. Johnson,
Masonic Temple, is offering many bargains
this week, and at prices quoted the goods
must find a ready sale. He has received his
fall yarns, including a splendid line of
colors in domestic and sweater yarn_The
Misses Ellis, Journal building, offer this
week a special sale of linen and stamped
goods and are closing their pillow tops and
hamburgs at half price. Doileys and table
covers at lowest prices_The narrow toes
in shoes for fall are now on exhibition at
the Dinsmore store. Look next week for
their announcement concerning
school
Bhoes--..A. A. Howes & Co. have everything needed for pickling and preserving.
....See advt. of ladies’ black silk Eton
jacket lost. Reward offered—School shoes
at N. C. Matthews, 94 Main street. They
are all right....F. S. Holmes, real estate
agent, has farms and city property of all
kinds and prices for sale...-Carle & Jones
are making a special stamp offer for fair
week, Sept. 6,7 and 8. It is a great opportunity to fill your stamp books and get the
See their advt....Walter F.
premiums.
Woodbury of East Knox publishes a caution
notice.
ters

—

and $1.00,

guaranteed fast colors,
pieces in stripes and

Bargain No. 4

INTEREST

Inlaid

To mothers will

Bargain

cost 75c and

$2.50,

Bargain
Black

now

now

yard

$1.50

No. 7

Mercerized

Skirts

for 87c. and

sold

$1.00,

now

62'2C

Remants

that sell for $1.50

yd.

be our announcement

No. 6

Shirtwaist Suits that sold

now

Linoleum

square

now

10c

that

figures, twenty-seven inches
wide and to close out for
onlv
per

25c.,

__

Shirt Waists that cost $1,

price twenty-five
cents per yard, mercerized

ten

for

Bargain No. 7

|
1

Rain Coats that sold for

now

$4.50

1

Bargains in short length DKtSS OUUDS,

1

$7.00,

45c

concerning

now

School Shoes
in next week’s issue.

WATCH FOR IT.

1

The Dinsmore Store.

piece only, worth fifteen
per

yard,

now

cents

just what

7c.!

Dresses.
broken.
DELICIOUS
NUTRITIOUS

ECONOMICAL

$3.00 Sizes

Clothes Brushes.

FOR RENT.
The tenement lately occupied byL. w. Hamuons, and another of 5 rooms in the same house
it the corner of Main and Bridge streets. Apply
:o
MRS. J. M. FLETCHER,
153 Main Street, or 10
LELANDH. PIPER,
35tf
it the corner oi Main and Bridge Streets.

Shnre Property foTSale

pe Crockery

-uu

125c. I

Do you

appreciate

the low cost?

19c,
19c.

50c. Cream of Crushed Rose, 19c.
19c,
50c. Fragrant Cream,
19c.

50c. Complexion Powder,

50c. Medicated Dentafrice, 19c.
19c.
50c. Tooth Lotion,

/

19c.

25c Belts,
50C

]0C<
J9c

White Shirt Waists
26 White Shirt Waists to close
out at JO per cent discount.
If we’ve got your size it’s a

s/
/

I

Dent
**

J

Fall Yarns
Now ready, including a splendid line of colors in Domestic
and Sweater yarn.

S,re«. Belfast.
_*

_

SOLE AGENT FOR THE

FOR BELFAST.
Fall style Guvers are here and they are nobby.
Tile best hat in the city. I have sold them for 11
years.

Fall

Shirt,
Collars, Guffs,

Monarch

H. & P. Cloves,

Samples

FROM KLEE & CO., NEW YORK,
One of the oldest and up-to-date tailors. Five
hundred samples to select from.
I take your
measure and guarantee the tit.
I can save you
some money.
Call and see the line. Or if you
want a ready-made suit I will order you one
from a large wholesale house. 1 have samples to
select from.

OVERCOATS.

Caps, all prices from 25c. to £3.00,
Neckwear, Braces, Sweaters, Mens and
Boys’ Pants direct from ilie mills, Chil-

Hats an«l

dren’s Suits. Overcoats ami Keefers from
3 to 16, a Underwear In extra sizes and
shorts and stouts, Gloves ami Hosiery,
Cardigan jackets, iiubber and Oil Coats
and Hats, Union Suits, Men's and Boys”
Shirts in all the latest

ULSTERS,
PANTS,

SUITS.

P. S.
for the

Closing
next

Masonic Temple,High St., Belfast.

sale

styles.

on

Children’s Suitsi

days.

Mam Street.

<£\

How to Get Interest.
If you wish your money to
draw interest, bring it to this bank.

I

3

t

^
3.

Savings Dept.

Peoples National Bank

|

“

“

Capital $50,000.

Subject
in

Surplus $25,000,

A TEAMSTER.

Apply to
34tf

|
|
I

2 per cent

WANTED.
The Advertiser of Facts,

60

out

HENRY STAPLES, 12

X

“"“t ?«*• (

HENRY STAPLES,

SOLE AGENT

4c.

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

FOR SALE BY

HENRY STAPLES,

Colored Brush Braids, to close
out, per yard,

bargain.

In our

FOR SALE BY

19c.

75c. Oriental Lotion,
75c. Bloom of Youth,

*

2

150 twenty-five cent imported
Clothes Brushes,

50c. Almond Cream,
50c. Milk of Almonds,

Freef/

*

m

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

A. A. HO WHS & CO.

1

1

10c.

RECOMMENDED AND
FOR SALE BY

I

|I

Best quality twelve and fifteen
cent Ginghams,
per

#

£0$, 75«, $1.25,

you want for Children’s School
Call early before the assortment is

W

CORRECTIVE

0ry Goods Dent
pt•

•

50c. and 75c..

Bargain No. 2

season

yarn,

no. a

Neckwear that sold for

75c

Bargain No. 3
Wrappers that

—

/

now

cost

for

rl??
-

actually

by telephone both day and night.

OF

!

Bargain

Corsets that

$1.00,

Vavara Lace

|

$1.25, $1.50,

—free_ I
6- 7 surf 8

of

I

nil.

lyT

$10.00

j

uargam

investigate.

Early

1

at the Corner:

\

72 Main Street, Belfast.

!

12

Bargains this week

This
few left-overs

exaggeration ?

Prepared at all hours to do EMBALM-

Castine carried over a hundred !
passengers to Bangor last Sunday and gave
IN BELFAST, MAINE.
them an outing up the river. The
day was JREAT INVESTMENT.
BARGAIN.
beautiful and the scenery
greatly enjoyed.
Twenty beautiful acres on Northport avenue,
The steamer arrived in Bangor
on
Penobscot
bounded
north by
routing
Bay,
early and re- •Old
Battery Road.” Or will divide into
mained until four o’clock,
returning home ots. It is just below the new Belfast Park. forty
early in the evening.
311126*
Apply 1». O. Box 895, Belfast, Me

Free!

i rat an nits i ns

week we offer a
from our August sale at greatly
reduced prices. It will pay you

strength.
ness

for

we

UNDERTAKERS.

BURIAL GOODS.

steamer

|

it fails when
All dealers sell it.

Prepared by the Norway Medicine Co,
Norway, Me. Send for Testimonials.

Excursions. Orrin.l. Diekev of this«Hv.

-farmer knows that announces an excursion party from Belfast
I
some plants
grow better than i to Kineo and Moosehead Lake for Septemothers. Soil may be the same | ber 21st, consisting of a three days trip for
! the modest sum of S10. This trip includes
and seed may seem the same two nights and one
day at Kineo and two
but some plants are weak and : days travel through a scenic country....An
excursion will be made on steamer Castine
others strong.
to Camden
to witness the races and
And that’s the way with | attend the today
East Knox Fair.Sept. 16th,
!
children. They are like young j Mr. Dickey will arrange a party from Beland way stations to the Good Will Farm
plants. Same food, same home, fast
for hoys,and he has one under consideration
same care but some
grow big for the \\ bite Mountains during the last
and strong while others stay- week in September. All of these
trips will
be of special interest and will be
small and weak.
very cheap.
Scott’s Emulsion offers an Particulars can be learned of Mr. Dickey,
who

Literally, because they are written literally. Thev are photographer’s sensitive plate—picturing what is before them as it is.
Compare our claims and our
offerings and you’ll find they
tally exactly. What need have

Liphtheria.
MONEY REFUNDED if

used

Accepted

are

ROBES and

The Coming Fair. The trustees of the
Waldo Couuty Agricultural .Society are
leaving no stone unturned for making the
coming fair at Belfast Sept, nth, 7th and 8th
a success.
The old agricultural hall has
been changed over to a stable, with 13 box
stalls, making 40 stalls now on the<premises. They are also building 40 new cattle
sheds along the eastern side of the grounds,
making 00 in all, in addition to the sheep
and swine pens. A new exhibition feature
will be introduced in connectionjwith the
races.
M. B. Smith has his famous stallion, Marston C., 2.1 OR in training for a
novel race. The horse will go a mile without a driver, with a running horse driven
alongside. Marston C. does the half mile in
that manner now, trotting squarely beside
a running horse and will be able to do the
mile with very little more training. Mr.
Smith’s high bred stallion Brown Braden
will be on exhibition at the fair, and is said
to be the largest horse in the world with so
fast a race record.

Every

easy way out of the difficulty.
Child weakness often means
carvation, not because of lack
f food, but because the food
lues not feed.
Scott’s Emulsion really feeds
and gives the child growing

BROWN’S
INSTANT RELIEF

day.

J. Frank Turner of Wilkesbarre and II.
0. Gratz of Philadelphia, mine owners, er
tour from Wilkesbarre to the clubhouse ai
Petit Meuan, reached the Rockland stage ol
their long journey Thursday, having covered 1,773 miles in a two-seated, 22 h. p. Packard car without amishapuntilnearing Rocklast Wednesday night, when aspring broke
from a defect in the metal. They repaired
at the Camden Anchor-Rockland Machine
Co. and resumed their journey at 5 o’clock
Friday afternoon, arriving at Belfast that
evening and continuing their journey the
next day.
The auto has a speed of 45 miles
an hour, has one powerful acetylene search
light and four smaller ones.

Onr Advertisements

And Old

North Belfast. A lair was held in
the church Tuesday evening, Aug. 23d, the
proceeds to be used for repairs upon the
church building. The exercises consisted
of living pictures, solos, graphophone selections, readings and quartette singing. Many
fancy and useful articles met a ready sale,
and ice cream, cake and candy were sold at
remunerative prices.
The affair was a
success in every way.. Mr. W. F. Randolph
closes his labors with us next Sunday, and
is to continue his studies at Yale Seminary.
-Cyrus Wood left Monday for Portsmouth, N. II., where he has employment_
Miss Laura Conant, who has been spending the summer with her mother, Mrs. E. C.
Merriam, returned to Lowell, Mass., Tues-

...

i>ii• r

Young

The improvement Society will meet with
bad condition. It was expected to float he
Mrs. Chas. A. Pilsbury, 4 Court street, at
with empty barrels and tow to Belfast fo
the usual hour next Monday afternoon,
repairs, but at last reports she had no ^
The members of Seaside Chautauqua
been floated. Capt. N. S. Lord and Ralp' j
Circle will meet Monday afternoon SeptemW. Pattershall have gone down to her.
ber Bth, with Mrs. George R. Carter, No. 9
The contract for repairing the steame r
Commercial street.
City of Rockland, which was nearly wreck
Leslie F. Nash of this city has taken the
ed several weeks ago, was awarded Aug
trotting horse Blue Wilkes, owned by I. F.
2Sth to Wm. McKie of East Boston, th
Gould of Prospect, and will race him durbuilder of the vessel, whose bid was $66,
ing the fairs this fall. The horse has a
400.
There were four bids.
The worl
will not be hurried as the steamer will no t record of 2.23J. He will be entered for the
races at Belfast.
go into commission this season.
Capt. Thomas Burgess reports an act of
Unclaimed letters remaining in the Bel
kindness recently done by I. M. Cottrell.
fast post office for the week ending Aug
27th: Mrs. Elbridge Braley, Miss K. Chase
Capt. Bnrgess was returning from a cruise
Miss Lizzie Decker, Miss Sadie Peirce
with a party in C. R. Coombs’ yacht Mallard,
Mrs. Abbje Briar White. Gentlemen—F
and got becalmed down the harbor late in
the afternoon. Mr. Cottrell went dowu in
L. Brigham, M. D., J. R. Cadvret, Tomrnii
his launch and towed the yacht to her
H. Katen, Frank McKenna, James Merrill
mooring near the bridge. In picking up
Stephen E. Ryan, 2 letters, J. M. Stevens.
the mooring the mooring rope got caught in
Frank Wellman of Belmont brought t<
the propeller of the launch and Mr. Cottrell
this office Tuesday a pear and an appli
was delayed an hour or more in consepicked irom the same tree. That may no
quence. He refused to accept any pay from
seem very surprising, but it is when thi
Capt. Bnrgess for his services.
fact is stated that the tree has never beet

The school committee, at its regular meet
ncKey uros. uoai lanuing ing Monday evening, August 29th, electee
: liree of our citizens were
Miss Annie B. Houston of Bucksport teach
ines—tlie early steamers, er of the grammar grade at the brick schoo
vessels from the I’eirce house, East Belfast, and Miss Annie E
■he lower bridge, etc., and Rhoades of Northport at the Head of tin
:g swimmingly until one of
Tide. John T. Barker was engaged to traus
m event- that occurred in
port the pupils from the Pitcher district ti
v me out,” said Joe; “that
the liayford school house. Schools will be
:is born.”
The third, who gin September 12th, except those in tin
.."two years later, of course South Primary building on account of one
'ii \.
school room being used as a polling place,
iiv-.hK's Cove. Belfast and the High School on account of the in
K. of P., had a very pleas- ability of Mr. Eaton to return from his va
i;i>. They left Belfast about cation the first day.

I

For

Sch. Good Intent was launched from Gilchrest’s marine railway Tuesday and sch.
Harriet Rogers taken on for repairs.

SWAN & SIBLbY CO.

to Check

Deposits $365,000

x

LOST
Monday evening, August 20th. between the
Maine Central depot in Iielfast
and Stockton
Springs postofflce, a lady's black silk Eton Jacksilk ; made bv Teller & Co. of
y, lined withAwhite
““'table reward is' offered. Please
MRS. (HAS. E. SANFORD
“2
1WJ5
Stockton Springs, Maine.

SvJork'

Literary News and Notes.

HOAXES OF THE SEA.

Herbert B. Turner & Co. announce
for early publication a novel entitled
“Piney Home" by George Selwyn Kimball. It is a story of the woods of
Maine, redolent with the fragrant odor
of the pine. Its-motives are as pure
and natural as their environment. There
is plenty of action and adventure, and

The recent shocking canard of the
loss off the White Star liner Cedric
was only one of many similar hoaxes.
Among others it is recalled how a few
years ago a man turned up on the Nova
Scotian coast and told with precise
embellishment how the Anchor Line
steamer City of Rome, then bound to
New York from the Clyde, had gone
down, and how he, with a few others,
who were then not within ready call,had
A gullible newspaper corbeen saved.
respondent scattered the tidings broadcast and made many homes wretched
with the false story of a ship that was
never wrecked.
When the authorities
sought him the author of the yarn had
disappeared. Very few of the marine
hoaxes are harmlessly started, but one
that made a lasting impression on those
chiefly affected by it originated in the
well-meant utterance of a Broadway
business man. When the steamer City
of Boston of the Inman Line, which
left New York on January 25, 1870,
bound to Liverpool, did not “arrive
out" in due time there was great exciteI ment, the ship having nearly 2u0 pasI seugers.
One of the relatives of a
young woman on board was nearly out
I of his tiead worrying over her probable
I fate, when a friend, a Broadway merlie
I chant, met him at Fulton street.
ran up 10 me griei-sincKen man anu
bade him be of good cheer, saying, “1
have just been told that the City of
Boston is being towed into Halifax.”
This queer attempt at easing the
strain of the situation did inestimable
harm. In great joy the relative of the
passenger rushed off and told his friends.
Soon it became generally known that a
report oi' the safety of the ship had
been received.
The telegraph lines
Xew
buzzed with the glad tidings.
York had been in gloom for days over
the belief that the ship was gone, and
it went wild with joy over the supposed

pervaded by a love of nature.
After a lapse of many years Charles
Warren Stoddard, so celebrated for his
beautiful “South Sea Idyls," which has
all is

become a classic in American literature,
again announces a collection of idyls
and stories of those summer seas full
of his charming word pictures and exquisite touches which tell of dream-life
in fairy land. The new book is entitled
“The Island of Tranquil Delights, A
South Sea Idyl and Others,” and will
shortly be published by Herbert B. Turner A Co.
The August number ot The New England Magazine is notable in more ways
than one. Its leading feature is a lavishly illustrated article on the Woman’s
Belief Corps, by Elizabeth Bobbins Berry. The town article for the month
treats of quaint and picturesque "Yarmouth—A Typical Cape Cod Town,”
An exwith charming illustrations.

tremely interesting paper on “Church
Organs’,” by Clyde Elbert Ordway, is
also lavishly illustrated with pictures
of the most magnificent and world-

famous organs. Still another illustrated
feature that will appeal especially to
artists and art lovers is an interesting
account of the annual summer exhibitions of American art held at Boland
Spring, South Poland, Maine, with a
critical estimate of the more important
works shown in the collection of 1904.

|

With six stirring short stories, with
the second instalment of the absorbingly interesting “Dr. Nicholas Stone”
novel, and with "three special articles,
discovery that its tears were uufound.
including the now famous “Indian ed.
Tiie city officials dragged cannon
Fights and Fighters,” the readers of i to the City
Hall Park and tired them
Pearson's
Magazine for September off. People knelt in doorways in the
finds himself supplied with one of the
and services of thanksgiving
brightest, most interesting companions streets,
were held in a [number of churches, into his travels in this, the most ideal of
Alas' the story told
all vacation mouths.
In the special cluding Trinity.
by the Broadway merchant was untrue.
articles, Cyrus Townsend Brady's "In- The
City of Boston never reached her
dian Fights and Fighters” tells of the
On February li, some
destination.
last stand, and the cutting-up of the
news of her safety was
Seventh Cavalry, and the death of that days before the
a board bearing her
most celebrated of all Indian fighters— widely celebrated,
Paine con- name and a scrawled message that the
Custer.
Albert

Bigelow

tributes an instalment, “The End of the ship was sinking was washed ashore on
the coast of Cornwall. And the message
Bing,” in his Ibomas Nast article.
And in “California," in the “Stories of proved to be only too true.
Deserters from ships are frequently
the States” series, is told the early days
hoax starters. A week or so ago two
of lawlessness, murder arid vigilance
I men landed on the coast of Florida,
committees down to the present mag- !
near ICey fVest, and told how their vesnificent prospects of this Croesus among

that the yawl went down in “a terrible
Register ot Deep Water Vessels.
storm, with fog and blinding sleet,”
when she was nine days out from New
SHIPS.
York. He was picked up, according to
Abner Coburn, arrived at San Francisco
his story, by a steamer bound from Feb 22 from Baltimore via Montevideo.
A G Ropes, I). Rivers, sailed from KahuLiverpool to Rio Janeiro. As the yacht
was bound to the West Indies when lui May 4 for Delaware Breakwater.
A J Fuller, sailed from Newcastle, N S
lost, she would have been too far south
for blinding sleet and too far north for W, July 19 for San Francisco.
Aryan, A. S. Fendleton, sailed from Honoa Rio bound steamer to pick up the
lulu June 7 for Delaware Breakwater.
mendacious tar.—New York Mail and
Bangalore, Blanchard, sailed from Kahlului May 21 for Delaware Breakwater.
Express.
E B Sutton, arrived at Hong Kong July
BELFAST DOWN IN MAINE.

There’s a pleasant village nestling on a
hillside far away
From the cares and bustle of the great
world's strife;
Where they welcome give the stranger, in
the good old-fashioned way,
Helping onward in this weary path of

life;

Tho’ fortune’s fickle favors have caused
me far to roam,
No other spot on earth will seem the
same,

For ’twas there I spent my childhood’s
hours, my boyhood’s happy home,
Near the quiet town of Belfast down in
Maine.
There spring clothes the land with verdure, and ’midst the green the flowers

Brpnttip rirdi nprfunip and

rear

their mod-

est heads:
The moist leaves

States.

It is in all an article which every
American citizen will want and ought
to read.
Ida M. Tarbell gets at the
very heart of the trust question in hei
standard Oil History m a masterly
paper on “The Price of Oil.” Here is
what the consumer wants to know,
how tli- trust affects prices. Miss Tarhell traces the variation of oil prices
under the Standard's manipulations
from the beginning and draws convincing conclusions from an overwhelming
array of facts, evidently wrought out
with iniinite pains.
The power of

human personality is
strongly impressed on the reader of the
September number of The Booklovers
Magazine. Three strong men of the
age,

strong

m

widely-differing degrees

i
:

!
i

)

j!

hoax that cast the people of the civilized world into gloom some twenty
years ago. The ship was bound to this
city from Antwerp, and almost due
here when a bottle containing the details of her alleged loss was picked uj
and its message made public. There
were over 700 passengers on the vessel,
many of them well known New York
The bad news quickly spread, auc
ers.
one poor German who had bis wife anc
seven children on board blew out his
brains with a shotgun. The ship turn
ed up all right without the parting of f
ropeyarn, just as tiie Cedric did, and t
number of families throughout the
country who had hastily donned mourn
ing constituted themselves a committee
to find tiie author of tiie hoax, but with

—Minister Witte, “Boss” Platt, and out success.
Ac u rr^ruaral frhirinr tho Knt + lu fmnil
the late G. F. Watts—are the subjects
of three most interesting articles in authors prepare messages about ships
this number. Beyond its obvious*time- that are overdue or supposed to be lost,
liness, Mr. A'. T. Bacon’s estimate of The failure of the White Star Line
“Russia's Ablest Statesman” is in real- steamer Xaronic to fiuish her trip from
ity a well-balanced and well-informed Liverpool to this port, ten years ago,
resume of the state of Russia’s internal
was a fruitful medium for the heartless
affairs, much more valuable than col- work of the hoax message writers. Subumns of war news.
Mr. Joseph M. sequent developments showed that the
Rogers lias done for Platt what he re- only authentic tidings from the Xadid
for
cently
Quay—painted him to ronic that ever reached land came from
the life. The illustrated article on “A the masters of the British steamer CovPainter of Men and Ideas” is an ap- entry and the Norwegian ship Emblem,
preciation of the life-work of one who each of whom saw at different points
was not only a great painter, but a
at sea a lifeboat marked with the name
great man—George Frederick Watts. of the lost craft.
N'obody ever disMrs. Charlotte Perkins Gilman’s paper covered how the Xaronic went down,
on “The Growing Power of Woman” The message writers attempted to teli
records her impressions of the Inter- all about it, however. One of these
national Congress of Women recently messages, which was contained in a
held at Berlin. It is a striking presen- champagne bottle that had several corks
tation of the cumulative results al- tied about its neck, was washed ashore
ready attained by the projection of the 'at Ocean View, a summer resort neai
personality of the modern cultured wo- the mouth of the Chesapeake Bay. It
man into public affairs.
bore what purported to be the signature of a cattleman on the ship, and rePerdicaris, who was captured by the lated bow the
ship had struck an iceMoroccan bandit Iiaissuli and held foi
in a blinding snow-storm, and was
ransom, has'Vritten the -story of his berg
fast
when
the message was
sinking
captivity for Leslie's Monthly Maga. written.
The message was dated Feb
zine for September. It is certainly a
a season when icebergs are ir
unique narrative, and a thrilling one. ruary in,
and nothing like it has appeared in any their glacial beds, and not nightwalking
over the Atlantic.
The finding of this
magazine for a long time.
Striking
was the beginning of a series,
sketches of the personalities of Henry message
all badly spelled as usual, and whict
Gassaway IJavis, Paul Morton, August served to
reopen the wounds of thost
Belmont, Charles S. Deneen and John who had relatives
and friends on tin
Findley Wallace, are an excellent fea- ill-fated
ship.
ture of the number that emphasize th€
The loss of the yacht Cythera in the
characteristic way in which this magaof 188S resulted in tin
zine deals with current events through great blizzard
finding of many fraud letters. W. A
the men who control the events them
owner of the boat, his
the
W.
Stewart,
selves.
There is also an interesting
and a dozen others
little article, by the late “Golden Rule” friend, C. Lee Smith,
were heard of. One of the letters founc
Mayor Jones of Toledo, on “The Ideal was
signed “C. Lee Smith,” and was
City,” and another on “The Country
up on Rockaway Beach in a Hal
Lawyer,” by Judge Shute. Nine short picked
bottle. Mr. Stewarl
stories in this number are unusually bottomed gingerale
left a big estate, and to probate his wil
good ones, especially those by Rex E,
it
became necessary to prove that h<
Beach, II. M. Hyde, H. C. Rowland and
John F. Wilson, not to speak of the was dead. To this end dozens of hand
were called in to pass
second installment of Ralph Connor’s writing experts
upon the letters that the sea gave up
new and delightful novel, “The Pros
and which the experts declared to b<
pector.” The little article on “Ths
bogus. Tales of how the yawl wenl
Naughtiness of Children,” by E. S down
kept washing ashore for man]
Martin, has some charming illustra
months after the original message was
tions, and there are a number of livelj
found.
little- stories and verses scattered
The “sole survivor” fraud also turned
throughout the magazine.
up to tell how the Cythera went down
and he fooled half a dozen newspapers
OA8TOAXA.
before he decided that he had had enougl
Bean tbs
/) The Kind You Haw Always Btufll amusement.
The sole survivor wai 1
found in a St. Louis hospital, and gavs
the name of llak Engleson. He sale 1

jgr
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In the golden summer sunshine humming
bees 'mid flowers gay
Make music soft in passing to and fro;
From afar across the lowlands come the
breath of new mown hay,
And the murmur of the river, soft, and

MAY
SAVE
* YOURS
*

low;
As the evening shadows lengthen and all
cares are laid aside,
Then the sound of singing comes in joyous strains,

“Mrs. Laura Morrow, of New Vineyard, tells
the editor that the True ‘L. F.’ Atwood’s Bitters
is the medicine which saved her life, and sue
wishes us to tell the manufacturers of that rneui
cine that she is truly grateful to them. And we
will add that this is no paid advertisement.
Farmikgton, Me., Advertiser, May 3, 19U1.
For Nervousness, Disordered Stomach end
Bowels, Liver Troubles, etc., the
True “L. F.” Medicine i3 t*

Never-Failing Remedy

LIVE STOCK

Georgia Gilkey, YV R Gilkey, arrived as
Philadelphia Aug. 10 from Hurricane ltland,
In the summertime at Belfast down in
Henry Clausen, Jr, at Charleston, S. C.
Maine.
Aug. 20 for Baltimore.
Gladys, H li Colson, arrived at New York
Comes the autumn with its colors, golden, Aug. 25 from Savannah,
crimson, russet, brown,
John E Develin, E L lliohborn, arrived
Flinging flashing jets of light on every at Philadelphia Aug. 9 from Brunswick.
side;
John C Smith, sailed from Bangor July
Covering in matchless splendor forest, ham- 20 for New York.
let grove and town
A Hall, Haskell, arrived at RockMary
With & iaRfj' carpet reaching far and land July 30 from Philadelphia.
R YY' Hopkins, Ilichborn, cleared from
wide;
,,
the Mobile
From the hillsides and the valleys eonje
Aug. H for New York.
sound of voices clear,
As the farmers glean the ripened, shimmering grain,
A Village Street.
Gathering in a bounteous harvest ere the
winter chili and drear,
There swaying branches lace and meet
In its icy grasp holds Belfast down in
In canopies of green
Maine.
Above an old tune village street,
When winter with its piercing winds and
Quiet ana cool and clean,
The mellow sunbeams lilter slow
feathery mantle white
vale
covered
Has
And, tntenvrought with shade,
grove ami Woodland,
Trace on the velvet sward below
and hill;
A shimmering brocade.
And with a cold and stubborn grasp in icy
locks holds tight,
No
sound disturbs the holy hush
Each separate lake and river, pond and
That wraps the silent street
boating parties glide,

Tho’ many years may pass away

ere

I again

return,

And through strange and distant countries I may roam,
Yet for that ne’er forgotten spot my heart
shall ever yearn,
In memory of my well loved boyhood’s

home;

And while others sing of days of yore and of
the heroes tell,
Whose names are written in the book of

fame,

I’ll tune my harp in simple lay to the place
I love so well.
The dear old town of Belfast down in
Maine.
Chester Burton Patterson.
Rheumatiz.
Wheu you’ve got the rheumatiz—
S’pose you know jes’ how it is—
All the fellers in the kentry wants to make
the case their biz;
Telliu’ you
What to do,
VV hen you’ve got the rheumatiz.
what!”
“Tell you
says Elder Brown,
"Got ter git the swellin’ down!
Brother Ike—he was that bad
Thought we couldn’t save the lad.
Both his legs was full o’ pains;
So I says to old Doc. Haines,
‘Doc, I'reckon this won’t do—
Got ter pull the youngster through!'
So 1 takes the case myself,
Gits some lieker off the shelf,
Soaks it inter Ike fer fair—
Made him boozy, 1 declare.
Then I wraps his legs in wool,
Gives ’em quite a hefty pull,
And, by gravy, the next day
Ike he Towed he felt 0. K.”
nucuiiiatu.

oajo

uauct,

n

uiicf

“Cider’ll fix you out all right.
Drink a gallon, good and hard.
Gallop up and dow n the yard—
Take a heap o’ exercise,
Use warm water fer your eyes;
Stuff your ears with cotton batten,
Git that dope—the nani4 is Latin—
Somethin’ like ‘idecadine,’
An’ you’ll soon be feelin’ fine!”
“Cider nuthin’ !” says Lem Jones,
“Rheumatiz is in the bones
Git a quart o’ catnip tea,
Jes’ as hot as it can be.
Let it cool and drink it down—
Nuthin’ better in the town!”
“No use talkin,” says Eph Law,
“What you want’s a good big chaw
Off a plug o’ nlgger-head,
Then undress and/go to bed.
In the mornin’ fill your jaw
With another good big chaw!”
When you’ve got the rheumatiz—
S'pose you know jes’ how it is—
All the fellers in the kentry wants to
make the case their biz:
Tellin’ you
What to do,
When you’ve got the rheumatiz.
—Milwaukee Sentinel.

OASTORXA.
The Kind You Hem Always Bought

Bean the

No need to fear sudden attacks of cholera

infantum, dysentery, diarrhoea, summer
complaint of any sort if you have Dr. Fowler’s Extract of Wild Strawberry in the

medicine chest.

____________

“Now good digestion waits on appetite
and health on both.”
If it doesn’t, try Burdock Blood Bitters.

Save when at times some trill of thrush
Drifts tremulously sweet;
Or else, when purple twilight flings
A gauzy veil and thin,
Wake echoes irom the tinkling strings
Of mellow mandolin.

ing

A-rinsiug out—kersplosh!

An' so I kinder hem around
At my terbaccer’s out,
Fer down at Job’s (th’ corner store)
Th’ boys all set about

sheepish-like
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ard F. Shiite, executor of ti.
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Electric Wiring of All Rinds,
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Electric, Gas Fixtures jj Supplies.
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the
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court

neiu at

County of Waldo,
A.

D. 1904.

50 years cov-

A true copy.

record of the Republican

party shows that every great

policy
inaugurated and developed by
the Republican party, and in every instance while at first these policies have
been repudiated by the Democratic
pag.y, yet eventually that party has
found them wise and accepted them.
The first work of the Republican
has been

was the restoration of the Union.
In 1864 the Democratic party called
the war a failure and yet it finally accepted the result.
After reconstruction came resumption of specie payments. This was provided for by the Republican party and
its repeal was called for by the Democratic party, which, however, finally
accepted its complete success.
Down through the decades the Democratic party fought the Republican tariff policy and finally gained an opportunity to prove that its own policy was a

party

Probate Court Held at Belfast, within and
for the Couutv Waldo, on the 9th day of August,
A. D. 1904.
L. STROUT, administrator of the estate of Delmont Moore, late of parts un-

failure.

The establishment of the gold standard by the Republican party was most
strenuously opposed by the free silver,
wild cat and repudiating Democratic
party, though its candidate for President, after voting twice for free silver,
accepts the Republican policy as “irrevocably established.”
The Philippine policy of. the Republican party is gradually being aquiesced
in by the Democratic party.
It opposed the Rural Free Delivery
Service, but now that it is firmly and
successfully established by the Republican party, the Democratic party acac-

the

Gen. J. W. Carver of Auburn, past
Gen H. C. Megrew, Commander-indepartment commander, member of the
national army and also member of the
national council of administration of
the English war veterans has received a
circular informing him of the plans
made for the first national encampment
of the United States war veterans which
will be held at St. Louis, Mo., Sept. 19
and 20.

immediately.
Searsport, August

Ordered, That notice be given to all persons interested by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, published at Belfast, that
they appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of September next, at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause, if any they have, why
the same should not be proved, approved and allowed.
GEORGE E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
The subscribers here-

by give notice that they have been duly appointed executors of the last will aud testament of
ALONZO A. BROWN, late of Liberty,
in the County of Waldo, deceased. All persons
having demands against the estate of said deceased

are

desired

to

present the

same for settleare requested to

CAROLINE B. BROWN.
MARY A. BROWN,
HARRY BRoWN.

Liberty, August 9,1904.
NOTICE.

The subscribers here-

EXECUTORS’
by give notice that they have been duly apExecutors of the last will and
pointed

testament

of

ALBERT M. CARTER, late of Belfast,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
C. W. WE8COTT,
SUSAN M.CAhTER.

Belfast, August 9,1904.
At a Probate CourtJheld at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday
of August, A. D. 1904.
certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament of John W. McGilvery,
late of Searsport, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having been presented for probate.
Ordered, 1 hat notice be given to all persons interested by causing a copy of this order to be
three weeks successively in The Republcan Journal, published at Belfast, that
they
may appear at a Probate Conrt, to be held at Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of September next, at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause, if any they have,
why the same should not be proved, approved
and allowed.
GEO.E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A trne copy—Attest.
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
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FRANK 1
9,1'" l.

ADMINISTRATOR’S

j
!

M'l

A hereby gives notice ti
pointed administrator tic

of the clock before noon, and show cause,
if any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner should not he granted
GEO. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
A true copy—Attest:
Chav P. Hazeltixe, Register.

5

of

i

WILLIAM H. PA I K.
in the County of Wal<i.
a
bonds as the law directs
mands against the estardesired to present the >.»:«
all indebted thereto aie

j

ment

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the 9tli day of August,
A. D. 1904.

A

j

DMIMSTRATOK’S NOTH
A hereby gives notice :h
pointed administrator ot t
MARIA E. PARK.
in the County of AS aid
s
bonds as the law directs
mands against the estate
sired to present the san:
'<
indebted thereto are ret,

at ten

granted.

1

A

PARISH

GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

Probate Court hem a\ Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo,on the second Tuesday
of August, A. D. 1904.
certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament of Oliver F. Treat, late
of Stockton Springs, in said County of Waldo,
deceased, having been presented for probate.

?

1

Belfast, within ami
on the 9th day of

ment, and all indebted thereto
make payment immediately.

-j

j

before noon, and show cause,
why the prayer of said petition-

NOTICE.

j

?

At a

EXECUTORS’

j

j

| known, deceased, having presented a petition
LORD, Widow’ of Charles W. Lord, praying that the court may determine who are
Brooks, in said County of Waldo, de- I entitled to the balance of said estate now in his
a
petition praying for hands for distribution, their respective shares
having presented
an allowance out of the personal estate of said
i therein and order ilie same distributed accorddeceased.
ingly.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a cc-py of this all
persons interested by causing a copy of this
>rder to be published three weeks suet essively in I order to be
published three weeks successively in
The Republican .Journal, a newspaper published The
Republican Journal, a newspaper published
j
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within aud for said Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
County, outlie 13th day of September, A. D. 1904, County,on the 13tli day of September, A. I). 1904,
at ten of the clock
if any they have,
er should not be

j

1

F.

An Echo Party.

;

\LBER

late of
SUSAN
ceased.

'Neil I go amblin’ down th’ road
A-feelin’ sneaky-like,
To jine in with th’ other boys
’At's sorter out on strike;
A feller can’t help feelin’ mean
\S long’s he can’t josh.
Th' on’y thing to do is—git,
When Mandy starts to wash.
—Grace G. Rostwiek in Lippineott’s.

knowledges its worth.
And the policy of Reciprocity is
cepted in a plank very similar to
Republican statement.

i?

Ordered, That rue said
all persons interested b>
order to he published tine.
The Republican Journal. .<
at Belfast, that they nun
Court, to beheld at Bella-'.
County, on the 13th day ot
ar ten of the clock before
any they have, why the i*r
should not granted.
GEO.

a Probate Court held at Belfast, within .uni lor I
tne county oi waiuo on me secouu luesuay :

At a

An’ chawin crackers—Gosh!
I ain’t the only shiftless one
When Mainly starts to wash.

ering

PHEBE

FOllSALE.

Ye can’t stay round th' house an’ shirk
When Mandy starts to wash.

the

H

1-

tigate

experience.
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At

speculator’s

If you have live stock to sell

profits.
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1IT A LOO SS.—In Court
A14 ust*. A. L». 1904.
W last, on the 9*.li day of \
certain instrument purporting to lie the last i M. Pendleton. Frank I. P»
A will ami testament of John W. Clough, late | F. Colcord, execut. rs id the u
of Liberty, in said County ot Waldo, deceased,
Pendleton, deceased, who a
it is worth dollars to you to investhe estate of Jennie M. N'thaviug been presented for probate.
deceased,
having present.be
to
all
Ordered, That notice
persons
given
Our live stock
our methods.
Pendleton’s second and fin>
interested by causing a copy of this order to be
tration of said estate for a. w
in
tiie
weeks
three
successively
Repubpublished
business was established in 1805.
lican Journal, publi.-lieu at Belfast, that they
weeks successively, in rhe lb
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Our salesmen have had 20
on
the sec- a newspaper published in lb
Belfast, within and tor said County,
ond Tuesday o< September next at ten of the clock
that all persons interested i......
We guarantee
before noon, and show cause, if any they have,
hate Court, to be held at lbthe same should m t be proved, approved ami
why
day of September next, ai d
values.
Write
at
market
returns
allowed.
they have, why the said aGEO. EL JOHNSON, Judge.
{Ulowed.
us if you have live stock to'sell.
Attest;
GEG* £• JoHN>
A true copy.
CuAS. 1*. Hazeltine, Register.
A true copy. Attest:
We will
on the
you
Chas. P. H a/>
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, will in and
in
market. See our market
TTTALDO 88.—In Court of Pi
L r th- County of Waldo, on the second luesday
??
fast, on the 9th day of \
of August, A. D. 1904.
this paper,
8ft
D. Field, admiuistrav
4 certain instrument, purporting to be the last
A
Field, late of Searspm:
A will and testament of Adelimm Lampher. late ! ceased, having presented hiof Stockton Springs, iu said County of Waldo,
count of administration oi
deceased, having been presented for probate, to- a nee.
t>ether with a petition praying that J. G. LamOrdered. That notice then :
bert may be appointed administrator of the esweeks successively, in the lb
tate of said deceased with the will annexed.
j newspaper
published in Pella-:.
in
be
to
all
That
notice
Ordered,
persons
given
j that all persons interested n
terested by causing a copy of this order to be 1 Court, to be held at Bel fa.-1
published three weeks successively in The Repub- September next,and show cansliean Journal, published at Belfast, that they
why the said account shi t:
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
GEO.
Belfast, within and for said County, on the secA true copy. Attest
ond Tuesday of September next, at ten of the
Ciias. P. Haz
dock before 110011, and show cause if any they
have, why the same should not be proved, ap
88.—In Court oi 1"
proved and allowed and the prayer of the petifast, on the 9th dayA
tioner granted.
erick L Palmer, executor
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
F. \N hire,late of Momo*\ in
A true copy. Attest:
having i resented his first
( has. L. Hazeltine, Register.
| ministration of said estate
Ordered, That notice
At a Probate Court neirt at Belfast, within and
weeks successively, in tinfor the County of Waldo, on the 9th day of
newspaper published in IVIt
August, A. L>. 19U4.
that all persons interest!1
bateCouct robe held at H»H. MORG vN. guardian of Isaac A. Rich
QEiH
lO of Winterport. in said County ot W aldo, hav- of September next, and si,
ing presented a petition praying lor a iicen-e to ha’.e, why the said an
sell at private sale am! convey certain realesta’# allowed
CEO- L.
ot his said warn. described in Aid petition.
A t. ue copy. Attest:
Ordered, That the Said petitioner give notice r>.
Chas. P. H
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively iu
ALDO SS.—In Court t
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
V\r
11
fast, on the 9tl day.-:
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
O. Voting, exc-i tor of ’:!••■
Court, to be held at Bellasi. within and for said
County, on the loth day of September. A.l>. 1904, Hazel ton, late of Line- 1
at ten ot the clock before noon, and show cause, if
decea-eii, having j-resei ;• o
count ol administration
any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner
a nee.
should not be granted.
GEO. L. JOHNSON, Judge.
Ordered, that notice
A true copy. Attest
weeks successively, in tin h
( has. p. Hazeltine, Register.
a newspaper published in
tv, that all persons in:- ;:
Probate Cour*. to be hei-i.-'
At a Piobate Court held at Belfast,within and for
day of September next.
the County of Waldo,on the 9th day of August,
have, why the .,aid athey
A. D. 1904.
lowed,
Office Washington Street.
r GAM MANS, executor of the last will
GEu. !.
of Huldah M. Gaimnans, late of Belfast, iu
Attest:
A true Copy.
said County of Wablo, deceased, having presentChas. P. Ha/number, 44-2.
ed a petition praying that the court may determine who are entitled to the balance of said esTTTALDO SS.—In Court ->i !
tate, their respective shares therein, under the
>» fast, on the 9th dr y : \
i will, and order the same distributed accordingly, K. Smith,administrator oi,
j
ordered. That the said petitioner give notice McLeod, late of Isles'- -r
ceased, having presentn'
to all persons interested, by causing a copy of this
ministration of said e.-nc*order to be published three weeks successively in
a newspaper published
Journal,
the
Republican
Ordered, that notice tin
The residence of the late Tyler Crockett, situat
a
that
Probate
they may appear
weeks successively, in l b.ated on Mount Ephraim street, about one-eighth ; at Beiiasi,
mile from Searsport village; story and a half ! Court, to be held at Belfast, within and tor said
newspaper published m i»•
house and ell and*barn; one-half acre of land. county, on the 13th day of September, A.D. 1904,
that all persons interested n
at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause, if
M RS. TYLER CROCKETT,
bate Court, to be held at
Inquire of
the
of
said
have,
they
why
petitioner
any
prayer
of September next, and
tfso
Green Ridge Farm, Searsport, Me.
1 should not be granted.
have, why the said alGEO E. JOHNSON, Judge.
lowed.
I
A true Copy—Attest:
GEO. E
A true copv. Attest:
I_
(’HA>. I’ Ham,

the

shipper

the

Telephone

Cold beans an’ bread an' coffee's all
I’ll git to eat that day,
An’ 'taint no use to stay eround
An’ git in Mandy’s way,
Fer then she'll set me hard at work

past

Milkmen and Butchers.
for

n^B
.^^B
t^B*
;^B
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E. CR \ WV ORi*. n
Crawford, late of Helfi.-r.
Waldo, deceased, having j r.
praying lor an allowance nit
tate of said deceased.

A true

4

■

When Mandy sets the b’iler on,
An’ hustles up the lire,
An’ starts a-stirrin’ up of starch
An’ hists ’er sleeves up higher,
W’y then you know th’ war is on,
It ain’t no time to josh,
Th’ ou'y thing to do is—git,
When Mandy starts to wash.

of the

Prolmte Court Hein ar Kfi»
At
the Countv of Waldo, on Urn
A. I). 1904.

j

We save

"'l

Hazei

BELFAST

When Mandy Starts to Wash.

history

market direct to the

Attest:
Chas. P.

1

■

August.

The

We sell each week live stock

Brighton

^^B
ij^B

WALDO

Old quiet street, the steps that learn
The city’s crowded ways
Once more and eagerly will turn
T scenes of other days;
And sick of ceaseless fray and fret,
Cacophonous and rude,
Will seek, while eyes grow dim and wet,
Thy restful quietude!
—Hilton R. Greer in National Magazine for

as

at

copy.

a

J

Live Stock Commission busi-

a

ness.

BUkNHAM,

This is the street, serene and sweet,
Down which in days agone
I tripped with bare and buoyant feet
Through dews of dusk and dawn ;
Or romped at play with comrades gay
While some long afternoon
Droned slowly, drowsily away
Like bees in fields of June.

A-looking jest

raised

true

Belfast, within anu
the second Tuesday

j

in Massachusetts we have been do-
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SCUOOSERS.

was

quarantine

■
;as:
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Since the
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At a Fi 'bale Court belt! at Belfast, within and
on the second Tuesfor the ( ounty *>i
day of August, \ 1). lb» 4.
t certain instrument, purporting to be the last |
A will and test ini.it f Julia A. Bitlier. late:
ol Cuity, in sat I Out t\ of Waldo, deceased,
having been presented for probate.
Ordered. That notne be given to all persons
iirere-te by causing a copy of this order to he \
published three weeks successively in The Repub
licau .J<.tonal, publish* o at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
B ufast, within and forsai 1 County, on the second j
.1 September next, at ten of the dock be
Tues 1
l«*re uncut, and show cause, if any they have, why !
the same should not be proved, approved and alb-wed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Ciias F. HaZELTIs*., Register,

ON COMMISSION.

Buenos Ayres June

from Boston.
Rebecca Crowell sailed from Frankfort
J uly 29 for Havana.
Rose lnnis, Melvin Colcord, arrived at
Acora, YV C A., Aug. 5from Pensacola.
Thomas A Goddard, at Rosario July l
for Delaware Breakwater.

at
on

*i’uBll

■
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at

ELBRIDGE

certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament of Jane L>. Bowen, ate
of Monroe, in said County of Waldo, deceased,
having been presented for probate.
Ordered, That notice he given to all persons interested by causing a copy •'! this order to be published three week- succes lvely in The Republican
Journal, publnhed at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
within and for said Co' nty* on ilie second Tuesday of September next, at ten of the clock before
noon and -how cause, if any they have, why the
same should not be pr* \« d.approve*: and allowed.
GE< >. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy.
Attest:
chas P. H azextine. Register.

—

St Paul, F YV Treat, arrived at Seattle
March 5 from Manila.
Xi 1 lie K. Star-buck, Eben Curtis, sailed
from Honolulu Aug. 12 for Hilo.
YY’m 11 Macy, arrived at San Francisco
March 20 from Ladysmith.

From o'er the moonlit waters where the

llut of all of those that I have met none
suit me quite so well,
As the girls I knew at Belfast down in
Maine.

At a Probate Court held
for the County of Waldo,
of August, a! D. 1904.
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At
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LIFE,

greenly glimmer from
passing April showers,
And riotous brooks rush madly from
their beds;
All nature rouses gaily from her restful
BARKS.
winter sleep,
Edward May, sailed from Makawell June
The feathered songsters sing in glad re29 for San Francisco.
frain.
And bright and gladsome faces, show a joy
Ethel, YVilliams, sailed from New York
that’s full and deep.
July 29 for Charleston.
Mabel I Meyers, C N Meyers, cleared
When springtime comes at Belfast down
from New York Julv 13 for Bridgewater,
in Maine.

sel had gone down in a storm and what
a fearful time they had in getting to
1 nose qualities ui timeliness anu genland. Kindliearted landsmen provided
eral readableness which characterize for their wants, and then, a few
days
Everybody’s are well to the fore in the later, a sergeant of marines appeared
September issue. A capital article on on the sceue and claimed the two men
motor boats—the new, swift> high-pow- as deserters from an American war vesered pleasure craft—tells fully of these sel.
They hadn’t even wet their feet In
rill.
late toys of the millionaire class. The
geiwng asuuie.
Coasting on the double-runners down the
World”
describes
in
the
Mine
“Deepest
A favorite way of perpetrating a malong steep hills we glide,
the wonderful copper mines of Michi- line lioax is to east overboard a bottle
While our joyful shouts re-echoed back
j
gan. In “The Campaign Spellbinder” containing "a message from the dead.”
again,
Lindsay Denison describes the ways i A great many message-laden bottles From the fleeting white winged phantoms
skimming o'er the frozen tide,
and methods of certain political orators have been
at
in
sea”
some
!
"picked up
Of the harbor of old Belfast down in
and narrates many diverting stories. corner
and
turned
over
to
the
grog shop
Maine.
There are ten first-rate short stories— | authorities as
part of a ghastly joke,
one, in verse, by Wallace Irwin, besides j
has a standing reward I’ve visited the northern lakes and travelled
j
English
I.loyds
southern lauds
the third instalment of Hall Caine’s for the arrest and conviction of such
Have watched the waves break on the
serial, “The Prodigal Son,” which is 1; cheerful idiots, but-the authors of these
shore;
undoubtedly the big novel of the year. I alarming messages usually conceal then Have western
seen our mighty mountains capped
The secret method of multiplying miland few are caught.
with their icy bands,
identity
j
lions by which the enormous fortunes
And beard the sound of great Niagara’s
One canard maker, however, was disof Standard Oil and other big linancial covered in London five
roar;
years ago. He
institutions were created veritably out wrote a note
the lordly Hudson by moonlight
giving an account of the I’ve sailed
of nothing is the text of the September
and by day,
i sinking of a Clyde bark, with the usual
Have slopped at Newport fair of social
instalment of “Frenzied Finance,” by
i postscript that ail hope was gone, and
fame,
Thomas W. Lawson.
one of liis acquaintances, who had more
But none to me’s so beautiful as the isMcClure’s Magazine for September is brains than are usually found
land dotted bay,
among
a vigorous expression of American life
the friends of fools, exposed him. The
By tlie side of which is Belfast down in
and interest, part fact, part fiction, all indignation was so great that a mob oi
Maine.
entertaining. Several serious articles Londoners wanted to lynch him, a tiling 1 have seen fair English maidens with hair
give :t commanding importance and I unheard of even in the most brutal
of golden brown,
character.
Of these William -Vilen cases of murder in London. The felAnd the Irish lass with eyes so deeply
White writes of “Roosevelt and the low was sentenced to a
blue;
year, anti when
Postal Frauds,” and in a clear and con- he was released he rook tiie precaution The charming piquant French girls, who
cise manner lie tells the engrossing to
to
with
the aid of a
sea, where,
go
The winsome Japs anil German frauleins,
story of this great crime against the capstan bar and a mariingspike, jutoo;
government and the manner of its ex- diciously applied, they made a man of I've gazed into the lustrous eyes of southposure. Rut he does more. He reads him.
ern Creole belles,
the lesson of these events and keenly i
The reported loss of the Red Stai
Have listened oft to her who hails from
characterizes the men who made them'. Line steamer Nederland was a bottle
Spain,
our

from Cbeefoo for Honolulu and Delaware Breakwater.
Fort George, arrived at Honolulu Aug. 1
from Newcastle, N. S. W.
Gov Robie, arrived at San Francisco May15 from Baltimore.
Luzon, Park, sailed from Honolulu June
1 for Delaware Breakwater.
Mary L. Cushing, sailed for Port Blakeley July 10, from Port Townsend for Sydney, N. S. W.
Manuel Llaguno, D C Nichols, cleared
from New York June 4 for Cheefoo.
Puritan, A. X. Blanchard, sailed from
San Francisco Nov. 2 for Hull.
Paul Revere, Whittier, sailed from Newcastle, N S YY., July 14 for Cebu.
Reaper, arrived at Honolulu May 30 from
Newcastle, N. S. YV.
S I) Carleton, Anrebury, sailed from
Newcastle, N S YV, Dec. 12 for San Francis-
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a Probate Court, held at h,
for the County of Waldo
August. A. D 1904.
8. PITCHER. »n ir
C. Pitcher of belfast. ms,, |
<!*•. having pKMlKil
]
license to sell at public or r,.
vey certain real estate of said }-•
er, described in said petition
Ordered, That the said pet
all persons interested bv
order to be published tbiee \>,.
the RepublicanJournal.it r.. v.
Belfast, that they may
to be held at Belfast, within
on the 13th day of September \
the clock before noon, ami
they have, why the the prawn
should not be granted.

At a Probate Court, held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of August, A. D. 1904.
certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament of Julia A. Rackliff, late
of Liucoinville, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having been presented for probate.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons interested by causing a copy of this order to be published three weeks successively in The Republican
Journal, published it Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
within and for said County, on the second Tues
day of September next, at ten of the clock before
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why the
same should not be proved, approved and allowed.
GEO E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. H izeltixe, Register.

immediately.

i

FRAN K

Searsport, August 9,

1

\

'<

EXECUTOR’S NOTICE.
gives notice that he liarexecutor of the last will ai

1

E. SPRAGUE, husband of Cornelia K.
Frankfort, in said County of
Waldo, deceased, having presented a petitiou
praying that he may be appointed administrator

JAMES
Sprague, late of

\

ANN ROBINSON
Waldo.
1 in the County of
of ihe'estate of said deceased.
!
bonds as the law directs, a
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to mands
against the (state
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
desired to present ttie san
order to be published three weeks successively in
all indebted thereto are
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published !
ment immediately.
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
ROlhi.'
Court, to he held at Belfast, within and for said
Belfast, August 9, 1904.
County, on the 13th day of September, A. D. 1904,
at ten ol the clock before noon, and show cause,
if any they have,
EXECUTRIX’S NOTICE t-I
why the prayer of said petition
gives notice that she
should not be granted.
executrix of the last will at
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
GEORGE W. MORSE,
Chak. P. Hazf.ltixe, Register.
in the County ol Wal«l
bonds as the law direct'
At a Probate Court lieldat Belfast, within and for demands against the est..;<
the County of Waldo, on the 9th day of August
are desired to present the
A. D. 1904.
and all indebted thereto
BROWN, widow of Ellison F. Brown, payment immediately
late of Lincoluville, in said County of Wal1
Belmont, August *.), I
do, deceased, having presented a petition praying for allowance out of the personal estate of
said deceased.
NOTICE
that lie
Ordered, That the -aid petitioner give notice to edk gives notice
Executor of the last w r
all persons interested by causing a copy oi this
order to be published three weeks successively in
MARTHA J. STAPH
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
in the County of AAalo
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Proba'e
bonds as the law direct'.
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
County, ou the 13th day of September, A.D. 1904, demands against the estate
desired to present the
at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause,
all indebted thereto are 1* •.
if any they have, why the prayer of said petitionment immediately.
er should not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
Monroe, August 9. 1904
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltix’e, Register.
s notice. 1
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
gives notice that In- ha| the County of Waldo, on the 9th day of August. executor of the last will ami i<
A. D. 1904.
ELLEN A. WILSON, la"
A. HALEY, heir of Elizabeth D. Johnsin«the County of Waldo, do*vaton, late of Winterport, in said County of
haviug demands against tin
Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition
ceased are desired to present '!■>
praying that the actual market value of the prop- ment, and all indebted there"
erty of said deceased now in her hands, subject make payment immediatelv.
to the payment of the collateral inheritance tax,
EVEKAKl'A
the persons interested in the succession thereto,
Belfast, August 9, 1904.
and the amount of tax thereon may be determined
by the J udge of Probate.
NOTICE.
Ordered, That thesaid petitioner give notice to
hereby gives notice that .-In >>1"!
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
the
order to be published three weeks successively pointed administratrix with
in The Republican Journal,a newspaper published j the estate of
at Belfast, that they may apjAar at a Probate
DAVID CURTIS, late of K
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said in the County of Waldo, deee.iCounty, on the 13th day of September A. D. 1904, j bonds as the law directs, ah p*M"
at ten of the clock before noon and show cause,
mands
the estate of said ■■■■
if any they have, why the prayer of said petition- sired toagainst the same tor setti*present
">•
er should not be granted.
indebted thereto are requested to
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
immediately.
I
A true copy. Attest:
gcgAN maKIA
Chxs. P. Hxzeltink,I Register.
Frankfort, June 14,1904.
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JUDGE

PARKER’S SEVEREST CRITIC.

THE REPUBLICAN

others I regret
It is a curious fact that the newspa;1 with many
the Curtis, after weather- per of the highest moral pretense in
the United States which is supporting
,ns of more than half a cenJudge Parker for the Presidency is the
the
to
surrendeded
,lt tost
oue which, from the time of Judge

vandal, who has

,lt.

to

...auger would like to know
I cannun her youth up.
V. ilia task, but can tell some
r most faithful career.
a;lt in Harrington, by Harm 1850, and rigged as a
v
in tier history slie was
is ted and then became a
a
was purchased at Deer
i -.vi. 8he carried 225 tons
considered a monstrous
! luird to manage; none but

I^CHONER

usty commanders, with

a

tenant-Governor under Cleveland and

lusty

at six to seven
tu go in her, and

a

men,
in that

had succeeded to the latter office when
He seCleveland became President.
cured a nomination in 1885 and his campaign manager was Alton B. Parker.
There were rumors of scandals during
the campaign in connection with building of a new aqueduct, and subsequently a legislative investigation of
them was made. When, in 1892, Hill
became an avowed candidate for the
Presidency, the Evening Post published a record of his life, issning the same
in pamphlet form, in the course of
which it went over the evidence adduced at the investigation and connected
Hill in the aqueduct
Parker with

very successfully
of maritime evolution—
growing smaller and men
larger. Prescott Johnson,
and Haskell Heed were
rst Heer Isle masters. The
(-ter ttiat site made was
,'tnev. He engaged a Harite Ben. Haskell) but the
i.tail that she must have an
are experienced chief officer
nrv Weed was engaged for
.sponsible position. Her
..1 operations in those days
uiigh which all paths lead
.• 1 ndies.

managed

aces
is

a

\J Ulllll

v

T 4-

nl.

<-ll

n

f II’A

Klien Grown and carried
for the Government to
: i.ia, during the war.
as almost entirely rebuilt
ami was at that time comlianiil askell, of the Dow
1 by William Richardson,
bo'took charge she was
as new and then had a
ver showed mercy to any
wrung. He was very sucmaking much money,
O'Brien & Clark (the
a il
and the owners. At finally paid by
! contractors), presumably out of the
m homeward bound from
I
made on that hid.” Renmast was carried away $30,000 profit
the record a month later, on
for Wilmington, X. C., | viewing
I March o, 1892, the Post made this slurrids captain bad a rather
I
and offensive allusion to Parker’s
1 of language and was even ring
“John
connection with the notes:
a pleasing speaker; but
O'Brien, Chairman of the Democratic
g in for Wilmington bar,
Committee, testifies that lie contributw ilh tackles and iiawsers
ed $500 to take up this note; that Alton
.pporting a tottering mast B. Parker, who in the meantime had
working off and sur- been
appointed by Hill a Judge of the
:>ter I j asking "How does
contributed $500 and
<b" twice repeated. The ! Supreme Court,
the balance was made up elsew here.”
him how the bar buoy
That was a pretty plain intimation that
as ( apt. Richardson lived
Hill had rewarded Parker by making
other amusing stories he
him a Judge of the Supreme Court.
be asked how the boo bar
Judge Parker remained on the SuCourt bench until he was nomimglit a cargo of molasses preme
by the 1 iemocratic State Comlielfast in the Curtis and nated
mittee
for Chief Judge in September,
Harbor on the way. that
1897.
On
the day lie was to be nomithe most valuable cargo
nated lie
a letter saying lie
■■ipped in the Northwest had votedpublished
for Bryan. While this disvessel when in
same
pleased the gold’ Democrats on the
,pt. Johnson, bound from committee who had
supposed him to
cirtjand with molasses,
he one of themselves, they nominated
ui the southwest Harbor,
him. In commenting on this action on
'S of weather and under
the following day, September 23, 1897,
■ editions.
the Evening Post said:
.nelson's administration,
“This was certainly an extraordinary
xt made a braud new capposition to he taken by Democrats who
iley Haskell, and he was
had regarded the silver issue to be one
..wed by John S. Greenlaw,
of such momentous importance last
imvn from her ancient liisyear as to justify them in leaving their
may be termed her medieand doing their utmost to help
mot tell much of the latter party
elect the Republican candidate for the
,,as in those days following
looked upon the ismil visiting the tents of the Presidency. They
sue then as oue far above politics, being
the faithful Curtis held
entirely one of morals and patriotism,
m her paths of peace and
and
this is pre-eminently an isgained in the affections sue surely
which ought to appeal to a man
on of those who knew her
holding one judicial office and aspiring
ve that at various times
to another. For a Judge to vote for
manded by such men as Eda candidate whose principles he disapsell. Herbert Spofford and
because of a lifelong
.veil-known masters of to- proved, simply
habit of voting his party ticket, no matwithout mishap.
ter what its character, is a curious
■ient commanders, all are
qualification for higher judicial lionug Reed, while those of her ors.”
i modern ages are probably
That was a pretty plain intimation
.tlier prosperous.
that the Rost took a low view of the
A. O. Gross became the
Judge’s “morals and patriotism.”
ce elected himself master
Finally in July, 1903, Judge Parker
on a voyage from Deer
then an avowed aspirant for the Presist. for repairs to the veswent to Atlanta and delivered
said that lie allowed both dency,
an address.
On July s, the Post in
;s to run down on the passupon it said: “An adroit■I'ting heavy weather was commenting
er skating over thin ice, with the air of
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■

j
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|

■

night, reaching port only

id reckoning and observalomi

star,

soon iiiirr uiui

1 himself and

appointed

a

-■ator-iu-command"—a man
\perienee anil possibly nearly
ars of age.
1 know and believe, this
.-raft never lost a life in her
■

!
j
!

■

remains have followed in
others—when the timbers
.wed, barreled and shipped
states, tttere to throw out
v

blue tlarues from the open
■■tilth, there will be no ghostr.'-iily leering from the colored

will any avenging spirit or
"i hate 'dance around the
I be spirit of some dead com■ i\
hover near and silently ofiuad benediction, “Peace to
is. and peace be to the ashes
'be dead who have lived thus
1
"’—Richardson, in the Deer

i

'--ssenger.
--

er, Denver—“My face was full
and black-heads.
Hollister’s

Mountain Tea has driven them
'pie hardly know me. I’m lookcents. Tea or tablets.
R. H.
••

A

Government

Garden.

bed states Department of
lias decided to establish a
■'■dnetion Darden and Experi>ii at Chico, California. Coni'
necessary land have been
I work has been
begun on
mdoubtedly lie the greatest
"f its kind in America and
i he world. A
beginning will
Hi ninety acres, but it is the
■"
the department to extend
" Hie
needs of the institution

i

,,

u

:

*..

ul culture of the plants inrom various parts of the
to a careful study of plant

institution has long been

.atwl

e

...l/i/tNniod

by

the

Agricultural

I)e-

California was selected for
1,11 on account of
climatic con'Inch admit of the culture of

j
5,

i

ants from the tropics and of
products as well. The ideal
tor such an institution is that
t
of the successful cultivai> ; the widest possible range of
and
the
b.
committee entrusted
duty of selecting the site bev
have found it at Chico.
ts'iV.V' ls situated near the eastern

[C

pints

it.';the great Sacramento Valley,

uve miles north of Sacramento,
fapital, and was the most
l"!’01 considered by the comlimatic conditions in Cali,v
but little, if at all,
10119 of latitude, the orange,
and the olive being staple
lit l,1' "f a district that measures
r

L'p.affected

sV.,

Klij™0"
“■

k

hundred

miles

north

and

not

|

pvpii

hpiiur

awarp

that it

was

tliP.rf*.

L,

■a- ** T O «I A..

You Have Always

Boqgjl

makers do.

Columbia,

Uncolored

blushes

honest red

with

of the

blush for!

else

Nothing

enforced, prosperity established, commerce developed, labor protected and
given ample employment and reward,
intelligence, prosperity and good gov-

Swan <£ Sibley Co.

ernment established in distant islands
and the llag of the United States maintained the emblem of honor in every part
of the world. xVll of these great accomplishments have been the work of the
Republican party. In each of them it
has met the discouragement, the opposition and the hostilities of the Democracy. It is upon this additional evidence
of the last four years, evidence that the
Republican party is the party of progress, and the Democracy the party of
inaction, retardment and fault finding
that the Republican party again confidently appeals for public support in the
( Presidential and Congressional elections of 1904.
|
introduction, the
1-ollowing tins
book takes up in consecutive order the
tariff', prosperity, trusts, industrial combinations, labor, wages and prices, the
advance in prices, the money question,
the record of Theodore Roosevelt, the
Panama Canal, Cuba and Cuban reciprocity, expansion and its results, the
record of the Republican party, the
work of the departments under the McKinley and Roosevelt administrations,
merchant marine, pension and pension
laws, rural free delivery, irrigation,
public lands and numerous other subjects liable to be discussed during the

Grain. Feed, Feeds,
Groceries.
IMPORTERS OF SALT,

Anthracite and
Blacksmith

Power

For

Good.

The pills that are potent in their action !
and pleasant in effect are DeWitt's Little ]
I Early Risers. W. s. I'liilpot of Albany, Ga., ;
says': “During a bilious attack I took one.
Small as it was it did me more good than j
calomel, blue mass or any other pill I ever |
took and at the same time the effect was i
pleasant. Little Early Risers are certainly
an ideal Dill.”
Sold bv R. II. Moodv.
The Merchant Marine.
The

Merchant

Marine

commission,

which lias concluded a most successful
visit to the Pacific coast, has still one

j

aent.

Every feature of the prospective camdiscussed is considered with
frankness, and all available information
bearing upon these subjects presented
j
: in such condensed form as is necessary

paign

for a publication of this character. The
claim that the protective tariff increases prices is met with facts and figures
from the economic history of the United States and other countries which
fully show the inaccuracy of the charge,
while the relative prosperity of countries having low and protective tariffs
respectively is also shown from official
figures. The chapter on labor, wages and
prices is especially interesting and im
portant since it comprises figures from
the recent investigation of the Bureau
as an honest, fearless, straightforward
of Labor of the Department of Comman in terms so bitter and discourteous
It shows beyond a
merce and Labor.
as these. Is Judge Parker the companofficial
ion of corrupt politicians and the trim- question, as a result of thorough
the
advance in wages
that
investigation,
mer that the Post said he was, or has
has been greatthe Post been his maligner in the past? during the last decade
f livIf it told the truth about him in the er than the advance in tlye cost
the figures being based upon retail
past what is it telling about him now? ing,
prices, the prices which the public must
pay for the articles consumed, while it
Stolen Wisdom.
is shown that the rate of wages now be
Most people who grant a favor ex- ing paid in the United States is higher
than ever has been paid in this or in
pect two in return.
any other country.
The book also contains a sketch of the
Every dog has his day—and wise is
the dog that knows when he’s having it. life and work of President Roosevelt
a discussion
The men who never make mistakes and of Senator Fairbanks,
of conditions in the island territories ol
are not the ones who (ill the responsithe
the United States,
prosperity which
ble positions.
has come to them under our control, the
A girl doesn’t mind her rival being growing commerce between those is
exasperatingly clever if she is also con- lands and the United States, etc., f
discussion on the “remarkable success
solingly ugly.
of our diplomacy in the Fast,” a series
It makes some men feel painfully
of chapters on the work of each of the
honest when their neighbors acquire
executive departments during the te rms
fortunes by dishonest methods.
of President McKinley and Roosevell
The self-made man is often so busy and a chapter on the investigations in
boasting of his handiwork after it to the postal frauds.
reaches a certain stage that he has no
From 148 to 92 Pounds.
time to finish the job.
One of the most remarkable cases of
cold, deep-seated on the lungs, causing
A Hrpat Qoilinrr Chin
pneumonia, is that of Mrs. Gertrude E
Fenner, Marion, Ind., who was entirely
The American steel sailing ship Ers- cured by the use of One Minute Cough Cure
She
says: “The coughing and straining sc
kine M. Phelps, at Philadelphia recentme that I ran down in weigh'
ly, has the following seven fine records weakened
from 148 to 92 pounds. I tried a number o:
of voyages to her credit since she was
remedies to uo avail until I used One Minut<
launched:
Cough Cure. Four bottles of this wonder
Voyage.
Distance. Days. ful remedy cured me entirely of the cough
Bath to Cape Henry.
2* strengthened my lungs and restored me t<
540
Norfolk to Honolulu.15,000
97" my normal weight, health and strength.’
Norfolk to Ombay Pass.14,880
noia oy k. u. Moody.
77
New York to Java.13,000
80
Java to Chili.11.600
58
The Mew York Tri-Weekly Tribune.
Chili to Philadelphia.10,000
95
Chili to Baltimore.10,000
96
For those who want to get the New Yorl
Around Cape Horn. 2,000
11
news and news of things the world ovei
Across Indian Ocean. 6,500
26
and
don’t want to spend the money or timi
18
Equator to Cape Mattel as.... 3,000
in buying and reading a metropolitan papei
Best hour’s run.
14 knots
seven
Best day’s run.
days in the week The Tri-Weekli
310 knots
Tribune tills the bill. It is issued on Mon
Best week’s run (six days)...
1,675 knots
and Friday of every week
day,
Wednesday
The last six paragraphs of the above and contains the essence
of The Daily Trib
were incidents during the record runs
uue for the whole week. To those who an 1
mentioned in the first seven.
interested in the prices of flour, grain
wheat, cotton, livestock, butter, cheese :
What's in a Name?
eggs and other farm products, its marke
reports are invaluable, because of thei:
Everything is in the name when it comes correctness.
Its interest in agitating thi
to Witch Hazel Salve. E. C. DeWitt & Co.
of Chicago discovered some years ago how building of good roads in the country sec
tions
has
elloited
heartfelt praise ou thi 1
to make a salve from Witch Hazel that is a
specific for Piles. For blind, bleeding, itch- part of our readers. Price, $1.60 a year
ing and protruding Piles, eczema, cuts, Send $2.50 to The Republican jouruai Pub
burns, bruises and all skin diseases, De- lishing Co., Belfast, Me., and get Thi I
Witt’s Salve has on equal. This has given Republican Journal and Tri-Weekly Trib
rise to numerous worthless counterfeits. une one year each. For a free sample copi
Ask for DeWitt’s—the genuine. Sold by of the Tri-Weekly send a postal to the Ne\i
York Tribune, New York.
R. H.

before witnessed,” that while
speaking on the Fourteenth Amendment: he avoided the most important
aspects of the case, adding: “If wholly to avoid the burning question of the
day is to show yourself a lit man for
the Presidency, then Judge Parker’s
address should have sensibly advanced
his candidacy.”
Here again the Judge is accused of
dodging and trickery. His Republican
critics have never assailed his character

1

tour to make and that is to the cities
of the south Atlantic coast. At the
conclusion of this latter trip the commission will meet in Washington to form
its report to be presented to congress
at the opening of its session, Dec. 1st.
The reception which was offered to the
committee on the Pacific coast was
striking and the sentiment was found
to be unanimous that something should
be done to upbuild tiie American merchant marine in the foreign trade.
Everywhere this commission has gone
big, earnest, disinterested men have
appeared before it and declared that
the decline of the American shipping
in the foreign trade should be arrested
if an ultimate calamity is to be averted. A nation such as this with millions
upon millions of products to go abroad
cannot be altogether dependent upon
foreign ships—and that is certainly
what the United States is today. It
carries less than 9 per cent, of its foreign trade in it own ships. It is subject at any time to having the other 91
Coincident with
per cent, stranded.
that would come a national panic, the
like of which has never been experienced. It therefore behooves the nation to amend the present conditions in
order that an American ship may thrive
upon the seas.—Marine Review’

Mary—Sponge the pimples with

warm

water. You need a blood tonic, would advise you to take Hollister’s Rocky Mountain Tea. It drives away all eruptions. 35

cents.

Tea

or

THE

tablet form.

AMERICAN

R. II. Moody.
SHIP.

Yesterday there was a mighty coil on
the Hudson. A ship looming high over
the water, her 39-foot draft mark showing above the stacks of environing
tugs, was floating northward, gay with
flags and discoursing brass music and
copper whistles. As she neared her
dock every ship, boat, tug and launch
that breathes through a metal tube resounded welcome with all its might,
and there was a roar and screech like a
combined New Year, Fourth of July
and return of a Sampson’s fleet. The
ship was the Minnesota, destined for
the Pacific trade, and the biggest boat
on our shore.
She has a displacement of 33,000 tons, a length of 030
feet, and a height from the keel to the
upper bridge of over 88 feet. Yet she
is not top heavy, for she is stout of
beam and looks as if she could weather
any sea. Her equipment is like that of
the best Atlantic liners, and there is
added an opium room for the Chinese
passengers.
The Minnesota is outranked in length
and speed by several new ships in the
Atlantic service, but she promises a
comfort and mercantile efficiency quite
equal to theirs, and her chief point of
interest is that she is an absolutely
American product, built in New London by American workmen, out of
American materials for American trade
with Asia, commanded by an American
captain, and worked by an American
Despite the unpleasant occurin certain shipyards of this country, these facts are significant. There
is every reason why ships of size, carrying capacity, speed and beauty equal to
those of the Atlantic trading squadron

crew.
rence

F. E Booth by. Gen’! Pass, and Ticket Agent.

Mrs. Andrew D. Griffin of California am
Mrs. George \V. Libbey of Minneapolis
Minn., arrived Aug. Kith, and went direct
ly to Prospect to visit their aged and intirn
aunt, Mrs. Lydia Mudgett. It is hopei
ANNUAL FAIR AT
N VMMEE SCH E1) VLE.
they may find it possible to spend a fev
days, at least, among their numerous friend:
in our village, before their return West...
Mr. Clifford F. Coleord of Brooklyn, X'. Y.
a
to
is the guest of bis grandmother, Mrs. Saral
R. Clifford-Mrs. C. S. Rendell returnee
tf8
Thursday from a ten days’ visit with rela
tives in Searsport_Dr. Herman G. Hich
born, his son Everett, Mr. Charles Dever
W hereas. Mary C. Richards of Boston, in the
our
eaux and
agreeable postmaster, Mr
Suffolk, Commonwealth of MassachuHarry R. Iiichborn saileil last Thursday County ofher
setts, by
mortgage deed dated the sixteenth
in tlie Dr.’s yacht Everett for a fishing am
of June, A, I>. 1899, and recorded in the Walday
pleasure trip in the vicinity of Isle an Ilaut do County Registry of Deeds, Book 25k. rages
returned
They
Saturday evening durin; 409, 410 and 411, conveyed to us. the undersigned.
the driving rainstorm, which, since i
trustees under the will of Thomas W. Tuttle, late
brought them no harm, was welcomed b; of said Boston, deceased, a certain lot or parcel
situated in Stockton Springs, in the Counall, as tire gardens, grass and dowers need of land
ty of Waldo and State of Maim*, bounded and
ed root-moisture_Last Thursday a com
described as follows, viz: Beginning in west line
For Boston, via Camden and Rockland. Monof
nine
ladies attended, liy invitation
pany
of Church street, at northeast corner of S. i’.. ! days at 3.00 i\ .m other dajs, except Sunday, at
the meeting of the Mount Waldo Sunda; ; Mernthcn home lot; thence
westerly by said 4.30 P. 31.
School Association, at Sandypoint, and re
iMcrritben home lot and by the road to the eeme- |
For Sear-poi t and Hampden, Tuesdays. ThUrs
terv; thence northerly and other courses to land ; days and Sundays at 7 4.5 a. m.
port a very pleasant and profitable session
For Biicksport. Uinterp<ur and Bangor daily,
....Mrs. Harry Iiichborn ot Brooklyn, X. Y. ; of heirs of »' iiiiam liichhorn; thence northwesrly by said Hichborn land, by land of Isaac Lam- except Monday, at 7.45 a. .m.. nr upon arrival of
spent Friday witli Mrs. G. A. Stevens...
plier and by land of R. I,. Mudgett; thence north- teamer from Boston.
Miss Meiviua A. Patterson arrived Frida;
two hundred and two rods to land now or
erly
evening, by train, from Washington, I). C* j late of A. 1*. Goodhue; thence east by said GoodHKTI I5M N<*
for her annual summer visit with he: ! hue lot to land now or late of T.‘ I;. Clifford;
I From Boston dally, except Sunday, at 5.no p. M.
brother, Capt. Frank A. Patterson am 1 thence southerly by said T. P. Clifford iand to
From liorkland. via Camden, daily, except
wife.Another enjoyable game of bas< land now or late of. Polly S. Staples: thence !
Mondays, at ... 5.<>o a. vp
ball was played on “the level," Friday af j easterly by the Polly S. Staples' lot to the road; i From Ilainpu* n and Searsport. Mondays. UVdI thence southerly by said Church street. t<> the
and Fridays.
ternoou, between the two citizen teams— ; j place of bciginniiu:. containing
eighty-one acres, j nesdays
From Bangor, via \Vint«*rp.u t and Buekspnrt,
“one over 20 and one under 20 years of age'
more or less, with the buildings thereon staml—which was witnessed by a large numbe: I| ing. and being the same premises conveyed to Mondays at 1J 31., other dav wept Si ndu\s. at
said Mary C. Richards by Alexander Staples by I l.3« P. 31.
of spectators and resulted in a victory o
All freight via the steamers <u this company is
several scores for the youthful nine, ilur j deed dated March 4, 1891, and recorded in said I nsured
against tire and murine risk.
Registry, Book 228, Page 158: and whereas the
rah for the boys—older and younger—win
FRED W. POTE, Agent. Belfast.
condition of said mortgage has been broken.
furnished tills amusement!.Mr. Join
H.
reason
of
A.
H -\NSCOM, <». V A T. A.. Boston.
now.
the
breach
of
the
therefore,
Lancaster’s buekboard took a party of ou: ; j condition thereofbywe claim a foreclosure of said
CALVIN A 1ST IN,|
Vice President and Lend Manager. Boston
young ladies and gentlemen—14 in nuni
mortgage.
her—to North Searsport to attend a damn
Dated this 10th day of August. A. D. 1904.
MARTHA A. TUTTLE,
Friday evening; and, judging from the early
CHARLES G. KEYES,
3w33
and
morning return, they found the oceasioi
Trustees under the will of Thomas W. Tuttle
most enjoyable—Mrs. Truman M. Grittii
and daughters left Saturday for their hom
at Pittsfield
Mrs. Charles P. Staples re
turned Saturday to Brooklyn, X. Y_Mi
with
and Mrs. Clough, after a fortnight’s visi t
with Mrs. C.'s father, Mr. Elvin F. Staples
left Saturday for their Boston home_
Mrs. Walter F. Kimball took Saturday’
boat for Boston, to join her husband then
To make the very best soap, simply
-Mr. Braiuard Griffin came from Rosto
dissolve a can of Banner Lye in coid
by Sunday’s boat to rejoin his wife am
T have at last found a harmless liquid for the
children-Mr. Frank Willard Frye, Mis
water, melt 5y£ lbs. of grease, pour the
JL removal of superfluous hair from the face. It
Helen Grover and Mr. Grover arrived Sun
not only removes the hair perfectly clean in live
Lye water in the grease. Stir and put
day from Boston, to join the boarders a 1 minutes, but will, if applied every third day re
aside to set.
Pleasant Point-Mrs. Dean and maid o
move the hair
permanently. It depends on the
Full Directions on Every Package
Attleboro, Mass., Mrs. Tapley and the thre 3 I strength of the hair, the length of time it will
take to entirely destroy it. It contains no causMiss Tapleys and Miss Goldsboro of Lynn
Banner Lye is pulverized. The can
acid or poisonous substance. Will not leave
Mass., left Pleasant Point by Monday' s atic,scar
or cause injury in any way
It is sold tf
boat for Boston, en route to their respectiv * | me under a written
may be opened and closed at wiil, perguarantee to accomplish al!
homes
Mrs. Jennie M. Bragg, afte r 1 that is claimed of it. It is made by
mitting the use of a small quantity at a
parties witl:
spending a week with her parents, Cap’ j whom I am personally acquainted and have per
It is just the article needed in
time.
and Mrs. Ralph Morse, left Monday for lie r feet confluence in. For further particulars cal
It will clean paint,
every household.
upon or write to
home at West Brookfield, Mass_Mr. Wi
lard G. Staples and his brother-in-law, Mi
floors, marble and tile work, soften water,
MRS.
B.
F.
WELLS,
Frank Leland after a visit with Mr. S.’
disinfect sinks, closets and waste pipes.
In Main Street. Belfast.
father, Mr. Henry Staples, left Monda V !
J
Write for booklet "Uses oj Banner
for X'ewburyport, Mass
This exodus c 1
(All correspondence confidential.)
our summer guests indicates the near aj
j Lye"—free.
In the line of ri
proach of autumn!
The Penn Chemical Work*, Philadelphia
Second-hand goods j
pairs on our schoolhouse a new chiinne
of every descripDostoc, Mas*
Charles Richardson & Co.,
is being built.
A coat of paint shoullb e
ion. F u r n i ture,
the next thing for the building.
bedding, carpets,
etc.
Anstoves,
tuple furniture a
;
I
If you
specialty.

Agricultural Society
BELFAST,

SEPT.

6, 7 & 8. 04.

Foreclosure of

6

Week

Trips

Boston

Mortgage.
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Quick!

Easy

Soap-Making

—

BANNER LYE

—

|

—

—

I
■

Ayers

_

anything

have
to
1 and you will receive
?ER H. COO'tBS,
Federal St., Belfast

—

Sarsaparilla
it. Their doctors trusted it.
Your doctor trusts it. Then
trust it yourself. There is
health and strength in it.

*'I suffered terribly from Indigestion end
thin blood. I found no relief until I took
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla. Four bottles perma!
nently cured m*.
Mrs. F. R. Hart, Mt. Kisco, N. Y.
fl.00 a bottle.
j. c. ayer co.,

Rich Blood

™

8tf

Facial

Massage.

N MY FACIAL WORK I use a medicated pad
for steaming the lac*, and a cream for massaging that is composed of the purest inIt.has a beautifying and clean sgredients.
j:
ing effect. It not only erases the lines but heals
; the skin and removes from the pores the impurities that accumulate and make the skin rough
and unwholesome. It lias no equal for softening,
The house and lot on Belmont avenue, in Belcleansing and nourishing the skin and developing
fast owned by Will R. Howard, is for sale and
the tissues when properly massaged.
can be bought at a bargain.
Inquire «>f
20
JOHN R. DUN ION, 14 Main Street.
I
ML1S. It. F. WELLS,

FOR SALE.

You know the medicine that
makes pure, rich blood
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla. Your
mother, grandmother, all your
folks, used it. They trusted

ngton Square. New York, N. Y.

___

sell drop me a postal c:
\VA
prompt call.
Corner Cross ai
ly52

a

should be constructed in our yards—
every reason save one, and that is, the
labor union. If only an assurance can
MHMsifiMHBMM £q|* —JgOWeUJIaSS^
be given that work undertaken will be
finished on time, that the meu who
wield the hammers will be true to their
promises and that they will do business 1
with their employer instead of through Ayer’s Pills are geritly laxative.
an agent from some other State, the
They greatly aid the Sarsaparilla.
shipbuilding industry, which ought of
right to be one of the greatest in Amer- J \A£ A ilTCfl_Men or women, low *
Hll I CU
representatives fr r
ica, can return to us, aud our flag will
! high class magazine. Large Commissions. Cas
once more float over the seas of the
prizes Write J. N. TRUXKR. 80 East Wash

world.—Brooklyn Eagle.

C#-Ocll

Waldo County

STOCKTON SPRINGS.

A

a

—

j

that of President Roosevelt, the ineffiof state legislation, the efficiency
j ciency
! of the national legislation enacted and
enforced by the Republican party, the
I Northern Securities case, the work of
the Department of Labor, and the relation of the trusts to the nomination of
the Democratic candidate for Presi-

The famous little pills.

Most catsup

perfectly ripe

the agricultural communities, the laws
for the proper regulation of trusts and
great corporations strengthened and

"USE* Early Riser*

catsup red.

—

the

was never

Terrible plagues, those itching, pestering
diseases of the skin. Put an end to misery
Doan’s Ointment cures. At any drug store.

any kind of

dye

are

Catsup,”

Commerce and Labor established, rural free delivery given to millions of

Moody.

is the extent of the

“The

■

°

You

can
Mr. and Mrs. Brilkev of Howard, R. I.
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs
Joseph Hannon....Mrs. Nellie Flanders i:
in Rockland, where she has employment
Mrs. H. H. Cunningham and daughter
Miss Lena, are visiting relatives am
friends here and in Washington....Misi
Alice Hisler of Union is visiting her sister
Everybody and everybody’s money Mrs. I. C. Powell....
Mrs. Obed Overloct
were devoted to the old-time crops.
and children have gone to Hartford, Ct.
Even twenty years ago little was done where Mr. Overlook has been
employed for
in this line.
Then some Jerseymen some months... .Joseph Cargill, who was
traveling through tidewater Virginia married a few weeks ago, has moved to the
and Carolina noted the quality of the farm belonging to Obed Overlook_Miss
soil and the climate, and thought there Grace Dunn, who has been at work in Alwas a chance to make a living raising bion for some months, is at home_llerl
E. Cunningham, who has been employed at
vegetables for the northern consumer Augusta,
is
here....Miss Mvrtie
who could get nothing from his gardens Hannon is at visiting
work for Mrs. J. S. Hibbaro
at least three months in the year. They at Washington.
tomato.
took up a few acres not far from the
harbor of Hampton Roads, where they HALLDALE.
COllld rendilv narrv their tl'UCk to the
Mr. and Mrs. 0. P. Bogart of Clyde, Mis
to
steamship wharf and thence send it to souri, and Mr. and Mrs. S. P. Murray oi
market.
are visiting at J. E. Hall’s
Grelton,
Ohio,
“To-day this part of the south is .Mrs. Nellie Nichols returned to hei
really far more valuable as a producer home in
COLUMBIA CONSERVE COMPANY.
Lowell, Mass., last week, accom
than even its choicest cotton fields and
its most prolific corn territory. The panied by her mother, Mrs. W. E. Poland
who will
the winter there_Mr. ane
fact is that stretching away from the Mrs. E. I.spend
Hall of Lowell, Mass., are visitvicinity of Norfolk, in Virginia, to the iug his father, Elias B. Hall.Mr. auc
southern end of Florida is a vast garden Mrs. Newell White, Mr. aud Mrs. Johi
(5)
made by nature where nearly every Colby and Mr. and Mrs. Leon Wiggin wenl
kind of vegetable grown, not only in to the G. A. R. encampment in Boston Iasi
the temperate but the torrid zone, can week.Apples were badly shaken from
^•*THE***
the trees during the heavy gale last Saturbe raised abundantly.
The strip of
day night—Newell White is digging a weli
country, varying in width from five to preparatory to bringing water into hit
thirty-miles, and skirting the Atlantic house—11. B. Clement recently' bought a
coast in Virginia, North and South new Adriance reaner. and is now nrennred
On ami after June 6, 1904, trains
connecting
Carolina, Georgia and Florida, lias to do good work for those who wish or
at Burnham and Waterville with
through train*
proved to be one of the most valuable reasonable terms.
for and from Bangor, Waterville, Portland and
assets of the south, and for that matter, j
*
Bostou, will run as follows:
NORTH PALERMO.
the United States.
Its products not
Miss Jennie Chadwick has returned froir
FKOil BELFAST.
JOHbKRS OF
only supply the New Vork market from
AM
PM
PM
November to April, but are shipped Massachusetts after spending several weeks
Belfast, depart. 7 LO
13u
3 20
sometimes as far north as Boston, and with relatives there—Mr. and Mrs. F. A
City Point.17 1.5 nag 13 26
even to Chicago ai 1 St. Louis, as well Wood and daughter spent a part of Iasi
11 45
Waldo.17 15
13 43
Brooks. 7 2l>
1 PI!
4 08
as the principal communities of the week with relatives in
Northport and alsc
Knox .17 88
12 08
14 25
attended camp meeting there .Mr. and
middle and middle western states.
Thorndike.
7 45
2 16
4 45
Unity. ..7 53
2 23
6 25
“Norfolk, by reason of its location, Mrs. Edwin Bailey and family of Augusta
Burnham, arrive. 8 15
2 45
5 55
is one of the principal shipping points have been visiting Mr. Bailey’s brother
8 35-t« 16
Mr.
J.
B.
Clinton.t
J.
II.
Black
and
Bailey.Mr
for the growers, both by rail and water.
llenton
8 45
tli 25
Grace and Florence, were in Audaughters,
Bangor..11 20
4 45
During a single season 2,500,000 pack- gusta Tuesday and Wednesday of last week
A M
ages of fruit and vegetables have left .Mrs. John Bradstreet and son Oscar
3 00
0 30
| Waterville.. 8P 50
this city for the north—all grown on visited her mother, Mrs. W. P. Turner
M
AM
j
farms within a radius of 100 miles from Sunday.L. M. Howes, M. D., and wife
Portland.12 .5
1 05
6 35
E- U-.
4 I'O
6
9
05
57
! Boston
the place. The barrels required for j of Enfield, Me., were in town Thursday a
I
0sruJ*
i W.D. 4 05
9 10
7 20
|
calling on Mrs. Howes’ rela
spinach and cabbage alone were 250,000.; and Friday
TO BELFAST.
on their way home from Ocean Point
tives,
No less than 12,000,000 quarts of berries j
where they have been spending a vacatioi; Dealers in the finest quality of
i‘ M
AM
are now annually sent north from Vir-1 of three
weeks
James Fish of China has
900
IW.rn !E- iJ. 7UU
Liseou,
Not
only been passing the week with his niece, Mrs
ginia and Carolina patches.
8 30
i W. D.
P M
the railroads, but several steamship II. J. Merrifield—Mrs. L. A. Bowler start
>
1( 30
1 20
! Portland.
lines are needed to assist in transport- ed Tuesday morning for Nobleboro to atA M
AM
tend
and
in
truck
camp
meeting
there,
the
accompanied
S3
ing
freight offering
Waterville. 7 (‘0
4 15
9in
Mrs. s A. Blankinship of Brockton, Mass.
7 00
1 40
! Bangor.
vegetables, and it is not uncommon to who
is visiting here.Miss Grace Blacfc
p M
1
see a vessel leave Norfolk for New
has gone to Montville Center, where slit
OKDEltS PKOMFILt FILLEU
1 Benton. +7 00
+9 20
t4 21
York carrying from 10,000 to 15,000 began her school
+7 15
4 31
+9 35
22.
! Clinton.:
Monday,
August
I P.urnham, depart.
8 30
4 50
30 20
\
crates, barrels and boxes of such pro- Miss (Hyde Ilibbert of Washington is stop- I
! Unity.
I
s 48
lo 50
5 08
ducts, as potatoes, radishes, cucumbers, ping with her aunt, Mrs. Alice Bowler, foi 3, 35, 37 Front St.,
Maine Thorndike. 8 57
ll 15
5 17
Belrast,
a
few
sweet
11
corn,
weeks.Briggs Turner and A.
cabbage, spinach, melons,
! Knox. +9 i'0 il 1 3"
*5 25
I
9 20
Brooks..
] 2 O''
5 40
peas, beans, lettuce, yams, saying noth- Hanson attended the Grand Army Encamp
TELEPHONE
4-;.
in Boston last week.Will Hansoi
■Waldo.
+9 30 +12 17
to 50
ing of strawberries, raspberries, black-1 ment
of Brockton is at home on a visit.Miss
City Point. •■:»4o ;12 37 to 00
berries, apples, plums, peaches, grapes Alma Nelson of Vassalboro visited liei ! J. F. WILSON, President.
0 OE
Belfast, arrive
45
12 45
EII EII n.VCKLIE'F, Secretary.
and other tree and bush fruits. This
grandmother, Mrs. Eliza Nelson, a slior
station.
j: tFlag
list will give an idea of the great variety time ago.Winn Brawn of California i:
Limited rickets for Boston are now sold at
of yield from tree, shrub and vine visiting his parents, Mr. and Mis. Join
! $5.00 from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
which rewards the grower who turns to Brawn of Palermo Center, after an absence
Through tickets to all points West and North
via all routes, for sale hv L. W. Georgk
j west,
such specialties instead of the so-called of several years.
*;EG. K. EVANS,
| Agent. Belfast.
native southern crops.”
Ci' e President and General Manager,

worthy importance

the Panama canal assured
under the sole ownership and control
of the United States, a Department of

coming campaign.
Following the tariff chapter is a discussion showing the growth in manufacturing. in wealth, and in general
prosperity, the growth of savings banks
and general bank deposits, the increased demand for the articles required in
manufacturing, and enlarged production of the articles manufactured, the
increase in agricultural products and in
prices of farm products and the value of
the factory to the farmer.
The chapter on trusts discusses the
legislation enacted for their regulation,
the record of the two parties on this
subject, the existence of trusts in
other countries and especially in those
having no protective tariff, the relation
of trusts to employment, wages and
prices, the enforcement of law for the
( proper control and regulation of organduring the
I izations of this character
i various administrations and especially

SOUTH LIBERTY.

cultivation of fruits and vegetables.
Before the war vegetables were a
novelty in many of the south Atlantic
states, few being cultivated except the
supply raised by the slaves for the master’s table and for their own use.

dependence,

AAfilO

for $10,000 and one for $5,000, had
been drawn by Hill and had subsequently been paid out of the aqueduct
contract, which, under Hill’s personal
influence as Governor, had been awarded to a firm of contractors composed of
Hill’s closest party associates, though
it was $54,000 higher than the lowest
bid and out of which these contractors
made a clear profit of $30,000 at the expense of the State. In its account of
the case, the Evening Post said: “The
testimony showed that both notes were

[Deferred from last week.]

man
ern

been restored, the gold standard made
permanent, Cuba freed and given in-

one

nnv

A writer in the Chattanooga Tradesdeclares that “a feature of southdevelopment which is of note-

Synopsis of Wliat It Contains.

Republican

wump New York Evening Post began
to attack Parker when he was David B.
Hill’s campaign manager in 1885, and it
did not miss a single opportunity to attack him from that time till shortly before his nomination.
Extracts from the Evening Post’s editiorial columns, published recently by
tlie New York Sun attest the truth of
this statement. In 1885 David B. Hill
was a candidate for election as Governor of New York.
He had been Lieu-

COUNTY CORRESPONDENCE.

Southern Fruits and Vegetables.

The record of the
party
and the record of Theodore Roosevelt
are the leading subjects discussed by
tne Republican campaign textbook ot
1904, which is just issued. The following is a synopsis of the book prepared
by the Republican campaign committee:
“The four great facts” which justified the Republican party in asking the
support of the public in 1900 were, first,
that its pledges of 1896 had been redeemed; second, that prosperity had
come as a result; third, that developments siuce 1896 had shown the fallacy
of the principles upon which the Democracy then appealed for public support; and, fourth, the conditions which
had come to other parts of the world
and their people as a result of promises
fulfilled by the Republican party in
the United States.
These assertions
made in the text book of 1900 have been
fully justified by the added experiences
of another four years. The pledges of
1896 and those made in 1900 have been
redeemed.
The protective tariff has

Parker’s appearance in politics aimost
to the moment when he was nominated for the Presidency, has been his
most venomous assailant. The Mug-

the sand
noble mast.”

topsails

,,l her
,,i her

A

CAMPAIGN BOOK

I!

15 Main Street, Belfast.

Home Employment Bureau.
Room 209, Savings Bank Building, Waterville,
Me. Fir st-elass help furnished with good positions in all lines, both m and out of town. Let
us know’ what you want and we do the rest.
Nc
charges unless successful. Call or send stamp
for blank
tf2

$35.65 World’s Fair. $35 65
A 15 day round trip ticket, including 5
days’ accommodation at the American
Hotel for the above price. First-class R

R. ticket

Female Attendants Waited
At Taunton Insane Hospital,

over

noted

scenic

route via Vhite

Mountains. Montreal, etc.
Room 5 days at “Inside Inn" for $2.5

extra.

2<itf

BEEK5IAN’S TICKET AGENCY,
Maurice \Y. Lord, Agt.,
Havford Block.

Taunton, Mass.
Wages $16 per month. Advance in wages may
be expected it service is satisfactory.
19tf
J. P. BROWN, vi. D., Slipt.
HCLLiSTERis

fountain
Rscky
A

Tea

Nuggets

Busy Medicine for Busy People.
Bring? Golden Health and Renewed Vigor.
A specific for Constipation. Indigestion. Live
and Kidney Troubles. Pimples. Ecvema, Impure

Blood, Bad Breach, Sluggish Bowels, Headache
and Backache, it’s Rocky Mountain Tea in tablet form, 35 cents a box.
Genuine made bv
Hollister Dfkjq Company, Madison, Wis.

KID GLOVES
CLEANSED to look

GOLDEN NUGGETS FOR SALLOW PEOPLE
R. H. MOODY-

SALE”

FARM FOR

The GEORGE II. RANKIN farm in Lincolurille, known as the Snow fain
It contains 80
acres, with buildings, and can be bought at a
bargain. Address or inquire of
»tf
JOHN R. DUNTON,
Administrator on the estate of Geo. EL Rankin

as

good

MRS. B. F.

25l

5 Main

as new

at

WELLS,

Street, Belfast.

SEARSPORT LOCALS.

Report of

Use in

Mr. James Colson arrived from Boston

Sunday.

Mrs. Edward Billings returned from Boston Thursday.

For the Week

—

From
Maine.Ill
Sew Hampshire... 97
Vermont.106
Massachusetts. 70
Sew York. 20
Total.404

Miss Deborah Williams is visiting friends
in WaterviUe for a week.

Mrs. F. S. Dyer spent Wednesday in Lincoln to attend a family reunion.

Mr. J. William Rice and wife left Saturday for their home in Malden, Mass.

More convenient.

Mrs. Fred Jerome of Peurto Platte is visiting her mother, Mrs. Hannah Ford.

Makes the food lighter
and more healthful.

Mr. George Smith and Miss Fannie Smith
a day or two in Togus this week.

spent

ROYAL 1AKINO POWDER

Mr. and Mrs. Cbas. E. Adams returned
a pleasure trip to Boston.

CO.,

WIW

YORK._

Thursday from

James E. Sargent, William Gilkey and
Andrew Allen left Saturday by boat for
New York.
Mrs. William K. Palmer and children of
Manchester, Conn., are the guests of Miss
Georgia Ford.
Miss Agnes Park of Brooklyn is spending a few days with her mother, Mrs. Prudence Park.
Miss Edith Williams left Monday for
Freedom to resume her position as teacher
in the Academy.
The usual monthly collection for the
parish expenses will be taken next Sunday
at the Cong!, church.
Misses Alice Chase and Elizabeth Carver
entertained their friends at a shore party
on

Wednesday evening.

Rev. G. H. Hamilton preached Sunday
afternoon at the Church of God Campground in West Searspcrt.
Mr. C. L>. Ryder and Mr. Edward Roberts
gave solos at the morning service of the
Cough church last Sunday.
Rev. and Mrs. R. G. Harbutt and Miss
Annie Harbutt arrived from Castine Monday to spend a few weeks.
Rev. 1. H. W. Wharlf and wife of Northport have been the guests the past week of
Rev. and Mis. G. II. Hamilton.

Road Commissioner C. E. Bowen repaired
the village bridge across the Marsh stream
last Sunday so as not to incommode business travel.
W. H. H. Roberts and wife returned Mon-

day from a visit to Boston and vicinity.
They were absent two weeks and saw the
G. A. E. parade.
The fair for the benefit of the piano at
Union Hall will take place Oct. 12th and
over 300 tickets have already been sold, insuring suceess for the fair.
Mrs. May Ellis of Lajara, Colorado, was
the guest of her friend, Mabel Rose, last
week. They were classmates at the M. C.
I., I’ittsfield. She will return to Colorado
the first of September.
The Brooks vs. lielfast game Saturday

Mrs. George Jennison and children of
Lowell and Mrs. Hill Rogers oi Frankfort
arrived Wednesday to spend a few weeks
in town.

Mr. Walter E. Blanchard of New York,
who has been the guest of his aunt, Miss
Elizabeth Blanchard, left Tuesday for
Corinth.
The vaclit Lillias, owned by Dr. P. P.
Nichols of Northampton, Mass., is again in
commission and none the worse for her recent accident.
Mr. George Bullard and daughter (Tara,
who spent a few days last week with friends
iu town, left Monday for their home in
Newton, Mass.

000

70

00

40

00

00

191

1202

000

546

more

next week.

Thf. Libby Company.
The persistent use of Brown’s Instant Relief will cure the worst form of chronic
diarrhma.

A very fine pair of gray Jamaique colts
can be seen in M. J. Dow's pasture. They
are 3 and 4 years of age, well matched in
form, size and color, weigh 1200 lbs. each,
and are partly broken. They are owned by
W. W. Moulton of Unity, and are worth a

Jones
wwe*

as

Aug. 27. Sch. Annie P. Chase, Ellis, Ho- Because its for

boken.

thp

w,iv

thpv will

spuvp

Schs.

AMERICAN

Hopkins, Mobile; Gladys, Savannah; 2(1,
sld, sch. C. P. Dixon, Newport News; ar,
schs. Lizzie D. Small, Bangor; l’ochasset,
Stonington; Marion Draper, Bangor via
New Rochelle; Melissa Trask, Calais for
Roudout;cld, sch. Lillian Woodruff, Wilmington and Port au Prince; 27, ar, schs.
John Bracewell, Stonington; Grace P. Willard, City Island; 28, ar, schs. Brina P. PenIleton, Baltimore; Flora Rogers, Charleston ; 27, ar, schs. Charley Woolsey, Hall’s
tjuarry; J. R. Bodwell, Stonington; C. B.
Clark, Bangor via Port Chester; sld, sch.
Edward II. Blake, Norfolk; 30, ar, schs.
Sadie Wiilcutt, Philadelphia; Sarah L.
Davis, Bangor via New Rochelle; M. II.
Read, Stonington.
Boston, Aug. 25. Ar, schs. J. C. Strawbridge, Charleston; Young Brothers, Newport News; Charleston, Lizzie Lee and St.
Leon, Bangor; eld, sch. Pendleton Satisfaction, New York and Fernandina; 26, ar,
schs. John C. Smith, Elizgbetliport; Lizzie
C. Rich, Bangor; Mabel F. Goss, Stonington; sld, schs. J. C. Strawhridge, Charleston ; James W. Paul, Jr., Newport News;
Estelle, Sand River, N. S.; 28, ar, sch. Charlotte T. Sibley, Lynn ; 29, ar, sch. John E.
Develin, Philadelphia; sld, sch. Charlotte
T. Sibley, Bangor and New York.
Baltimore, Aug. 28. Ar, sch. Mary F.
Barrett, Sargentville; 29, ar, sch. Edith G.
Eohvell, Carteret.
Bangor, Aug. 24. Ar, sells. Inez M. Carver, Pliila.; Hannah F. Carleton, Port Reading; ski, sell. Nat Ayer, Providence; 25, ar,
sells. E. L. Warren, South Amboy; Flora
Condon, Kittery; sld, schs. Emma R. Harvey, New York; Omaha, Greenport, L. I.;
Stony Brook, Boston;2G, ar, sells. Eliza J.
Pendleton, Newport News; Norombega,
Elizabethport; Odell, Narragausett Pier;
Ella M. Storer, Boston; Carrie E. Look,
Portland ; Lizzie Lane, Belfast; Izetta, do;
27, ar, schs. Sadie Corey, Pawtucket; Westerloo and William Pickering, Boston ; cld,
sch. Inez N. Carver, Walton, N. S., to load
for New York; sld, schs. Alnieda Willey,
New York; Annie R. Lewis, Bridgeport;
Cora Green, Stamford, Conn.; 29, ar, schs.
D. H. Rivers, Newport News; Andrew
Nebinger, Elizabethport; 30, ar, sell. July
Fourth, Fall River; sld, sells. Eliza J. Pendleton, Norfolk; Telumali, New York.
Fernandina, Aug. 24. Ar, sch. Laura M.
Lunt, Ferguson, Boston ; 27, ar, bark Ethel,
New York ; sch. Adelaide Barbour, do.
Gulfport, Miss., Aug. 23. Ar, sell. Pendleton Sisters, Ivey West.
Mobile, Aug. 25. Sld, sch. Scotia, San
Juan, P. R. Vzw.n.
04
£71.1
...V
Y1_

vim

A Democratic mass meeting Saturday afternoon was addressed by Hun. Cyrus W.
Davis Democratic candidate for Governor.
His address was entirely on the alleged
extravagance in the State administration,
made familiar in the newspapers and fully
The National campaign was
answered.
.Mr. Davis
only incidentally mentioned.
was accompanied by H. L. Jones of Waterville, chairman of the Democratic State
Committee. The journey from Waterville
an automobile in about two
was made in
hours. E. K. J.ittietield, candidate for Representative to the Legislature, presided at
the meeting, and music was furnished by
Goodwin’s orchestra.

Here is Belfast evidence to prove it.
John P. Archibald, Knox. Me., says:

Kidney Pills

were

worth their

that I had to resort to

way and as each successive attack occurred I
took something for it but they seemed to stop
accord only to reoccur with
I had read considerable
reduplicated 4force.
about Doan's Kidney Pills in our Belfast papers,
of

their

own

and friends who heard

complaining of my
them. Finally I
ilson’s drug store in Belfast for
went to Edmund
a box and commenced the treatment. It relieved.
The direct action on the kidney secretions proved
that the medicine was acting directly on my kidneys, and when once the secretions were righted
back

aching advised

to

A

club

room.

Foster-Milburn Co., Bulfalo, N. V., sole agents
for the United States.
Remember the name—DOAN’S—and take

no

substitute.

Fat

Hogs,

Fat Calves,
Milch Cows,
Beef Cattle.

THE

LIBBY

COMPANY,

Mrs. C. W. Jenneys and two children of
luiiuii'ife'.i mo.,

Jr.

mo

j,uwio

ui

1

»».

HiutYll,

James F. Jewell, the carpenter, has gone
to Dixmont to finish a barn for Fairfield

Emery.
Mrs. Davis from Massachusetts, with
four children, has moved into the Alfred
Card house.
A

C. 11. Monroe of Searsport was in Brooks
last week with an automobile of his own
manufacture.

1893

721.11
655.72

1894
1895
1896
1897
1898
1899
1900
1901
1902
1903

639.36
571.61
720.67

720.68
722.45
722.45
709.02
709.02
702.00

Total amount received from the

964.45
1,045.43
1,038.25

Rio Janeiro, July 23.
Sld, bark Good
News, Baltimore.
Fort De France, Aug. 24. Ar, bark Kremlin, McNeil, Baltimore.
Hillsboro, N. B., Aug. 23. Ar, sell. Penobscot, Portlaud; 25, ar, sch. Lucy E. Friend,
Plymouth; cld, bark Addie Morrill, Ches-

927.21

754.28
946.92
846.94
709.74
814.33

Windsor, N. S., Aug. 22. Cld, sch. Harold
C. Beecher, Gates, New York.
Coronel, Aug. 26. Ar, steamer American, Colcord, Seattle via Honolulu, Ac., for
Philadelphia.
Hilo, Aug. 26. Sld, ship Tillie E. Starbuck, San Francisco.

1,025.05
1,211.28

State.$12,123.30
Total amount paid to the State.. 8,859.82
Making $3,263.46 that Brooks has received

Miss Florence Oliver of Middletown, from the State in the last 13 years in excess
Mass., has been visiting the family of Mrs. of its State tax. In 1894, the last year the
Eliza Hutchinson.
Democrats were in control, the town of
Brooks paid a county tax amounting to
Mr. Davis of Knox has moved into the
In 1903, under Republican control,
$407.56.
Jewell rent and will work for John H. GorBrooks paid a county tax amounting to
don in the pants shop.
$264.73.

MARINE MISCELLANY.

Elarry Packard and Frank Farnham of
Shirley, Me., called upon friends here on BELMONT.
their way to Northport.
A family gathering was held last Sunday
Some changes in our Brooks roads are at the home of O. F. Allen
wood, and an encontemplated and our citizens should read
joyable time reported. Among those presthe notices in The Journal.
Mrs. Frank I. Wilson and son
Evan of Orange, Mass., Mrs. Frank I. Jordan and daughter Evelyn of Allston, Mass.,
Mrs. L. H. Knight and .Miss Ruth of LinAnother of the fortnightly dances took
colnville Centre, Mrs. Helen Jordan and
place Wednesday night at Union Hall, with Master Milton
Jordan of Brookline, Mass.
music by Goodwin’s quintette.
A bountiful repast was provided by Mrs.
Mrs. B. F. Brainard of Bloomer, Wiscon- Allenwood, and dispensed with her usual
sin, is visiting her mother, Mrs. Mary J. hospitality....The town of Belmont will
build no State road this year, owing to disLane, and her brother, 0. YV. Lane.
satisfaction with the route decided upon by
Mrs. Jaques of Melrose, Mass., is visitcommissioners. At a special town
county
ing at H. H. Pilley’s. She formerly lived meeting Aug. 13th the appropriation for
in Brooks and was the wife of the late S. V. State road was transferred to that for
town
B lluxford.
debts without a dissenting vote.
Goodwin’s orchestra furnished music for
the dance at Sunlight Grange Hall, Knox
Station, last Saturday night.

ent

were

<

The brig Havilah, 461 tons, built at Ban?or, 1877, has been sold at sheriff’s sale for
B1600 to Swan & Son.
While the schooner
Boston, Aug. 26.
Pendleton Satisfaction, Capt. Foss, was
being towed from the chemical works, in
Everett, yesterday morning by the tug
Vesta, she grounded on the edge of the narrow channel, where she remained for some
time before the tug succeeded in getting
ber off. She sustained no damage and sailid in the afternoon for New York to load
tor Fernandina.
New York, Aug. 25. Sch. Gladys, Tooker,
From Savannah, reports, 24th, at 10:20p. m.
between Highlands and Barnegat, was run
nto by a barge, supposed of Philadelphia
fe Reading fleet, bound south, and had bowsprit carried away, smashed jibboom, stem
ind cutwater, broke foretopmast and susained other, damage.
The barge which
»llided with sohr. Gladys was the Oak
Sill, from Philadelphia for Boston, in tow
if tug Carlisle, whioh also had the barges
8uck Ridge, for Boston, and Phoenix, for
Hew Bedford.
The Oak Hill sustained
lome

damage.

Belfast.

$3,206 1-41

PRESERVING
AND

Brooks...

•••

Burnham...

We have a splendid supply of
fresh and strong spices and

Flavoring Extracts that
a great deal to make

will do

success

pickles,

of

etc.

get

our

$5,732 02
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99

125 00

140 04'
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Islesboro.

723 52

157 501

Jackson.

338 01

40 00,

Knox.

391 09

109

Liberty.

659 27

195 7c

7:-|

628 .54

Morrill

335 22

.I.

North port.

349 19

..

Palermo.

578 25

Searsmont.

745 86

..

751
59
751
94

Springs.

620 16

Swanville...

449 75

44 55

00;

50 00
100 (HI

4

Unity.

664 86

125 00

4 40

Waldo..

335 22
250 00

56

741

$3,131

!4

GROCERIES,
DRUGS and

MEDICINES.

l

1.
1.

00j
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00!.

100 00.

216

210

72

$647 00
1

1
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;
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96 00
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105 SO
60 00
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>
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00
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100
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4
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00
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^
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10S 00
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051
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ISO

200

100 00

435 79

72

I.’,.

6 25

541

Oil

276 00

18 83

(Hi

192

..

98 98

Troy.

Non-residents pay
Non-residents pay

100

5(.

Thorndike

1,3(4

l.'-l

200 00
37

117 62
87

Oo!

200 00

IH>

1,:

1.11

65 00
250

j

24 00

00!.

100
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156 00

54 87

55
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204 00
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Montville.

530 77

Oil

_

1,1
1.;,

100 CK).

|

608 99

966

156

(Hi|

100 00

12 94

Monroe.

Searsport.

IH)|

200

1,055 95

Prospect....

156 (Hi1
286

..

j

..

.;.

100 0.).

10 30

(Hi

S54

'.

:

1'

5c:

00

2,32'.*

$4,717 SO

!

69% of the taxes of Islesboro.
56% of the taxes of Sorthport.

j

It will be seen that the direct benefits shown in the above table have a cash value of
$35,820211
more than the entire State tax on the county.
]
In addition to this Waldo gets $1,250 yearly for the Children’s Aid Society at Belfast,
o s
$500 for
County Attorney, $312 for military pensions, $1.50 per week or $78 per year on the support of or -ans,
stipends to our Agricultural Societies, Farmers'Institutes, Teachers’Meetings, etc., etc., etc. It

18 ,990.01

i

ippear that “State taxes are burdensome.”
In

making

a

1903 Waldo county paid $16,356 less State tax and received $15,328
cash dilterence in favor of the county of $31,681.

mi

more

cash

from the State I h

THE REASON WHY THE BEST

!

me

Iron and Brass

Sarrew Toes
In Shoes
For Fall
Are now being
Shown at the
Dinsiitore Store.

Castings in New Eop

-—ARE MADE DY THE

DUPLEX ROLLER BOSHii Cl
Is that we use

only the

best materials and know how to

GALVANIZING and

PATENT SHEAVES DO NOT W)

call upon

MRS. B. F. WELLS,
15 Main Street, Belfast.

BARGATnT

a good chance for a working man to buy a nice
3-room house on Hay View street on the installment plan. Let your rent go toward paying foi
the house ami in a short time own your home.
This is a fine place in good repair. Handy to
town. Come in and talk it over.
F. S. HOLMES,
33tf
Real Estate Agent, Belfast.

Notice of Foreclosure.
Whereas, Irene P. Pierce of Prospect, Waldo
County, Maine, by her mortgage deed dated the
sixteenth clay of November. A. 1>. 1894, and recorded in the Kegistry of Deeds of Waldo County, Book 242, Page 233, conveyed to the Bucksport Loan and Building Association of Bucks
port, Hancock Countv. .Maine, the following
described parcel of land with the buildings thereon standing, situate in said Prospect, and de- !
scribed as follows, to wit:
Beginning at a stake on the west side of the
county road, near a house formerly owned by
Joshua liarriman; thence south fifty-live degrees
east by said road, twelve rods to the county road
leading from* Prospect Ferry to Belfast; thence
bv last mentioned road south, fifty-one degrees
west, twelve rods to land owned by Samuel
French; thence south seventy-six degrees west
to a st.'ke by land of United States; thence
north twenty-five degrees east, fifty nine rods to
the first mentioned bounds, containing five acres,
forty-eight rods.

Glenwood

1

And whereas Weston N. Pierce and Susan
Pierce, both of said Prospect, by their mortgage
deed dated the thirty first day of October, a. D.
1888, and recorded in the Kegistry of Deeds of
Waldo county, Book 216, Page 432, conveyed to
said Irene P. Pierce, in mortgage, the same
premises above described ; and the said Irene P.
Pierce on the sixteenth day of November, A. 1).
1894, assigned said mortgage to the Bucksport
Loan and Building Association, said assignment
being recorded in said Waldo County Kegistry,
Book 242, Page 235.
And whereas the conditions of said mortgages
have been broken, now therefore, by reason of
the breach of the conditions thereof I claim a
foreclosure of said mortgages.
Bucksport, August 25, 1904.
Bucksport Loan and
Building Association.
35tf
By O. P. Cunningham, its Attorney.

Ranges

ETTA WEYMOUTH will ac
cept engagements for facial and bodily
11 Union Street,
massage.
4w32*
Belfast, Maine.

Cider Press
good

SALE.
(two

as new.

,

Stot es
We have

just
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load of the Glen
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used and
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SHIP

THt WELLMAN ANl) MclNTIRE

There is a proper method for performing everything in order to produce the best results. This
is especially true in the treatment of the hair and
scalp. If dandruff exists treatment should bt
begun at once, for this is but tile advance warning of graver trouble. Dandruff is curable only
by persistent *nd off-repeated effort. I use a
brush made especially for the scalp that will not
irritate but disturbs the follicles, thereby causing
them to be invigorated and kept in activity. My
soaps are pure and tree from alkali. My mediare of the purest material procurable,
cines
Made by a scientific Dermatologist and Specialist
i»r many years successful
practice, and I have
every convenience lor doing the work in a firstclass manner. When in need of suca work please

Farmers’

r

PLOWS, SHAFTING, WINDOW WEIGHTS, SLED Shi

Shampooing and
Scalp Treatment.

A GOOD

\

Saw Mills, Stave Machines, Stone IV

LLtriivnic.

31

'<sj

I

|
I

tubs),
Apply at

little

LEVEL TREAD HORSE POWER.
KE VIP MArxURE SPREADER,
SYRACUSE CHILLED PLOWS.

F. S.
|

j

tf32
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Themselves
machines that help
themselves. All separators—except one—have
oil cups that must be filled—watched—dug out.

The

2

•-

1
1

**

East Side.

4
3

"

Union Str««t
Cedar Street.
Pearl Street.
Miller Street,
Bradbury Street

2

y

'-';l

Has farms at all pi

erty of all kinds an*
places on High
places on Main Str*«

3 nice
3

Tubulars Oil
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Real

MASON A HALL, Belfast

JOURNAL OFFICE.

i

Mitchell & T;

-AND-

Intelligent buyers select

A. A. Homs & Co.

$1,176 Ou

100 00
100

1,000

32»> M

Freedom.

25

Don’t buy old,

spices.

X

$200 00

your preserves,

dead, wormy stuff when you
can

.544
689
1,44459

Frankfort.*...

FOR

a

3250 00

LITTLE GIANT SEPARATOR

PICKLING ?

O

245,831

Belmoiit.

use

the backache ceased. I now know what to do
should recurrence take place.”
Price 50 cents a box.
For sale by all dealers.

j

*
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me

^
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some rem-

Things dragged along in this

i
X

a
o
OB

3

t
“Doan’s

i
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weight in gold to

1

I

*

opinion and I base it on
the following reason’s: {Some seven years ago
while working on the wharf in Belfast I strained my back and paid little attention to the
pain at first, hut it kept increasing until it became so severe

i

ID

$18,347

me, at least that is my

edy to check it.

1
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Nothing can be good for everything,
Doing one thing well brings success.
Doan's Kidney Pills do one thing only.
They’re for sick kidneys.
They cure backache, every kidney ill.

rousing meeting of the Republican
was held Friday evening at their club
Sixty-five members were present.
Tile club was addressed at some length by
Arthur I. Brown, Esq., who refuted the
charges of extravagance brought against
Mrs. E. I). Colcord, Misses Ellen Noble the State government by candidate Davis.
Farnum,Jessie C. Nickerson and Maude Col- Alter a lunch the orchestra played “Marchcord are spending a few days at Union ing Through Georgia,” “Red, White and
Blue,” “John Brown’s Body,” “Rally
Lodge, Swan Lake.
’Round the Flag,” and “Hot Time in the
Mr. and Mrs. B. M. Plummer, who were Old Town Tonight,” the members of the
the guests for it few days last week of Mrs.
club joining in singing tlie chorus, closing
Emma D. Colcord, left Monday for their with cheers for Roosevelt. The next meet-,j
in
summer home
Camden.
ing will be Friday evening and the Repubhave been invited to join.
William Parse is receiving more orders licans of Jackson
If you have live stock to sell drop
that speakers will be pres- i
for ready made trousers than he can fill, as It is expected
us a card, give description and
he is badly handicapped by lack of sewing ent.
women in his work room.
Rev. E. E. Colburn recently gave us a i
price. We make weekly shipments
Mr. Frank Sheldon arrived by boat Sun- ship sermon from the theme “Dead Reckon-i
of live stock from Maine to Massaday and returned Wednesday to his home ing” which was highly interesting. While I
chusetts and believe we can pay the
in Newton, Mass., accompanied by his wife listening we were reminded of the ship
and son and his sister-in-law, Mrs. David sermon given so many times by the Rev. !
W'e sell live
top market price.
Bartlett.
Elijah Kellogg of Harpswell, which was al- dleton Brothers, Newburyport; 25, r, bark
on commission at Brighton
stock
for
the
called
summer
])."
sell.
J.
by
visitors. Frances, Washington,
Manways
C.;
We will write
We were favored, by request, a few years j chester Haynes, do.; 26, sld, sch. Win. E.
market each week.
since with the sermon in the town of Bow- j liowues. Providence; -7, ar, sch. Katherof
THE NEWS OF BROOKS.
you and give the true condition
doinham. Mr. Kellogg said he had deliv- j ine I). Perry, Belfast ; sld, sch. Joseph G.
See our
ered that sermon over eighty times and it i !\ay, Bangor; 29, sld, sch. J. Manchester
the live stock market.
has become historic.
We would now walk Haynes, Boston; Harry T. Hayward and
A. E. Chase made a business trip to Bosweekly report of Brighton live
ten miles to hear it. Dear Mr. Kellogg. ! Clifford N. Carver, Portland.
ton this week.
One of the most fascinating writers Maine >
stock market in this paper.
Norfolk, Aug. 25. Ar, sch. Edward T.
Gabriel Brown is living on the Noah has ever produced, and a preacher of great Stotesbury, Boston; 26, eld, bark Josephine,
Johnson place.
ability, he was in manner as simple and un- Bio Janeiro; sch. Margaret Haskell, Bosobtrusive as a child. He is held in loving ton ; 27, cld, sch. Edward Stotesbury, PortMiss Flora Jones of Newport is visiting
memory by a multitude who have read his land; sid, schs. Nimbus, Bermuda; MarMiss Mabel Rose.
books.
garet Haskell, Boston.
A family of deer were seen on the John
Savannah, Aug. 23. Ar, sch. W. II. SumThe following tabulation taken from the ner, New York; 26, ar, sch. Medford, Nori). Jones farm last week.
records of the town of Brooks shows the folk (8 days); 30, ar, sch. Methebesec, RockMr. J. E. Willey of Broadbrook, Ct., is amount of State tax paid by the town each land.
visiting his sister, Mrs. E. E. Colburn.
year for the last 13 years, and the amounts
Brunswick, Aug. 25. Ar, schs. Tofa, NoCharles E. Rolfe, who has been in Dexter received from the State for each of said ank; S. G. Haskell, Boston; 27, ar, schs.
Frank
Barnet and Lizzie B. Willey, Boston;
for several weeks, returned Saturday.
State roads, etc.
28, ar, sch. Henry B. Fiske, Camden.
Miss Marie Chase returned last week
Amounts
Washington, D. C., Aug. 26. Ar, sch.
from a visit to friends in State Farm, Mass.
State tax
received Johu J. Hansen, Somes Sound, Me.; 27, ar,
Maine.
Burnham Junction,
from the sch. Ida C. Southard, Rockport, Me.
paid by
Mrs. E. A. Young and daughter Eva reBrooks.
Perth Amboy, N. J., Aug. 27. Sld, sch.
State.
turned to her home in Milford, Mass., Mon- 1891 .$632.88
$973.62 John Cadwalader, Murphy, Bangor.
:l
1892
day.
632.88
856.25
FOREIGN PORTS.
Miss Henrietta Gerry left Thursday for
Biddeford, where she will enter the Homeopathic Hospital and taae the training to
become a nurse.

;

Winterport..

PORTS.

New York, Aug. 23. Ar, sch. Mary L.
Crosby, Swan's Island; sld, sch. Edith G.
Folwell, Baltimore; 24, ar, schs. R. L. Tay,
Bangor; Edward Stewart, do; Charles H.
Wolston, Stonington; sld, sell. Pendleton
Brothers, Newburyport; 25, ar, schs R. W.

ir, there.”

and Bel-

Lizzie

Lane, Bangor;
James Rothwell, Philadelphia.
25.

Thing Only,
Learning This.

one

fast is

SAILED.

Aug.

i

Stockton

ARRIVED.

he held up Iris wounded hand

“That's

of Warren
K.,
(Haskell) Rhodes,
aged 19 years, 5 months, 11 days.
Sawyer. In Portland, August 13, Benjamin
Frank Sawyer'of Deer Isle, aged 45 years, 9
months, 4 days.
Wentworth. In Appleton, August 19, Andrew' H. Wentworth, aged 84 years, 11 months, 7
days.

PORT OF BELFAST.

A pleasant party, consisting of Mr. S. H.
Lord of Belfast, Misses Myrtle and Geneva
Forbes of Brooks, Mr. Charles Rich of Boston and Charles Welch and wife of Lynn,
Mass., have been enjoying an outing at
Little River, Northport, for a few days.
Mr. Rich, Miss Geneva Forbes and the
Welches returned to Massachusetts this
week. Miss Myrtle Forbes will remain in
Brooks during September.

The State tax assessed against the city of Belfast and the several towns of Waldo county in
?03
amounted to $26,830.25. What benefits did its people receive ?
The following table will show.
j

Lincolnville.

SHIP NEWS.

good price.

aa<

W lb,
14 lb,

Currier. In Morrill, August 26, Albert CurReceipts of hogs have been fairly liberal
aged about 60 years.
during the past week, but last week’s prices rier,
Howard. In Deer Isle, August 21, Mrs. Ellen
have been well sustained. Ilogs of good
Howard, aged 49 years, 2 months, 9 days.
Rice. In Camden, August 25, Harriet Rice,
quality sold this week at 6f cts. dressed
weight, and from present indications should widow of M. E. Rice, formerly of Stetson.
Rhodes. In Rockland, August 23, Edward C.
judge that they would be worth a fraction
son
L. and Eva

declared off on account of the failure
The Belfast
of the Belfasters to appear.
juvenile team came up, however, and were
defeated by the Brooks youngsters by the
score of 6 to 3.

What It Gets from the State Treasury
What It Pays Into It.

Retail Market.

Retail Price.

DIED.

was

WALDO COUNTY

Beef, corned,

HOG TRADE.

Chas. Roberts of Lawrence, Mass., recently visited Brooks. His father's old
home on Sprout Hill is gone; not a vestige
left to show that a building was ever there.
Mr. Roberts was a member of Co. F, 4th
If.
N.
Colcord
Maine, recruited here under Lapt. A. D.
Capt. Amos Nichols, Mr.
and Mr. Franklin Nichols spent a few days Bean, and still takes an interest in the
town,
ile has for many years been a sublast week on a cruise down the bay.
scriber to The Journal, and carefully reads
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Park and Miss Heat- the Brooks and Knox news.
rice Park left Tuesday by boat for Bangor
on their way to Greenville Junction.
Rev. F,. E. Colburn, Lorenzo D. Jones,
Mr. and Mrs. Carroll Ryder and daughter, W. F. Kendall, John Johnson and Amos
who spent the past month in town, left Mon- Stiekney attended tlie National Encampment, G. A. R., in Boston and enjoyed it
day for their home in 1 (anbury, Conn.
very much. Mr. Jones met an old comrade
and
Chester
Bailey
whom he had not seen since the battle of
Henry Partridge,
Frank studlev have returned from a short Gettysburg. He was then coming from the
Mr.
in
Studley’s yacht.
front with a bullet wound in his hand and
trip down the hay
His words to
was sent to the hospital.
and Mrs. Clias. Whittle!’, Miss Ida

day.

310

weight.

Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Grinnell and children
returned Sunday from Cape Cod, where
Mrs. Grinnell spent the summer.

Capt.
Whittier and Miss .Jenuette Rice were at
the Paine cottage, Swan Lake, over Sun-

402 000
380 000

65
00

41
52

Corrected Weekly for The Journal.
Prlcee Paid Producer.
Produce Market.
10.00@12.00
50 to 00i Hay? ton,
Apples ?bu.,
S
5i
dried,? lb,
Hldesgtb,
9
2.25: Lamb ? lb,
Beans. »ea.
2.25 Lamb Skins,
50@75
medium.
2.75 Mutton ? lb,
6@7
Yel’eves
40
Butter ? ib.
16@18 Oats ? bu., 301b,
60
6@8 Potatoes ? bu.,
Beef, sides, ? ft,
6 Round Hog,
Beef fore quarters,
5*
7.uo
60@75 Straw *9 ton,
Barley » bu..
Cheese » lb,
13* Turkey *9 lb,
22@25
au.Tallow *9 H>,
2®4
Chicken p &,
Calf Skins, per lb. 10@lli Veal *9 lb,
8®9
14® 15 Wool, unwashed, 18@20
Duck » lb,
25 Wood, hard,
4.00®4.5t
Eggs ^ doz..
14 Wood, soft.
3.00
Fowl *9 ft,,
Geese *9 lb,
14®15

90@1.00
8@10 Lime *9 bbl.,
20 Oat Meal *9 lb,
Butter Salt,
4®5
71 Onions 19 lb,
4a5
Corn ^ bu.,
71
Oil. Kerosene, gal.,15® 16
Cracked Corn, P bu,
71 Pollock *9 'b,
Corn Meal, 19 bu.,
4*® 5
U» Pork 19 tt>.
10
Cheese, 49 lb,
1.13
Cotton Seed, *9 cwt., 1.65 Plaster *9 bbl.,
3
Codfish drv, *9 lb,
5® 8. Rye Meal *9 lb,
10 Shorts *9 cwt.,
1.40
BEEF TRADE.
Cranberries,
qt.,
0
Clover Seed.
*9 lb,
Sugar
13@14
The beef trade is the worst in the past six
40
Flour, # bbl., 6.50a7.0o,Salt, T. I., p bu.,
5
months; light grass cattle are selling very H. G. Seed bu.,
1.90j8weet Potatoes,
I0iWheat Meal.
low indeed. Bologna bulls and cows are Lard, *9 lb,
4®3
selling the same as last week. Do not look
for any improvement in this market next
*
BOltN.
week, but nope it wiy improve after that.
The best oxen sold at 4j to Sets, live weight;
sold
at
24
to
cts.
beef
steers
Conary. In Sunshine, Deer Isle, August 14,
light grass
3J
to Mr. and Mrs. Leslie M. Conary, a son, Clifton
live weight.
Vondell.
VEAL TRADE.
Haskell. In Little Deer Isle, August 11, to
All kinds of veal calves selling a little Mr. and Mrs. Peter Haskell, a son.
Murch. In Ellsworth, August 17, to Mr. and
better than a week ago, owing to the light
Mrs. Maynard H. Murch, twins—a sou and daugharrivals, both alive and dressed. The best ter.
veal calves sold at 64 cts.; fair calves sold
Pendleton. Iu Winter Harbor, August 13, to
at 5i cts. live weight; drinker and grasser Mr. and Mrs G. W. Pendleton, a son.
calves sold at 3 to 4 cts. live weight; young
Willey. In W inter Harbor, August 17, to Mr.
and Mrs. H. Melvin Willey, a son.
calves sold at $1.50 to $2.50 each.
Wadlin. In Northport,August 26, to Mr. and
SHEEP AND LAMB TRADE.
Mrs. Mark A. Wadlin, a son.
Sheep and yearlings about the same price,
MARRIED.
but slow of sale and dull. Lambs selling a
little better. The best lambs sold at 6 to 64
cts. live weight; fair lambs sold at 5 to 54
Babbige-Hodgrins. In Seal Harbor, August
cts. live weight. The best sheep sold at 44 10, Miss Lura B. Hodgkins and Frank A. Babbige.
cts. live weight; fair sheep 3J cts. live

POWDER
Absolutely Pure

Mr. Thomas Williams will be a pupil at
Freedom Academy the coming year.

Sweetser, wuo spent me summer in town, left Monday for New London,
Conn.

Bf jr
PS. P? ?

The milch cow trade is extremely slow and
were lower than for any week for the
last three months. It is impossible to' sell
dim milkers at anything like country cost.
The best fancy milkers sold slow. Best
milch cows sold at $45 to $50 each; fair
milch cows sold at $30 to $35 each; common
cows sold at $18 to $22 each.

W. E. Grinnell and C. H. Monroe are in
Boston ou a short business trip.

Prof. Fred

f

119
160
223
44

33

BELFAST PRICE CURRENT.

at

prices

Mr. Janies MacDougall left Monday for
Boston, en route for St. Louis.

ifinder.

Market

MILCH COW TRADE.

new

A hayrack ride to Mt. Waldo was enjoyed
by some of the young people last Thursday.
Mr. B. 0. Sargent returned Saturday from
a trip to Norfolk, Va., on the steamer Path-

O

§*
2
.*§•

Mrs. E. Blackly of Boston is the guest
of Mrs. E. B. Billings.

some

Stock

Ending August 30.

rtg

Mrs. Josephine Dow is the guest of Mr.
and Mrs. N. Ronlston.

Mrs. D. S. Beals is displaying
artistic things in fall hats.

Live

Brighton, Maes.,

place

of Cream of Tartar
and Soda.

Miss Lillias Nichols left Wednesday for
Boston.

the

at

Upper Bridge.

|

And stores and shops m lh
)roperty and cottage lots itt1
lome that can be bought on
Why pay rent when you *'
tome.
Come in and let us t:oK

\
j

■

TUBULAR SEPARATOR
Is the only one that don’t. All gearing is enclosed in a small box—the motion of the gear
wheels keeps all gears bat’ ed in a mist of oil.
No other runs so light. Call for a catalog.
Take a look at the gears.

H. 5. COLMAN,

Sears port, ITaine.

j

wanted.

One large room or two
l»
unfurnished, and board

>n"^

All the year round.

Address^

J

!t35

Care

Republic#”

■

.uJ

^

,L>uru**‘

